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Introduction

The stud of communication is made difficult by the diversity of
topict often identified within the scope of the term communication. Prec-

tioners, at least as represented by the professional field of speech com-
munication'do little to f.-cus, narrow, or delimit the problem of studying
communication. The literature not only remains diverse, but.is expanding
both in quantity of sublications and variety of topics addressed:.

This manuscript-represents-the-results-of -an ambitious-attempt to
introduce first year graduate students to the field of speech communication
as,represented by the manuscripts published in the leading professional
journals:sAIn part, this assignment developed from the charge made to the
field by' e participants in the 1968 New Orleans' Conference on Research
and Instructional Development sponsored by the Speech Association of
America._ In this fortieth recommendation, they challenged that "a grad-
uate student in. speech-communication be introduced to the following areas
by the end of his first year of graduate study: (a) contemporary communi-
cation theories and research, (b) research methods,.(c) philosophy of
science, (d) history and development of rhetorical theory, and (e) language
structure and meaning."

Eight students enrolled,in an eight-week summer course at Wichita
State University set as their goal to: (a) survey the most significant
literature published by the professionals in the field of speech communi-
cation; (Pb) critically appraise research within subareas df the field;

d)
(c) conduct an experimental test of a, relevant research lu scion often
posed within the field; and (d) to identify, analyze, an synthesize as
much as they couldsabout the discipline .of speech communication. Part of

the results are reflected in this manuscript. .

The first section includes abstracts ffom ninety articles appearing
in the nine leading communication journals beginning in 1970. The closing
period for each journal varied according to the published issue available
at\the time of the project. Listed below are the journals and the last
issue searched during this review:

Central States Speech Journal, Spring, 1977.

Communication Education, March, 1977.

CoMmunication'Monographs,, March, 1977.
Communication Quarterly, Winter, 1977.
Human Communication Research, Spring, 1977.
Journal of Collimunftation, o Spring, 1977.
Quarterly Journal of Speech, April, 1977.

Southern Speech Communication Journal, Summer, 1977.

Western Speech Journal, _ Winter, 1977.
The bibliography was developed first as a representative list of the

diverse subject matter in the field of speech communication.. From this
list, only the best published material was retained for the final biblio-
graphy! The reader will also discover that the literature reflects the

- truly dynamic character of the field. Many articles pursue or criticize
`. the ideas, hypotheses, or arguments of theiP predecQs-sors. -Often the

abstracts capture these moments of debate within the field.
4
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The abstracts are organized by general categories. The following
list includes the categorical titles used in the bibliography:

Communication Theory (17) ,.

Research Methodology (13)
.

Interpersonal Communication (15)

Rhetor;ical Theory and Criticism (16.)

-01 Perguasion 4 ( 8)

.Organizational Communi cation ( 7)

Pedagogy, ( 6) ),

Potpourri. ,
, (8)

Foilowing the abstracts are, four critical reviews of literature and
four reports of experiments conducted by students in the class. Itg,the '.

case of bock assignments, students experiehced for the first timeia search,
analysis, and attempt at synthesis of a complex body of literature. With

the experiments, the student discovered for the first time the excitement
of an emperical mystery as well as.tile typical frustrations and perplex-
itiel; of conducting credible hypothesis testing. In the latter assignment,'
.studepts were 'aided by the Weis provided in R. Wayne race, bbert Boren,
and Skint Peterson's, Communication Behavior and Experiments: A.Scientiftc

A roach'(Belmont, California: Wadsworth PubTiillingiCo., 1975):
pecial and grateful thanks are extended to the secretarial staff of

the Department of Speech Cafimunication who typed all of the material in its.
final form:. Mary Lin Carter, Kathy Ashpole,.Susan Mueller, and especially
Cheryl Williams.

I
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Communication -Theory

/ ,, This collection of abstracts' begins appropriately with Frank Dance's,
1970 caution that our approach to 'the study of communication leads us in ':

widely diyergent directions'while we wrongly claim we are pursuing the

same phenomenon. Yee, as the next nine abstracts in this section demon-

/ strates caution is often thrown to the wind. . -,

.
The remaining articles give attention to a range of, topics from'Sex

Nc to silence with a final article listing the books- every well-read communi-

cation scholaryill -have,experienced. ..

. -. 111is collection helps introduce the noviceto our field to the basic

and endurin4 issues as well as dilierse tops pursued under the` category
of communication theory. . .

/ ,

Frank-E. X. Dance, "The Concept.of Communication."
Leonard Hawds, "Elements of a Model for Communication Processes."
Lawrence Grossberg and Daniel J. O'Keefe, "Presuppositions, Conceptual

a

Foundatlb* and Communication Theory: On Hawes' Approach to

Communication."
.er

Dennis R. Smith, "The Fallacy of the Communication Breakdown."
Richard Johannesen, "The Emerging Concept of Communicati8n as Dialogue."

Roderick P. Hart andDon M. Burks, "Rhetorical Sensitivity and'Social
Interaction."

Daniel 0"Keefe "Logical Empiricism and the Study of Human Commurfication."

Jesse G. Delia, "Constructivjsm and the Study of Human Communication."
Dennis R. Smith, "Mechanical and Systemic Concepts of Feedback."
Stephen W. Littlejohn, "Symbolic Iriteractionism as an Approach to the

Study of Human Communication."' .

John Stewart, "Concepts of Language and Meaning: A Comparative Study."
Dennis S. Gouran, "Groups ommunication: Perspectives and Priorities for

Future Research."
Sandra Purnell, "Sex Roles in -Ommunication: Teaching and Research."
Randall P. Harrison, Akiba A. Cohen, Wayne W. Crouch, B.K.L. Genova, and

Mark Steinberg: "TheliOnverbal Communication Literature."
Thomas J. Bruneay, "Communicative Silences: Forms and Functions."
Richard L. Johannesen, "The Function of Silence: A Plea For Communication

Research, "

Gerald Miller, "Readings in Communication Theory: Suggestions and an

Occakjonal Caveat."-

4
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The 'Concept' of Communication"
Frank E. X. Dance

The Journal of Communication, 20(1970), 201-210`

In order to produce, or at'least approach, a satisfactory, systematic
theory] of co.nunication, the initial concept must be clear and reasonably
uniform: A concept determines the behavioral field observed, which affects
the principles derived, which affect the hypotheses generated, which affect
the laws andthe systerfis of lawssfated, which, all together, comprise the
theory, each in turn. The concept of communication will-directly affect
the theory which one later derives. One way to assess the usefulness of
a concept is to see ff there-are instances which contradict it. This

'seems to be the case in some published concepts oecommunication.
Ninety-five published definitions of communication were drawn from

diverse sources and subjected to a content analysts for their maim themes.,,
Out of.this analysis emerged 15 conceOttal componentS of communication:
(1),symbols/verbal/speech, (2) understanding, (3) interaction/relationship/
soci,30 process, (4) reduction of uncertainty, (5)4rocess, (6) transfer/
transmission/intert*ge, (7) linkiWg/ binding, (8) commonality, (9)\cha-
nnel/carrier/means/route, (1O replicating memories, (11) discriminative
response/behavior modifying/response/change, (12) stimuli, (13) inten-
tional, ('14) time/situation, and (15) power Among these components,

there.are three upon which the definitions ritically divide: (1) the

level of.observation; .(2) the.presence,or bsence.ofintent'on the part'
of the sender; and (3) the northativIz.judgme Of the act. I

The level of'observation'serves to expan or limit our focus for
theory construction. The concept of intenti ,ality reduces the behav-,
ioral field and alters a theory's range and r. The component of \
normative judgment can be even more restrictive. These three components
Of the concept of communication demonsrate'the arked diversity of
derinttions available.

Since a cbncept must be defined to have meaning,' the broad range.
of definitions discussed .here shows the looseness of the concept of
communication as reflected in the looseness of the fields identified
with'it. study. Perhaps a more useful tool would be the creation of a
family of concepts. The identifidation of such faniibes should facili-
tate tpe treatment of communication in a systems fashion. ,Eventuall'P,
this process -cifuld lead to the goal of a better theoryoficommunidatiop.

Mbst valuable in an article such as this one is therocus upon '

starting at the beginning by defining our most basic term: communi-

cation. As is shown, a greSt diversity'exists, leading:to greatly
diverse theories. The reader cannot help but be made more aware, not
only of the variety of definitions available, but of the implications of
these varieties for research and study. In particular, the reader will
have impre'ssed upon him_the need to discover the definitions a writer
is using in order to fe.thoroughly understand hivonclusiOns.

David A. Bullock
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"Elements of a ModelaO'E Communication Processes"
eonard C. Hawes-

Quarterly Jour a1 of Speech, 59(1973), 11-21

This paper provided a rationale for and outline of a theory that

focuses on the process nature of communication. The outline was con-

structed as a formal model' for the theory.
It was suggested that behaviors and meanings need not be studied

separately. To reflect this relationship of_meanings'and behaviors,
-

communication was defined a patterned space-time behavior with.a

symbolic referent. A formal model was developed to explicate this
definition., The model consisted of three major postulates: the
rostulateof concatenaity, the postulate of simultaneity, and the pos-

tulate of functionality.
...

The first postulate stated that communication is a spatio-temporal
series of interconnected Oings or evehts. This postulate was interpreted
to mean that each. communieation act affects and 4C affected by the entire

stream of communicative acts., The theorem derivcu.from this postulate'

stated that if communication is a series of concatenous acts, the commun-
ication. interact, is the fundamental unit of analysis in the Study of

communication.
It was also postulated that communication is a process phenomenon

simultaneousgy involving.two or more symbol-using animals. The theorem
derived from thi- postulate stated that if communication involves two

or more symbol users simultaneously; communication will operate on

two dimensiogs simultaneously: content and relationship. This thportm

suggested that communication not only transmits information, but defines

the relationship binding the symbol users. -

The postulate of functionality stated. -that communication functions

to ,create and validate symbol systems. which define social reality and

regulate social actions Four theoreMis based on thiS postulate were pre-

sented: 1) if the function of a symbol is to be determined, the relation-
ship binding the symbol users must be defined; 2) all communication
interacts conceal, repeat or disclose information tout the relationships_

among/symbol users; 3') if.functionalitybis to be preserved during empirical

_assessment, relationships must be thought of systematically; and 4) the

less entropy in the relationship, the greater.the ease with which symbol

systems can be enacted. In short, when entropy is reduced in a relation-

ship,. the easier/ it is for. symbol users 'to interlock their communication

acts in mutually-expected ways
Finally, it was suggested that process-research may allow the study

of human oehavior that cannot be explained by either direct or indirect

causality. It was argued that in-the model, the cause of behavior lies

in the communication patterns which constit;te the motives of human

activity.
Hawes' article provides a formal delineation of communication theories.

The interactive, on-g61ng.proceis nature of communication is emphasized and

presented in_a verbal description model. .0ne of the most significant as-

pects of the model is .0hat it places communication behavior An its space-

time context.

Donna Jensen

6
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"Piresupposittons, COncepttial Foundations, and Communication
Theory: On Hawes' Approach to.Communication"

Lawrence Grossberg and'Danfel J. O)Keefe
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 61075j, 195-208.

-Th is becoming increasingly evident to social scientists that one's
unaerlyinp assumptiong affect one's theoreticatand,methodological formu-
lations. The importance-of the authors' -argument-is that communication
theorists must recognize the central. importance of philosophical issues
and assumptions in the formulet:on of communication theories; without
such recognitioh, attempts to provide clear and Consistent cqnceptual
foundations for research programs will prove futile. The authors show
this importance though a critical eXaMination of Leonard Hawes' r Stent
'theoretical formulation. Hawes locates his view in the "conceptual-
overlap" between two philosophers, Alfred Schutz and May Brodbeck.

The question of the nature of meaning in human affairs has long \
been addressed byoth philosophers and social scientists. One twen-
tieth-century philosophical -forum in which this topic arises is that
of " action theory." The issues discussed in action theory underlie
many disputes between afferent thearetical:forMulations in social

- "science, especially'those grounded .in 'a fundamental philosophical dis-
, agreement over the nature of human behavior: whether humap actionis

reducible to mere physical movement. One might construe all human
. behavior as nothing but physical movement. On this view, all sentences
-of-psychology describe physical occurrences. .Contraf.y4qAhis view-

. point, one might argue for a distinction.between p&sons as physical
organisms,and persons as agents, beirgs'who can actwand whehave,inten-
-t4ns, motives, reasons, desires, and so _forth.

Opposed to this view are authors such at. Alfred Schutz.o -Three

points are in order. First, Schutz's conception of huMan action. Action
is distinguished from behavior on the basis of\the formers meaningful-

The meaning of an action is its corresponding projected act. 1.

Action is thus intriniscally-subjective. SeCondty, in addressing the
topic'of the role of motivation inaction, Schutz distinguishes two
types of motives The "fn-order-to; motive represents the project of
which.the action is to be the fulfillment. The "because" motive repre-
sents those prior conditions which from the actor's vievy.deteined the
character of the project. Both types o'fmotive thus exist within the
subjective meaning context of the actor; 'Thirdly, in building a link
between hit analysis R human action and an understanding of the metho-.
dology appropri'te to the human sciences, Schutz holds to Max Weber's
postulate of subjective understanding. For both Weber and Schutz, the
aim of the social sciences is to find some way of describing, and under-
standing the purely subjective meaning of human action. The queStiokIrt
hand is whethgr the observer's meaning (the objective` meaning- context
can perfectl /*oincide with the'actar's meaning (the subjective meaning-
context).

Hawes asserts that the foundations'of his approach to communication
lie in "the conceptual overlap" between Schutz and.Broadbeck. Af the

,very least, ,Hawes has not presented such a synthesis, for the authors
argue that Hawes finds a compatibility between the_twa'perspectives only

A
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by virtu4,of'his inadequate understanding:, and torrelitive-misconstrual,
of the.poibt of view Schutz represents; such MisintewOetaton, of course,'
obviatesthe-possibildty of a genuinksynthesis.

,This can be cldarly'thown by cobsitering three reasons for believing
that Hawes'-fodatipns dannot be4oOndlin.the views Of Alfred Schutz.
First, Hawes an Schbtz,diffr over the nature and aims of ,science in
general and social science in; partIcular77115T view oft scientific
enterprise that predominateslin the.social sciences envi ions the social
scientistias seeki to explain, predict, .and control hOnamehaviorJ
Hawes' iaoption of his general perspeCtiye is evidenced'in his concern'
with casual explani ions and in his state pent that the,goals,of the
social scienbes are to explain, predict, Ind control human:behavior.

) Schutz's view is that every social science sets as itstprimary go51 the
greatest possible' clarification of what is thought about thd-soc4al.world
by those living in it. The task of the humin scientist is toLunderstand
the:agtor.!s meanings for-his world and hisactions, and the processes by.
which these-meanings are-constructed and negotiated. The second point.

divergence 14etween-Nawes and Schutz is'given in th9ifdiffering Iciews
on the object pf social, investigation. For Hawes,. the relationship'-, not

the indiVid4-41'Symbol 4ser,:is the ultimate objeCt of investigation,
While Schutz-Would agree that-individuals interact, his central focus would
not be a reified relationship, but rather. the Arspeat/04s,of the indivi -
dual's involved. thirdly, Hawes and Schutz diffdr over the way,jb which
the social scientist ought to-approaeh his objects. Schutz emphaMps
that the social scientist,when constructing his objective meaning-
contexts, must always keep his primary goal in mind: that of discerning.

the'suiSective meaning-context of the actor. But Schutz makes it quite
clear that the social ,cientist cannot blithell assume that -his objective

N1 meaning- context faithfully represents iheacpr's perspective; -the rela-
tion of the twois always problematic. -Hawes, hoWever, ignores the 4

question of to what degree thetwo.coincide.%
Thus it appears thit ,iiawes'_view are grounded in a logical emplr-

icistphilosoph
These tp commt pents define the erspectivesfrom which Hawes attempts

of science and-,a behavioristic approach to hpan action. :

w
to interpret.SchUtz. Hawes'failes to recognise that the hint of view
Schutz exemplifies is pgemiiedOn a denial of those two presuppositions.
Because of the failure terecogntte that denial, Hawes' theory cannot

: be taken to be a genuine synthesis of the divergent.points of view thAt'
Schutz and other represent.

The conceptual foundations of Leonard Hawes' approach to commdoi7
cation are critically examined in this article., The article states
that communication theorists must be well acquainted with the philoso-
phical issues that underlie social science. Communication theorists
are to make their own presuppositibns'clear, and if they are to construct
conceptually grounded methodologies, then these philosophical concerns

4
must be explicitj'acknowredged.

Brenda--). Webb
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The Fallacy of the ComMunicationfBreakdown"
Dennis R. Smith '

A. Quarter la Journal of Speech; '56(1970), 343-346.

What we observe is a product of the phildsophy with which we make
our ubservations. The study ofcommunication is currently beset with
problems that 'ariseifromt transition in philosophy in which the lang-
uage tied to record observations does not adequateiy deecribre either
reality or the.ehiletophy.of theekobservere

For a Krug of about fifteen years, communication theory was
highly influenced by the engineering science's. The communication pro-
cess was. observed and described in language compatible with the philo-
`4ophicajp. constructs of engineering. The concepts of information;
entropy,'sender, mess*, receiver, noise, and channels reflect the
outlook of the engine6ring sciences:- Because the terms are drawn from
engineering,,they.direct the user -0 look at communication. as a linear,
directional, mechanical event. The'danger in using such terms is that

i4:
the ideneay bot be fully aware of the philosophical consequence of
his langUage. 0

An excellent example-Of a term bringing to our observations philo-
sophical implications-that are .not consonant with the view of communi-
cation as a process is'the currently popular term "communication breakdown."
This term, perhaps more than any other, reflects a view of communication
at alirectional, linear event that may break down. The very word break-
down implies a disruption or a malfunctioning_ofan element or part of
a. mechanical system. To correcta communication breakdown, one either
repairs the. system or replaces one of its parts.

Theautho: states that while the term communication breakdown has
been useful in popularizing a communication-oriented approach to the
study of speech in the classroom, the term is highly misleading. Smith
in_this article takes a closer look at the implications -ff the term, and
its fallacies.

The term communication breakdown emtbdies a concept of communication
as linear, i.e., the breakdown occurs between tWo elements of a linear
system. Thus, one who attempts -to observe a communication breakdown
would attempt to observe a linear system in which the brei..down could
occur. Such a view is not consistent with the view of communication as
a prcess.

The words communication breakdown suggest a mechanical model incon-
gruous with human communication. It is easy to conceive of a mechanical
system breaking down,,but one does not think of a biological phenomenon
breaking down. The situation faced by students of communication.today.is
much the situation faced by psychologists and psychiatrists of several
years ago. When people became mentally ill, they had a nervous breakdown.
There is a profound difference between treating a patient for a nervous
breakdown and treating his pathological behavior. The same situation
would seem to apply to a communicologist who wishes to deal with problems
nr pathologies in human communication. The communicologist should avoid
the fallacy of the communication breakdown and focus his attention on the
communication process and pathologies in communication.

9
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Perhaps the greatest fallacy of the term communication breakdown is
the fallacy of noncommunication.. The term breakdown implies an absence
of communication. Thus, the student of communication frequently assumes
that in a communication breakdown, communicatiof is not-occurring. This
is a dangerous misconception. As Waltzlawick has pointed out, we cannot not
communicate. Even the absence of communication communicates. If we
view the reaction as communication rather than as a breakdown in communi-
cation, we change the nature of the observations we make regarding the
situation.

This brings-us to a fourth fallacy in-the use of the term communice
tion breakdown. Students who approach the communication process in terms
of breakdown tend to look for,a 'thing", a breakdown, rather than to

'observe the various dimensions of the communication process. When they
approach communication looking for breakdowns, they seek something they
can tinker with or an obstacle tHey can remove to get communication going,
again. The very language involved in such an analysis,prevents them from
viewing communication as an ongoing process.

There are at least two alternatives to the analysis of, communication
breakdowns. One is simply to view certain types of communication patterns
as pathologies of the communication process. The concept of pathological
activity In the commAication process does not carry with it the fallacies
engendered in the concept of a breakdown. A second alternative should be
given consideration. Communication may be viewed as a biological dimen-
sion of social integration. All biological organisms become social,or-
ganisms through the process of communication. So conceived, communication
as an integrative function may be said to hal, that

dimension which directly facilitates social integr ion and that (
which innibits social integration.

The article tells the individual why the term "communication break-
down" is misleading. It is a short article, but nonetheless a good intro-
ductory to the implications of the term and its fallacies of linearity,
me:.haaism, noncommuni cation, and reification.

10
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"The'Emerging Concept of Communication as Dialogue"
Richard Johannesen

Quarterly Journal of Speech, 57(19 -1), 373-382

This article provides'theroundwork%for further investigation
of communication as dialogue. hree areas of this concept are examined.
The first is a look at the co ponents of the concept of dialogue, the
second is to review the nature of rmonologue according to the dialogue
advocated, and the third raises;tome questiOns and issues concerning

. dialogue while carrying out, communication research.
. Marti/yBuber, author of I Thou and Between Man'and Man, placed

the concept of dialogue at the center of his view of human communication
and existence. According to'Buber interaction between men promotes de-
velopment of personality and'knowl dge. Dialogue is more of an attitude,
principal or orientation concerning communication than a method, technique
or format. The attitude and beha ior of each4participant is characterized
by qualities such as honesty, spon neity and intensity. In dialogue each -

person is accepted for what, he is, pi re is no attempt to impose the .

speaker's views on the other person, althodgh understanding is desired.
Each person attempts to become totally aware of the other person. The

basic element is "seeing the other or experiencing the other" while not
giving up one's own convictions. Rogers uses this approach in his
client-centered psychotherapy, The char=acteristics of dialogue or its

components that all scholars agree upon are 6 genuiness, direct, honest
straightforwardness; and accurate empathic understanding, (things are
seen from the other viewpoint as well as your own, feelings should be
accurately reflected and clarified); unconditional positive reward, not
just being tolerated, (there is mutual trust even if,-one person does not
approve of the other's behavior); a presentnessoexixts in which each person
is involved in the dialogue, not merely a distanced'onlooker; there is a
spirit of mutual equality because no one is more powerful or superior to the
other one; and finally, there exists a supportive psychological climate
which encourages the other to communicate and to listen to what is said.
`Men associated with dialogue are: \Karl Jaspers, Gabriel Marcel', Reuel
Howe, author'of The Miracle of Dialogue, George Gusdorf, Floyd Matson,
Ashely Montagu, and psychiatrists and psychologists Carl'Rogers, Joost
Meerloo, Eric Fromm, Paul Tournier and Jack Gibb.

Many of these men feel monologue is inherently-evil because it is
manifest in propoganda and is characterized by coercion, self-centeredness
commands, manipulation, exploitation and deception.. It is-directed tow °d
the end of power over another to gain profit or, enjoyment. The concern in

monologue is one's own prestige and authority. Many of these previously

0 mentioned men feel that monologue takes place during a conversation,
friendly chat or a lover's talk. Thepurpose of monologue is td gain
consensus with the speaker's view point and is lacking in mutual trust.

However, dialbgue and monologue should not be viewed as opposites, but
as extremes on a continuum. Monologue can not be equated with persuasion

i

and propoganda because monologue is only an aspect of each, not totally
either. 0

The issues for researching dialogue are numerous. Can dialogue be

subjected to,empirical research? 'u her believes that it can. Will the

process and techniques of this research and objective obsewation destroy

11
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dialogue's atmosphere? Kenneth Williams advocates the use of such things
as one-way mirrors, tape recorders and conterc analysis to study dialogue.
Barrett and Lennard report the use of "Relationship Inventory" to measure

' basic attitudinal qualities necessary for effective.therapeutic relation-
ships. Traux and Carkhuff use a "Depth of Self-Exploration Scale" to access
preception of the encounter. Can dialogue be taught? Giffin and -Patton
attempt to instruct dialogue techniques in their interpersonal communication
writings. Paul Keller and Charles T. Brown feel the prime concern in
studying dialogue should,be the needs of the participants rather than
ideal truths. The attitudes are more important than the messages. Their
questions concerning dialogue are: How does the sender react to the
receiver's reaction?' Can the sender accept negative reaction

Obviously the study of dialogue is still an important area of needed
research. Even though dialogue has' many different meanings to different
people the agreed upon areas concerning dialogue are that it is a face-to-
face encounter, having two people communicating orally and extendihg over
a period of time.

The reader will find in this article a" discussion of the concept
of what dialogue is and some of the areas still needing to be researched.
Also included is a bibliography giving the works of the author's cited.
Finally anyone who wants to research dialogue should begin this article
since it lays the groundwork as to what is known and understood about'
dialogue and some of the questions concerning dialogue which remain
unanswered, along with the possible methods for study and anticipated
problems which would give the researcher an added edge.

12
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"Rhetorical Sensitivity and ciCial,Interaction"

Poderick P. Hart and Dor M. Burks
getcjitp-ahs, 39(1972), 75-91.

Risking oversimplification, contemporary attitudes toward .communication
.nay be placed into one of two camps: expressive and instrumental. is

difficult, if not 'impossible, to present fully the myriad of dictates
urged upon the student by today's adVocates of, the "expressive communi-
cation". However, in Riche _ohannesen's article entitled "The Emerging
Concept of Communication a ialogue", we may find an insight into the

`basic tenents of expressive communication, "Mutuality, open-heartedness,
directness, honesty, spontaneity, frankness, nonmanipulative intent, and
love in the sense of responsibility of one human for another" are all

.definitions-by-synonym-and imagery which populate today's expressNe
communication literature. However, "doing 'what comes naturally" may not
always be the most universally appropriate criterion foi- communication.
Because there may be the desire.to maintain interpersonal relationships,
there ,is the need to go beyond the egocentric self and acquire a prag-
matic rhetoriCal perspective and ability.

,Because social interactants are multifaceted, the rhetorically sen-
sitive person tries to accept role-taking as part of the human condition.
This is not to say that a person shoulcrtalp on one,inflexible role, but
that the communicant realize that her she is a collection of roles ,

learned through life and that they shouldbe able and ready to take on
one of those roles at appropriate instances. Rhetorical training can be
looked at as an attempt to demonstrate hoW the communicator can effect-
ively utilize roles in a way that is productive.

Carl Rogers makes the point of the psychotheraputic experience being
one in which patients ask "Who am I, really?". While such a unitary con-
ception of the self may be highly appropriate to therapy situations and
to those who need a single answer to rebuild a scattered personality, it
is questionable that this type of question is applicable to the communi-
cator who is not only mentally healthy, but also is subject to many human
interfaces. It is this healthy and complex communicator with whom the
teacher or professor deals, that needs the rhetorical training which the
teacher or professor is can provide. .

. This particular article is one of the most to-the-point replies to
the avant garde transactionalists. Its sixteen pages may be of great
interestto,the more traditional minded,communication stfident. Very

worthwhile.

13
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"Lo gical Empiricism and the Study of Human Cohmunicatiun"
Daniel O'Keefe

Speech Monographs, 42(1975), 169-183.

The logical empiricist conception of the scientific enterprise has
long dominated communication theory and research. This essay sketches
the logical empiricist view and note its dominance in the study of human
communication, explores some of the criticisms leveled at that view, and
discusses some implications of those objections for communication studies.

"LogiCal empiricism" (sometimes called "logical positivism is

thusly named because it stands at the confluence of two streams of phil -,

osophical work: a refurbished Humean empiricism and new developments in
symbolic logic at the turn of the twentieth ceditury. 015eefe states

that where Hume drew a distinction between "impressions" apd "ideas",
contemporary empiricists distinguish obsenvation statements-and:theoret-
ical statementlk. Observation statements $restraightforward and uncon-
troversial; they. are factual, theory-free descriptions which form the
foundations of scientific knowledge. Sharply distinguished from obser-
vation statements are theoretical statements; these areiproblematic, and
questionable if not tied to observations.

The theoretical language of science is connected to the observational
language by means of "operational definitions." Th operational defini-

tion of a theoretical statement specifies in Obser ational statements
the meaning of the theoretical statement. From e positivistic view,.

theoretical concepts must, if they are to meani gfully apply to the

world, have operational definitions. These'def nitions, which tie
theoretical concepts to the common observation language, guarantee (i)

the comparison of two theories that havetdiffereft theoretical concepts
and (ii) the meaningfulness of theorftic41 disdourse.

The logical empiricist conception of the scientific enterprise has
been subjected to severe criticism. One area of criticism'is the nature

of the connection between theoretical and observational discourse. A

second area of criticism of the positivistit approach focuses on the
nature of verification and,falsification in 'the scientific process. A

third topic of criticism in the logical empiricist program is the theo-
retical-observational distinction: The argument herels that observations
are inherently "theory-laden," that "facts" are not facts independent of

a theoretical framework, and thus that there is no theory-independent

observation language. According to O'Keefe, of all the lines of attack'

on the positivistic view considered in his essay, this is the most impor-

tant, for it strikes at the heart of the logical empiricist program: at

the assumptioin that there is a specil observational vocabulary which is

.
suitable for all scientific theories, which is neutral with respect to
the claims of competing theories, and which forms the, foundations upon
which scientific knowledge can be erected. A fourth area of criticism
focuses on the requirement that psychological discourse be translatable

into physicalistic discourse. This criticism centers more directly on
the applicability Of the positivistic view to the realm of human phenomena.

In the last section, focus is shifted to communication studies and
to the way the difficulties with the logical empiricist philosophy of

science refldct on the conduct of communication theory and research. The
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first implication the author sees issuing from the criticisms of the
logical empiricist view is: maximally productive research involves
the systgmatic extension, elaboration, and defense of a theoretical
framewoK. O'Keefe believes that ass long as one holds the positivistic
view that observations are theory -free, one can afford to go about
randomly doing 'whatever experimental study comes't&mind. -But when

. it is recoonize0(that there is no theory-free observation langudge and
that research'findings have significance only within a larger theorems
tical framework, them the character of the research enterprise will be
seen to change.- The author strongly emphasizes that theory and research
must be seen as much more closely tied.

There is a second Implication-that the author draws from ti* crit-
icism of the received view: theoretical and conceptual. analysis ould,

a be recognized as a productive,,, even necessary, element-in the achieve-
ment of a satisfactory theoretical account. Communication researchers
have long operated with the implicit presupposition that theoretical' ,

statements are meaningful apart from optrational definitions. But if 4
' theoretical) claims are meaningful apart from operational definitions,
then purely theoretical discussions are justifiable. Ifiuch discui-
Aons are to be possible, theoretical frameworks must be publicly for-
mulated and hence open to critical public scrutiny.. The more important
facet here is the critical public scrutiny. The author states that it

justctbis careful, reflective conceptual analysis that communication
theory typically lacks.

I recommend this essay to the individual who needs a concise view
of the logical empiricist conception of the scientific enterprise. It

not only gives a concise view but also tells why this view is now under
attack and is being abandoned by most philosophers ofscience. The
essay examines those criticisms and discusses some ;implications of those
objections for communication studies.
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. "Constructivism and the Study of Human Communication'
fp Jefse G. Delia

Quarterly Journal of Speech, 680977), 66-83.

The philosophy of.science explicitly or implicitly accepted by
communication'theorists and researchers is thepositivistic view holding
that since the scientific enterprise Involves the generation of'theory-
free facts, scientific knowledge,con be represented in a nomologiCal
deduct system. The contemporary version of this view is typically
termed "logical empericism ". .

.--- In the place of a conception of scientific knowledge.as constructed
upon a bedrock of theory-free observations, several related alternatives
have been advanced which, taken together, may be referred.to as Weltin-

--.

schauugen philosophies of science. The most general theories or models,
which constitute the basic pres,uppoSitional around of theory development,
have been:variously labeledas "world hypothese," "root metaphors, 4:---

"presuppoOtions," "forms of life," ".paradigms," "ways of seeing the
world," "world views."' Theories within any specific world view differ
-in their level of generality, but as the mostIOneral level a world view

i is capable of encompossing'every phenomenon and event. That is, it pro-
*vides a general way of organizing experience. . .

Any specific theory or concept is,embedded within, a general world:
theory constituting its assumptive40.ound. This is fundamental ,to the,

constructivist view.' The position acknowledges fully the implication
that we must accept a basic skepticism' concerning our ability to achieve
ultimatg and final knowledge of the world.. This skepticism is faced with
the belief, however, that man progresses in knowledge of the world through
the active role'of the human construer within social institutions,'includ-
ing science, which he participates in creating. 'Fundamentally, cginstrUct-
ivism thus makes people responsible for their ideas. ,

. For unless this Weltanschauung is apprehended the nature and force
of the shifts advocated concerning the conceptualization of communication
processes and the conduct of commun'cation research will also be missed.

JWorlds of interpretation separate t ose who work wtthin different paeafligms.
Communication across paradigms re res'that we give our best efforts'to
articulating the full substance of our views. And this maridates'a full
and critical discussion and evaluation of_the assumptive ground of our
theories and concepts. All research must be conducted within a matrix of
basic assiimptions;_conceptt have yeaning'only within one or another Para-

' digm-precisely because of the conviction that it provides a useful way of
--37-,.__,,, proceeding in understanding-a articular realm of phenomena.

.
Within the constructivist world view, progreis is Oen to come

ce
through the extension of the st' pe and the refinement of the precision j

:\ in encompassing experience of a-world theory and its corollary theories '
and concepts. Thus for the constructivist the best bet we have for
knowing the world is the elaboration of a particular socially,fabricated
conceptual system giving coherence to experience and transforming obser-'
vations into knowledge. One's theoretic paradisomakes evident what are
important and unimportant problems, what kinds of approaches to particular
problems will be productive, and the like. Without holding beginning

S '
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assumptions researchers would face only dar ness with nothing to illuminate,
their way. With theft they can formulate a eoretical system that can be
extended, refined, added to, and supplanted

The ultimate test of knowledge in the constructivist view is its
ra:lorial evaluation by the scientific community. Like other shared -human
endeavors, science is based upon a cultural system developed in a histor-
ical context. Our conception of what is rational. in fact, Is in large
measure a reflection of the historically developed standards of evidence,
.argument, and procedure distinguishing the scientific way of knowing the
world from Other ways of knowing it--be they aesthetic, critical, exper-
iential, mystical, Teligious, or whatever..

. The constructivist view commits one to an empirical t.laboration_of-,
conceptual schemes.' As scientis ti they are committed to the rational
enterprise of elaborating 'and ref ning their conceptual systems through
subjecting them to systematic intdraction with thv-empirical world'and
to making them critically responsive to empirical evidence. For theoon-
structivist, a single study is relatively-unimportant. What is required
is sustained, systematic research with tfle same system'of concepts.
Ideas must continually have-their scope and precision challenged and e

elaborated.
Finally,_the-Constructivist view explicitly emphasizes the role of

the intellectual community as the crucible in which ideas mush be tested.
Coherent theoretical frameworks, of course, ar<created only by the
hard work of individual researchers elaborating, refining, and defending
their entire programs--assumptions, concepts, methods, and all., Some
frameworks doubtlessly will fail Ir be-rejected; others will surely win ,
admiration and adherents. But as a community they.can achieve progress
in the process only by relying upon each other.

This article elaborates to the individual the perspective of con-
structivism wi h 'attention to its implicatidns for conduct of communication
researc h and the evelopment of theoretic understanding of human
communication.
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"Mechanical and Systemic Concepts of Feedback'?

--4
Dennis R. Smith

Today's Speech, 21(1975), 23-28.

In Introduction to Cybernetics, W. Ross Ashby argued that the various
concepts of feedback may essentially be reduced to two. There is a prim-
arily, mathematical definition of feedbatk which aims at establishing:a
principle behind the operations of mechanisms- which exhibit feedback.
Another approach defines feedback as existing when some forward effect
from P to R can be taken for granted, to the deliberate conduction of
some effect back from R to P *tome connection than is ,physically dl'
materiallyievident. This definition possesses the operational utility
that a purely mathematical construct of, feedback lacks. For the purpose
of distinguishing between the two concepts, the mathematical construct
will be called systemic feedback, and the operational construct. will be
called mechanical feedback. - ,..

Feedback is closely related to cybernetics or "communication' theory.".
Norbert Wiener, the creator of cybernetics, viewed communication as a
theory of control (-and the study of communication within the framewor,k of
cybernetics as the study of the transmission of messages for the purpose
of effecting control. Wiener's analysis of control postulates a c011ec-
tion of functions whidh are designated as "sender''. The sender is a set
whose function is the transmission of messages for the purpose of,achiev-
ing control at some desired point ailed the receiver. The "receiver"
is a'set whose function is the receiving, of messages: Because the commun-
ication theorist is concerned with the problem of control, he focuses his, .
analysis upon the message as received rather than the message as intended. .

i

In order for the sender to d ermine whether or not control was effected

!
at the receiver, there must ist some circularity of respon e, knowh as
feedback. The characteristi of feedbag which informs the sender of the
degree to which control was effected is-known/as information.`

Many of the social sciences adopted Wiener's terminology. In- so ,

doing, most theorists also adopted tiN mechanistic understanding of feed-
back, insisting upon a diredt, materially evident connection between the

( two elementsie the system. Consequpntly, feedback"analysis has focused
almost exclaively upon the dimension Ofinaterial response rather than
the dimensions of circularity or information equally inherent in the con='
cept of feedback. .

S.AtemIc fieedback is a more general concept than that Of echanicOl:
feedback., Beause mechanical feedback embodies a material 30pvident con- i

nection between elements of a system, its usefulness in analying complex
systems is severely limited. The sheer mathematical complexi of the
interrelationships becomeslunmanageable in a system with'as few
elements. An alternative is nec ssary for analysis'and description ofx .

complex &ystems'such as speech co unication when treated as a biological
function or an interaction. The c ncept'of circularity of response of
feedback refers to the tra"hsmissi n of .a message to a receiver. There
it stops, Then the transmission of a message in return from the now ,

transmitting receiver. It stops again. In such definition, a linear

1
collection of a series of transmi sions and receptions of materially.,
evident messages is substituted/ r the concept of circularity of response.
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c,In contrast to the mechanical feedback model in which time is represented
as a vector segmented between message - response sequences, tilt systemic"
model of feedbacle more closely integrates the relationship as a'simul-
taneity of response. When time is introduced into the model as a vector,
the entire relationship become represented as a phasestate at discrete

infervales.

An interesting extension of the systemic concept of feedback is ,

proposed by Waltzlawick, Beavin and Jackson in their analysis of "posi-.
tive" and ?negative" feedback relationships. A positive feedback relation-
ship exists between two elements of a system when the information conveyed
in the feedback, tends to continue the behavior of the system in the direc-
tion'in which. it Is, going. A negative feedback relationship exists
between two elements,of a system when the information in the feedback
relationship tends-to alter the, direction of the behavior of a system.
The thermostat on an automatic heater is a common illustration of positive
and negative feedback relationships.

Feedback as a relationship is not something which is 'given and receiv-
ed. When feedback is conceived as a relationship, thg focus of analysi
moves to information and redunbancy. When a feedback relationship exist
bbtween a sender and a receiver, no response may still be anAtyized in
terms of emeasurabld amount of information comfeyed to the4sendir through
the relationship. When we conceive of human interaction as 'a cybernetic
ustem with iffipflicif feedback relationships, we,can well maintain that

one cannot not communicate.
This article is recommended to the individual who is interested in

the concept feedback. It describes what systemic and mechanical feedback
involves plus it provides diagrammatic repreientation of each. Various
implications of the concept are explored including dyadic and small group,
analysis.

,f
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"Symbolic Interactionism as an Approach
to the Study of Human Communication"

Stephen W. Littlejohn
Quarterly Journal of Speech,, 68(1977), 84-91;

The purpose'of the article,is to survey the basic beliefp-qf
symbolic interactionism and t6'show the way in which certain leading
theorists related to interactionist views.. Symbolic interactionism is
identified as "one of the broadest overviews of therole of communication
in society." Main anc.: Meltzer in their book Symbolic Interaction, iden-,
tified six bAic theoretical propositions or common preiTiii(717-Tymbolic
interaction: (1) mind,-self, and society are processes growing out of
interaction; (2) language is the basic means of developing mind and self;
(3) thelmind is developed by the internal social processes; (4) behavior
manifests itself through acting; (5) before acting a person has to iden-
tify the situation. and (6) *he self consists of social definitions as
well as soleldefi?ftions. J.e article is concerned with five proponents
of these premises: George Herbert Mead, Herbert Blumer, Manford Kuhn,
-Kenneth' Burke and Hugh Duncan.

AlthOgh obne,of his works were published until 1931, after his
death, George Herbert Mead is considered the "father" of symbolic inter-
actionitm. Mead was concerned with both the outward acts of man and the

,covert area of man's actions, and believed that reality existed only-
through experience. Reality or.objects could only be identified by exper-

ience or perception.
. Herbert Blumer was the first person to coin the term symbolic inter:-

actionism. He Ort only echoed Mead's views,tbut went on to eRpand many
of the critical areas with which Mead had pot been conc'ernedt Blumer

pecathe very concerned with the importance of "meaning" or conscious
interpretation.- He also expanded Mead's theory of group action; i.e.
the group cannot be separated frbm the individual's formation of meaning.
Blumer wet more concerned wit} Behavioral science.

.Manford Kuhn introduced two new areas of interactionist theory:
(1) "operationali-ie the interactionists concept of self"; 'end (2) "use

of quantitative research". Although Kuhn's theoretycOpremises were
consistent with those of Mead's, Kuhn went far beyond dither Mead or
Blumer. Kuhn stressed naming of objects and indicated that only upon
naming of an object did that object take on-theariing. He also stressed

the self concept of the individual and said. that the individual can only
gain frame of referende upon identifying the "self".

Kenneth Burke departed "dramatically" in theory ail though his views

were compatible with the others. Burke viewed the fpgvidual as an actor

interacting with others. Burke like Erving Goffman, was concerned with
the role-bOavioral,theory. He is outstanding among the symbol theorists,

and his theory is the most complete and comprehensive of(all the inter-
acttenists.

In S bols and Society, Hugh Duncan summarizes the interactionists
movement an ists seventy-one propositions related to man and society.

He too regardedhe symbol as important, but was more concerned about
the social order through communication. Duncan defined communication as

20



"an attempt to persuade others'to a certain course of action that we
'believe necessary to_create a given social order ".'

Although a little redundant and limited the article does present
numerous works in thesarea which would be of value for further reading

in relation to each author presented, plus a few additional authors in
the rea. The article gives an indication of the vastness of the area

of s Uolic interactionisin and is only.. an overview.
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"Concepts of Language and Meaning: A Comparative Study"

Johm.Stewart
Quarterly Journal of Speech., 58(1972), 123-133

Language is a central concerti of the speech communication scholar-
whether he views his task as the study of misunderstanding and -its remedies,
scientific analysis of spoken symbolic interaction, or contemplation of
the mutual struggle for common ground between two distinct and inviolable
identities. Presuppositions abqqt language and linguistic meaning can ma-
terially affect his theorizing, criticism, and teaching. This article
reviews treatments of language and meaning in 'recent communication litera7
tare and outline the approach to these same subjects taken,* the ordinary
language philosophers Ludwig Wittgenstein, Gilbert*Ryle, J.L. Austih, P.R.
Strawson; and William P. Alston. It demonstrates that these philosophers
conclusions about language and meaning are pften significantly different .

from those reached by speech communication/scholars and suggest that know-
ledge of ordinary lalguage philosophy can be 'useful.to both the rhetorician
and the speech communication scientist.

' Speech Amunication scholars almost: unanimously agree that language
is fundamentally a system of symbols,and that a symbol is generally anything
that represents something else. Consequently, they contend that language
is madeup of,representational elements which are conventionallY agreed upon
to represent certain things and to classify things, which direct attention
to specific differentiating aspects of the thing they symbolize, and which
represent.and mibstitute for objects, events, experiences, and concepts.
Most of the writers also agree that to say language is essentially sythbolic
is to-say that words are fundamentally names.

Speech scholars also base their work on three thebries of meaning:.
referential, ideational, and behavioral. Each is a representational theory

in'that it rests on the assumption'that the function of.linguistic entities
(i.e., words, phrases, sentences), is to represent other "things", and that
these other "thinr'figure prominently in what the entities mean. According
the referential a proach, :linguistic meaning is in the object of which the
symbol refers, or in the relationship between symbol and object. The ideational

theory of meaning positS-that ords represent ideas and that the meaning of
a word is the idea or conception that the Word symbolizes or calls up. The

behavioral theory of meaning maintain that themeaning'of a symbol is in the
behavioral response that it elicits in those who'perceive it.

Ordinary language phiTosophers from one recent trend in what is usually
called "analytic" or iltiguistic" philosophy. Linguistic philosophy is

generally characterized by the view that philosophical problems'may be solved
or dissolved either by reforming language or by understanding more about the
language we presently use. Ordinary language philosophers are identified by
the way they take spciai and systematic account of the role ordinary langu- I
age ;lays in the creation and resolution of philosophical problems. Their

approach to philosophy is ordinary language in two senses. First, in con-

trast with the fOrmalized writings r e symbolic logicians, ordinary language
philosophers discuss logical issues inah informal way, without recourse to
special invented languages. Secondly, they believe that a consideration of

what we ordinarily say is at least a useful preliminary to the discussion of
philosophical problems.
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The following four presuppositions characterize the views of language
and meaning field by ordinary language philosophers: Language does not
naturally and cannot accurately resemble a calculus; ordinary language
philosop ers argue that, since language is not mathematically,consisAnt,
words do not function in any single way (meaning is not simply reference
and.wor s are not simple names); ordinary language philosophers not only
maintain that generalizations about referring and naming are incorrect,
but also contend that virtually all generalizations about language unneces-
sarily distort its nature; language using is ordinary behavior. According . V
to the ordinary language philosophers, the use of language is not as traditional
philosophers represented it. There is no one patterh to be revealed; no single -
account to be offered, no small set of calculus-like rules. Un,the contrary,
the forms and uses cf language are inexhaustible flexible and various; speaking

"js not like a` game, but a whole family-of games, and the rules for these games,,
their purposes, and the methods of play are almost endlessly diverse.

,,
This article, as the title in4icates, gives the individual'aomparative

study of'the communication approach and the ordin4y larguage philosophy
approach of language and meaning. Each approach is discussed in detail with
a primary reference source given for the different theories represented.

,
...

A/ , Brenda J. Webb
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"Group Communication: Perspectives and
Priorities for Future Research"

Dennis S. Gouran
glErterly Journal of Speech, 59(1973), 22-29

Though much research is going on in the area of small groups, taken
as a whole it lacks direction. In an area of such vital use in the life
of nearly everyone, it becomes most disconterting to recognize this fact.
As the original interest in small groups awakened with their decision-
making activities, so should the concehtration of efforts be focused
today. This perspective remains particularly desirable when one considers
that many of the nation's domestic and foreign difficulties have resulted_
from failures in decision-making. There are three main categories of
variables and relationships among variables in need of investigation.
These include group outcomes, communication behaviors, and context of
rctmmunication.

In the area of group outcomes, there are four concepts in need of
high research priority: (1) consensus; (2) effectiveness of a decision;
(3) satisfaction'with a decision; and (4) cohesiveness. All of these have
received substantial and continuing interest. If we limit the outcomes we
investigate to these four, we maximize the opportunity for integrating
research findings into a meaningful set of generalizations. Particular
relationships between these variables which should be investigated include
consensus and effectiveness of ,a decision; and consensus and satisfaction.
Research on these variables iriapendently should emphasize the determinants
of each as well as the development of each in small groups.

A second area of real need is some intensive basic research aimed at
the discovery of stable communication behaviors characterizing the decision-
making process. It seems clear that every discussion can be analyzed in
terms of its rational, emotional, structural, social, and meta-discussional
components. These units, or a similar list, should be studied to identify
the dimension of communication behavior in small group decision-making.
The attempt will be facilitited by a recognition of the distinction between
the functions and properties of the units of communication studied.

A third area which future research must reckon with is the contexts in
which decision-making discussions occur. Four con)-sxtual variables which

seem to be especially important and amenable to iLyestigation include (1) dif-
fusion of pawir; (2) group composition; (3) pressures for uniformity; and
(4) group clifdate. The study of context and its direct and indirect ef-
fects on communication behavior and group outcomes respectively will likely
give vitality to much future research.

In terms of the design of the research, three concepts should be con-
sidered. First, much more of the research should focus on the contingent
and sequential relationships among units of communication. In addition,

the relationship of various sequential patterns to such group outcomes as
those previously discussed should be investigated. Finally, more of the
future studies should be multivariate in design.

The .se of this focus could have far-reaching consequences. The pro-
ductivene , of research in decision-making at the small group level will
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be greatly facilitated by following these suggestions. An awareness
of the overall needs should serve to channel interest and efforts in
the most meaningful directions.

David A. Bullock
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"Sex Roles in Communication: Teaching and Research"
Sandra Purnell.

Western Journal of Speech Communication, 40(1976.), 111-120.

(/Sexual identity (gender in the sense of biological sex difference)
is an eternal, pervasive division among people who habitually seek to
communicate with one another. While communication scholars have become

interested in race and ethnicity as sources of communication breakdown,
we have only recently begun to recognize the more ubiquitous and, per-
haps, more subtle impact of sex roles upon communication.

"Sex Rolesln Communication" is concerned with two central questions.
The first is what are the similarities and differences in the communica-
tion patterns of American womem and men? And, second, what is the signi-
ficance of any,sex difference in communication? In particular, what

does the study of communication patterns reveal about the nature of male- .
female relations in American society?

The theoretical foundation for the course is derived from symbolic
interactionist and phenomenological approaches,to communication. Four

fundamental principles delineate the direct relationship between patterns
of communication and typical role" behavior,.whether the roles be defined
.by sex, age, occupation, family position, or other demographic features.
First, roles are patterns of expectation by the self and others about the
appropriate behavior of an individual in given social settings. "Role"

is the abstract sense of what is proper fdr a particular class of indi-
viduals to say or do in a variety of recurring.situations. Second, roles fi

are learned through symbolic interaction: A child learns very early-to

gauge the responses of others to his/her behavior-and gradually finds
personal identity in the character of the individual to whom"others appear

to be responding. Through symbolic interaction one also acquires the
normative culture of his/her society. Third, roles are enacted in com-

municative interaction. Each interpersonal encounter is a microcosm of

societal role development and change. In a real sense, social roles are
patterns of prescribed and proscribed communication behavior. Finally,

ag implied by the second and third of these points, patterns of communi-
cation both reflect role expectations and reinforce role behavior. This

pattern of expectation and reinforcement establishes a cycle of stability,
permanence, and a sense of rightness associated with existing role behav-
ior. Through"all aspects of communication -- gesture, glance, tone, posture,
language, etc.-=each generation teaches the next what-tort of behavior is
acceptable and-,.thereby, what roles one must assume.'

Most important roles, and particularly sex roles, are learned initial-
ly in the family. The child presents some social behavior, then observes
the responses of those around.him/her. If significant others approve the

behavior, the child will probably continue the behavior and even elaborate
on it in the future. If the action elicits disapproval or not response,

it will probably be abandoned. Each encounter contributes to the child's

growing sense of himself or herself. Roles acquired in the family very

soon cope into contact with life outside the family circle. In general,

society retinforces the pattern derived from the family.
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Building upon the symbolic interactionist foOndation, the course
is divided into seven major topic areas: family communication, small
group communication, organizational communicatiop, speaker-guidence
interaction, langyage'and nonverbal codes, communication in mental
health, and mass iiYedia.

Speech'communication students benefit from this scrt of course
because it integrates several often divided areas of interest within
the field: interpersonal, small group, organizational, and rhetorical
perspectiyes on communication. The-symbolic interactionist framework
transcends the contextual differences and focuses attention on funda-
mental communication processes. Moreover, the nature of the course
forces,students to draw upon all sorts of intellectual resources--theo-
retical 9r speculative statements, clinical observations, descriptive
fielc6research, and controlled laboratory experimentation. This
obviates the presumed incompatibility bet%4een humanistic and behavioral
approaches by directing attention to the probleM, rathylthan defining
thg subject area in terms of research methods.

Communication'is, in a sence, the essence of our existence and
identity. "Sex Roles in Communication" highlights an aspect of communi-

,
cation that has received insufficient atteition in'the past. The author

states that we need vastly increased think research, writing, and
teachingon all aspects of sex roles in communication. The gap between
the sexes is all pervasive and is a source of conflict, misunderstanding,
aggression, and repression. Speech communication scholars can help to
.illumine this murky subject and, perhaps, contribute to more satisfying
human relations.

`Thisarticle discusses the course outline called "Sex Roles in
Communication" which-the author is currently teaching at California
State University, Los Angeles. If one is interested in this type of
course, this article would be of value. It would give `the individual

some ideas of what is to be covered in the course and hints of what

is to be expected of the individual.

Brenda J. Webb
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"The Nonverbal Communication Literature"
Randall` P. Harrison, Akiba A. Cohen, Wayne W. Crouch,

B. K. L.Genova: and Mark Steinberg
Journal of Communication, 22(1972), 460-476.

The article indicates-the limited research in the area of nonverbal
communication prior to the 1970's and that the materials for those works
of the 1970's have been fronts such areas as biology, electronics,
philosophy, educationsocioloO, psychiatry, anthropology, and speech
communication. The article points to numerous sources ranging from
Pla bo 's Little Annie Fanny's enrollment in " kinesics" to the more
-outstan ng writings in the field of nonverbal communication.

The earliest work of any significance is David Efron's book printed
in 1941:but greatly revised and renamed Gesture, Race, and Culture in
a 1972 edition. This source is limited in scope because-lICaT761
make"use of the data available, but is a historical milestone. Another
of the early notables is Ray Birdwhistell's Kinesics and. Context, but
it is considered redundant and contradictory.

The more noteworthy material is in the form of testbooks, two in
particular: (1) Mark4Knapp's Nonverbal Communication in Human Interaction;
and (2) Nonverbal Communication edited by RobeiT7:-Trinali7"-"rnapp s
book is and includes the problem' of definition, identification
of nonverbal cues, and observation and recording of nonver1117dues. The

book edited by Hindle-is the most compreheosive of the none rbal communi-
cation books because of, the tremendous and varied input by the fourteen
authors. It is a British work divided into three parts: (1) nature of

communication; (2) communication in animals; and (3) nonverbal communi-
.

cation in man.
A third category oaf material is that of "research on the face".

The three major works flighted are.: (1) Ekman, Friesen, and Ellsworth's --

Emotion in the Human Face: Guidelines for Research, And an Integration;
(2) C. E. Izard's The-riZe of Emotion; TR' (3) MichaeT-Vatson's ProxeMTC
Behavior: A Cross:TEltui'il-audy. Ekman and his colleagues present-a
critical review of a century of research about the face and emotions.
Izard also relies heavily upon past research, but sayg that early inter-
pretations have been Misunderstood. Both authors b--ow from Sylan S.
Tonkin's theory that "feedback from our facial muscles tell us what
emotion vie are feeling."

A fourth and very general category includes Erving Goffman's Relations
in Public which focuses on more commonplace interaction. The theory of

The\stcin as an organ is presented in Ashley Montagu's Touching; The
Yuman -S4gnificance_of Skip. The impact of environment on mans Taer-
actions is examined-in Robert Sommer's book Personal Space. The more

modern nonverbal symbols are dealt with in Henry Dreyfus' book Symbol
Sourcebo6k.

The article presents a comprehensive view of major works in the area
of nonverbal communicat:Jn and a reference list of thirty-nine sources.
For a detailed l'sting of such books one should look at Martha Davis'

book Understanding Body Movement: An Annotated Bibliography published

in 1972. Her book contaiiiTTTETirds of nine hundred thirty -one works in

the field.
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"Communicative Silences: Forms and Functions"
Thomas J. Bruneau

The Journal of Communication, 23(1973), 1/-46.

Silence has not been studied nearly as Oeatly as has utterance.
Yet it is just as important to the understanding of communication as is
its counterpart. Silence is both,a concept and aractual process of the
Mind. Absolute silence is-not possible, as marT1arries on a continuous

interior monologue. Perhaps the major misconception concerning silence
ishat it is the opposite of speech. ',Actually, both are interdependent-.
Neither makes sense without the other. Several hypotheses will be

septed here, along with definitions of,three major forms of silence.
One contention is, that man makes his own .kind of time when he

thinks. Much of the incongruence he faces may be due to violations of
this natural time. Continuous repetition seems to equal silence, and

can be used for much the saw purposes. To define silence by comparison
with the concept of nothing, however, is counterproductive.
\ As silence appears to be a concept of the mind, sa,.tga_iS.-asma.

Sillence is associated, with "slow-time." Moments of'hiqh sensation and
empathic responses to other's sensations demand silence, a slow-time

sensation.
The first major form of silence is psycholiNuistic silence. These

art necessary and variable impositions of slow-time on the temporal\
sequence of speech. These are crer.d byrboth encoders and decoders of

speech. Encoder silences often' take the fohn of hesitations, or fast-

time silences. These are high frequency, low intensity,silences of less

than two seconds duration. Decodes silences are more often the slow-
time,processes associated with decoding speech:. Slow-tiMe and fast-

time silences cannot be rigidly differentiated, but rather-should be
viewed as dynamic variables.

A second major form is interactive silences. These take the form*

of pauses in dialogue, conversation, discussion, and so forth. They can

be related to affective, interpersonal relationships as well as to. ex-

change of information or problem solving. They are particularly appro-
priate to. interpersonal status relationships. 'With,the strain ofts,ile

the burden of speech becomes a basic deCision. In terms of decitio

making, silences can-strain relationships. .However, t e actual process

of decision-making occurs in silence.
Another purpose of interactive silence is to allow inferences about

possible meanings of a message. Silence can promote interpersonal

closeness or lead to embarrassment. It can also :lead to intense inter-

personal-battles. f
Other functions of interactive silence are 'to exert control, react

to diversity, react to intense emotiok, and maintain or alter inter-

personal distance. Silence to establighl authority-subordinate relation-

ships is used daily. Non-persons and norm violaters soon feel -the in-

tensity .of silence. Strangers and the unfamiliarity of surroundings

call for silence. Violent ehotiOns are met or shared through interactive

silences. In fact,. silence is the language of strong passions. Reducing

interpersonal distance will also increase interactive= silences.

e
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Socio-cultural silences are the third major form of silence: those

related to the characteristic ma ner in which entire social and cultural
orders refrain from speech and Opulate both psycholinguistic and
interactive silences. Western ultural silence, though rare, seems to
relate primarily to coneeptio s ofrauthoritY, both man-made and con-
ceptions of the highest authority,'or Gcd. Silence by authbr.ity can

be used to control norms; as in worship; to show respect (or disrespect),
as fora socio- political station; to oppose violent expression and ignor-
ance;, and to require pubordinates to do work or think for themselves.
Misuse of authority results in such things as children becoming non-
persons by silencing.

Two additional areas needing further study are the places of silence
and the use of silence in rhetorical,control. There are strong social
taboos to breaking silence on certain occasions;

Many of the thoughts presented here need further research'to ascer-
tain both their accuracyi and their usefulness. Certainly an abundance
of thought on the topicof silence has beep offered. With such diversity,.
an interest'in some facet of this area is bound,to awaken in the reader.
Tipugh this article, awareness of the total area of-silence is a certainty.

David A.. Bullock e .
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"The function of Silence: A Plea
For Communication Research"

Richard L. Johannesen
Western Journal of Speech Communication, 38(1974), 25-35.

The thesis of the article is that there is a need for emperical
research "concerning the function of silence in normal, everyday, human
communication process."' Research has been done in the area of,silence;
but not to the extent of correlation of studies.- The article surveys
some of the research,which has been done by examining silence in four
contexts.

The first context is that of the role(of silence in human thought
processes and. cultural development. An understanding of silence is
necessary for "healthy communication", and silence becomes meaningful
only when put into a context of.verba l and nonverbal symbols. StudieS-
of various cultures indicate that the meaning of silende, the symbol,
changes from culture to culture. Robert L. Scott advocates that silence
is "necessary contemplatiqn prepatory for rhetoric", and Max Picard
extends that to say that "tpeech cannot exist without silence". George
Steiner demonstrates how, historically, silence has increased because of
the increasing world of symbols and that this type of silence is unhealthy
to the social structure.

The second context is that of the role of silence.in purposeful,
everyday, interpersonal communication. '"The pergonaliiy, prior experience,
and cultural conditioning of an individual will influence how he perceives
silence", and because meaning is always attached to silence there is
always communication. There are a number of potential meanings which may
be attached to silence, but no Smatter how "typical" those meanings they
vary depending upon culture of participant, occasion Involved, and the
verbal and nonverbal contexts of the silence. Because of the many possible
meaningsjyf silence-James N. Farr/and C. J. Dover indicate the4nee-d for
the lack of silence on the part of such people as management in the busi-
ness- 7671d. One of the more significant studies of the interpersonal
areas of silenbe was done'by Sidney J. Barker who says that when inter-
acting with another there must be a "flow" of silence as well as a flow
of speech, and,he views. silence on a positive-negative scale. Denner
studied the inherent difficulty of remaining silent in.the presence of,
others, and ThomaS Knutson studied discussion groups' view of silent
members.

The third context is the role of silence in political and civic ;life.
George O. Rice researched the area of citizens' "right to silence". He

found that accepted legal "rules" for silence have been established but
there is no solid basis other than the Fifth Amendment to determine the
lawful right to silence. Jerry Faber, GeorgeLardner and Jules Lbh have
studied the effects of silence as a strategy to unnerve the "Establish t".

William Garvin suggests the need to beware of the silence of political
candidates.

The fourth context is that of. the role of silence during counseli,g
and psychotherapy. Theodore Reik says that the least amount of emperical
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research has been done in this area. Robert Fliess extends a rather
"uniqpe" Freudian-oriented, view "of the use of sildifce in psychotherapy.

Tindale and Robinson developed a method, for analyzing types of silence

of Ounselor and cobnselee,' and George F. Mahl devised two' research

measures to identify defensive behavior during counseling.

There is still'a need to define "silence" in order that past and

future reiearch will have a basig for direction. Once.that definition

has been devised, there will be a need to review all research about
silence and to establish goals and criteria for further research. The

entire field of "silence research" is far fop vague. /
To understand article, the reader must realize tha'k it presents

minimal statements about a large ahlount of ununified research relating to

silence and that4the only organizational pattern is the div4sion iritp

four "contexts of silence". Within those four divisions the researC

it
related to is not in time or importance'order. An impo tant featUre of

thc article is the reference listing of sixty -one work relating to the

function `of silence.

-46
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"Readings in.Communication Theory:
Suggestions and an Occasional Caveat"

Gerald Miller
Todiy's Speech, 19(1971), 5-10

The purpose of this article is to maketguggestions of essential
reading for communication theorists. These readings focus on the concepts

and approaches in the center of communication theory.
.The Handbook of Social Psychology contains chapters of attitude

changeTeCITTVIUTTIFIET: psycholinguistics-by Miller and McNeill, small

group structure by Collins and Raven andImass media effects by Weiss.

Miller and McNeill's chapter also includes the present methods for
describing and analyzing messages, which is essential to anyone in the

communication.
New Directions in the Study of Lan ua e edit d by Erit: Lennberg, ,

contaliiisetectfons TFoiTris er irTIT er Ts laboratory experiments on

psycholinguistic problems. Emphasis is placed on the vitw of language
being originated biologically, rather than learned and essays by

Carmichael, Lenneberg and Miller are included.
Meaning and Mind by Robert Terwilliger surveys' and critiques

psychologicarFOTTgied, learning-based language theories by such-

people as B.F. Skinner and Charles Osgood. Included in this book is

Terwilliger's own theory. Also contained is an explanation of statistical

and transformational grammer approaches. The work provides a good intro-

duction to the psychology of language. The two preceeding works provide
communication theorists methods for d vising new message descriptions and

analysis, however neither examines the nonverbal dtiension.

It is important that a general systems orientation to communication

be known. David Berlo's-The Process of Communication, irttegrates

psychology, sociology, edfnieering 40-linguistics. James/Miller's

,Diving Systems: Basic aince is views communication as an integration .

o eneral and Social Systems by Kenneth

Berrien provides a foundation for behaViErli-Mentist and deals with
assumptions and definitions of general systems theory. General Systems

Theor and Psychiatry edited by William Gray, Frederick Muhl and

is o aiTizzo is a' series of. essays which trace.the,htstory and
development of gene%al systems theory arid psychiatr. Reusch's "A

General Systems Theory Based on Human Communicatiog" appraises the

development in the behavioral sciences and states that the conditions

for a system's theory of behavior should include: entities acting or

communicating, others that react or reply and the connecting processes

that regulate interaction. Scheflen in "Behailoral Programs in Human

Communication, -" states that communication theory must include theories

about communicators capable of handling complex learning; social

relations and.culturally evolved systems of coding.
Paul Watzlawick, Janet Beaven and Don Jackson's Pragmatics of Human

Communication deals with interaction patterns as they7Felate to 'behavior

pat-WI-ogles. It largely deals with communication as it relates to mental

health and developing self-concept. Everett Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker's
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Communication'of Innovations: °A 'Cross-Cultural Approach, describes -
communication's role in, technological change.

The final recommendation is Robert Kibler and Larry Barker's
Conceptual Frontiers in Speech Communication. This summarizes the

proceedings at the New Orleans Tagerence which contains yarious
opinions of theory building, research and needed directiohs for
speech communication.

This paper contains recommended readings in the area of communi-

cation theory.- It is important for anyone new to the arealto understand

where .they can go for needed information and provides a summary and
a direction for the readings. A bibliography is also ,iven for each

recommended volume. For anyone who is not new in the field, this
article can serve as a means of review of the available literature.
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Research

This section
tincludes

inciteful suggestions for conducting research
as-well as significant criticism of past research. All in all, research
methodology is. the most important tool of the scholar. Correct choice
of tools leads to precision work'. These articles help the careful
reader make discoveries not only about the philosophy of research but
the craftsmanship 1cessary for conducting research.

)Stephen King, "Theory Testing: An Analysis and Extension.
B. Aubrey Fisher, "Evidence'Varies with Theoretical Perspective.!'
Thomas M. Scheidel, "Evidence Varies With Phases of Inquiry."
C. T. f21, %riticism of.Emperical Researchtin Communication."
Cha, les M. Rossiter, "The Validity of Communication Experiments Using

Human Subjects: -A Review."

Jonathan C. Finkelstein; "Nonverbal Communication Experimenter Expectancy
Effects." 4 -

Jeffrey Katzer and James Sodt, ''An Analysis of the Use of Statistical
Testing in.Communication Research. ", -\

James E. Feltcher,."Semantic Differential Type.Seiles.in Communication
Research."

J e

R and Tucker, "On the McCroskey Scales for the Measurement of Ethos."
Ra h R. Bdhnke, "An Analysis of Psxchophysiological Research in Communi-

cation:"
s 0. Deery-and Mark L. Knapp, An Experimental Design for Field Studies

.

,

in Speech.'
Ronald Applbaum and Karl Anatol, "'PERT: A Tool for,Communication Reseaitfr

PlannT4." -

\

Carl Weaver,Y"The Bibles the Research Scientist."
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"Theory Testing: An Analysis and Extension"
Stephen W. King

'Western Journal of Speech Communication, 38(1974)25:.35.,..

A research begins by selecting a hypothesis based upon reasoned
analysis of the probable information value once tested t Usually the
scholar determines what to study in terms of his area of expertise.
The design of the experiment and statistical test of the hypothesis

are determined by the methodologies. The conclusions which can be

'determined are left, to the researcher's intellect, knowledge and
logic. Therefore the only problem is which hypothesis to test.

Two strategies of research are usually used in determining the

hypothesis. These are theory testing which comes from direct deduc-

tions of the theory, and'"I-wonder-what-would-happen-if" testing.
In.this method the researcher wants to see what the result.Would be

of manipulating variables. This paper will deal with theory testing
by emphasizing the importance of comparative-theory testing after -t

single-theory testing has been done. Excessive use of single-theory

testing has had a negative effect on theory building and knowledge

of communication.
Theory testing begins with a theoretic statement which claims

to account for a class of behavior. From this statement, a hypothesis

is deduced which is similar to the theory and states that one class of

phenomenon will be associated with another in some specific manner.
Controlled observations are designed which test the hypothesis, the
results of which either support or reject the hypothesis based on the

theory. This should lead to more testing or theory modificatiofis. In

this approach the researcher is given direction, his ability to
generalize past the sample.is increased and he is proiided "an orderly

extension of the boundaries of knowledge." The probability Of dis---

covering general laws is increased using this method. Unfortunately

much of the present research available was gained by using theory
"proving" rather than theory-testing techniquei. People who wish to

concentrate on a "favorite"(theory often use the theory-proving

approach. The end effect of this type of approach is a closed system
of theories which are isolated from one another. Two consequences

result: first, little can be generalized or even known about an area
Then numerous separate theories exist and seem to sometimes contradict

one another; second, there seems little chance 0 theory building when '

there are only single - theory. tests which involve different subjects,

variables, designs, statistical tests and operational definitions.

Not only is isolation a problem but theory dogma tends to also be

a result of single-theory testing! This happens because of the

tendency to reject all factors from consideration which are potentially

damaging to the researcher's favorite theory. When the single theory

is used again and again, only the phenomenon which are relevant to

the theory being tested are considered so that little new theory can

be looked at. This prevents, as Feyerabend argues, "facts which
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canAot be unearthed except with the help of alternatives to the
theory tested, and which become unavailable as soon as such alter-
natives are gxcluded.11

CommitMentto theoriei should be replaced by discovering new
phenomenon by using comparative theory testing. A series of experi-

.. ments should be done as, in the fdrm Bacon introduced, by proceeding
"from alternatiie hypothesis,-through crucial experiments to exclusion
of some alterliatives.and iiadopt of what.is left." Chamberlin

i°
postulated that multiple hypo 'etes be used to gain every rational
explaination'of the phenomene being advanced and examined.

There are several advantages derived Yrom the comparative-theory
testing. First it provides a basis for direct the6y comparison which
facilitates theory building. Secondly, new facts can be admitted for'
consideration and old facts, are given a test. Finally the, focus

of thit research Is on unilerstanding a phenomenon, not merely finding
support of a fovorite theory. Obviously,cnot every research effort
should be conducted by using Tditiple theory testing because.the number
of theories dealing with the same phenomenon fslimited and g single
test to demonstrate a partial theory must proceed multiple testing.
This type of research even though it is not always definite, does
balance probabilities and should become a major strv'tegy of future

research projects.
Anyone who is considering research of hypotheses should re-..! this

article for an explaination e the two. metnods of theory research.
The disadvantages of single-theory testing are discussed while the
multiple- theory testing method is advocated. Several advantages can

be gained by its use which are important when considering theory
-building or evaluating a testing method of any theory.
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"Evidence Varies with Theoretical Perspective"
B. Aubrey Fisher

Western Journal of Speff Communication, 41(1977), 9-19.

Despite the tendency to use the catch-phrase "communication theory,"
the progress of communication research is largely atheoretical. Such an
assertion is based, not on the familiar grounds thaticommuexation lacks
or needs a theory, but that an awareness of theoretical development does
not characterize the bulk of communication research today. Rather, con-
temporary research in communication proceeds 4*-effre primarily empirical
orientation. We devise and perform studies, not from a conscious desire
for theoretical development, but from a rationale developed from previous
empirical studies. The methods and the techniques of empiricirr, the
nitty-gritty of doi-q research, become the principal if"not the sole
means for evaluating our research efforts. To say,-then, that communica-
tion research is atheoretical is to imply that communication research
proceeds from an empirical orientation at the sacrifice of a theoretical-
orientation.

One symptom of the atheoretical nature of communication research is
the tendency to fail to discriminate between variables and theories. The

author states that communication journals are replete with references to
ve-iables elevated to the status of theory--for example, "self - disclosure
theory," "ego-involvement theory," 'source credibility theory," leader-
ship theory," "interpersonal attraction theory." Each variable is a con-
cept whtth certainly may bg a part of a theory by being related with other*
concepts in the form of a theoretical proposition: And those propositions,
taken together, provide an explanation for SW2 phenomenOn (in the present
case, human communication) which can be called a theory. The tendency to

grant variables such omnipotent states, however, clouds the theoretical
issues in favor of the variable. We rub our favorite variable(s) against
other variables, singly or multiply, and thus confuse further the theore-
tical orientation in favor of an empirical orientation. The result is an

accumulation of mountains of empirical information, but little ,ulative
theoretical knowledge.

Addressing th- question concerning the admissibility of communication
research evidence or data, :everal issues come immediately to mind. The

first is the identity of such data. That is, whatdo communication data
look like? What cons',Itutes commonicatin data The field of communica-
tion is extraordinarily broad and includes such uata as linguistic units
or categories, morphemes, phonemes, 'markings on a paper-and-pencil test,
large-scale social events, media advertising, cinematographic placemencs,
and so on. Other issues right concern the collection of data. Fcr

example, where should communication data be collected? Wherever communi-

cation can and does take pike seems an appropriate location for data
collection. .How should data bp collected? This issue is a methodological

one rather than theoretical. It addresses the question of superiorit
and appropriateness of a particular research method--for example, critical,
experimental, qualitative, historical, descriptive, ethnomenthodologic 1,
oartiep,..it-observation, and so on. Any of the variety of research methods
used in communication research is not only appropriate, but potentially
valuable to communication theory. For a specific research question, one
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method may be preferred as more fruitful than another, but no one can
deny thelappropriateness and value of any research method in other
circumstances.

A fourth issue of data collection, however, raises once again the
principle of theoretical implication. What is the source of communication
data? Do such data reflect externalized behaviors, inferred perceptions,
phenomenological introspections? Such questions are absolutely unanswer-
able except from some theoretical orientation which views the relation-
ships among concepts within some explanatory framework. The undisputed
face is that communication as a field of scholarly inquiry is not charac-
terized by a single paradigm in Kuhn's sense of the term. As a scienti-
fic community of practitioners and researchers, communication scholars
have nothing approaching near unanimity of opinion toward or practice in
the conducting of communication inquiry. The disciplinary matrix of com-

munication is not unified in terms of theoretical structures, methodolo-
gies, terms, operationalizations, concepts, or analytical techniques ac-
cepted and utilized. We often use the term "communication theory" as
though it represented some unified body of literature cr beliefs charac-
terizing °x conceptual orientations and our empirical practices. But,

of course, it does not. A more accurate representation of the field of
communication is that of a set of competing perspectives. These perspec-

tives compete in the sense that each orientation reflects the practices
and beliefs of some discernible segment of the scil-mtific community, but
they cannot be easily,included under a single umbrella of communication
theory *plying a unified rationale.

To answer the question, "What is the source of communication data,"
then, requires placing the specific stu.'y within a theoretical, not an
empitical, framework. Consequently, the first and by far most important
criterion to judge the admissibility, of evidence to support theoretical
propositions in communication research is: Is the evidence consistent
with the conceptual/theoretical rationale used to guide the research?
The researcher must be aware of the theoretical perspective underlying
a research effort. That awareness should be demonstrable by a rationale
which articulates clearly the theoretical orientation. The typical

practice of atheore ical ,search in communication is to provide only
an empirical rationale--a list of previous research studies investigating
the same variables.

The individual researcher by now is aware of the importance of a
theoretical framework in the scientific enterprises. This article re-
emphasize to the 'researcher that communication research ;h,uld be pre-
dicated on the purpose of supporting theoretical propositions. Any

research evidence can be judged only within d conceptual/theoretical
framework. And that framework can be judged only by its ability to
contribute'to our knowledge of the world.
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"Evidence Varies With Phases of Inquiry"
Thomas M. Scheidel

Western Journal of Speech Communication, 41(1977), 20L31

This article looks at the three different phaseslof'F.cientific '

inquiry anci examines the standards which should be appliea to each.
Theory as defined by Alport is a conceptual system that explains
some testable phenomenon. This testing occurs at varibgs phases,
all of which do not come from one research project. It is impor-
tant to remember'that each-phase has a different'standard for evidence.

Phase I consists in collecting ob§ervations which can become a
research question. Combs, in A Theory of Data, says, "...our observations
must be focused and structuredto yieldTraaata.' Krippendoeff

states that communication data must be identifiable in time and ,space,
have two or more. component parts which should possess dynamic properties
together arrby themselves and the data should provide a basis for
dectding if structure is transmitted among.the component parts of this
system. Bergmann further states that a systems*perspective is essential
to this area. Phase I has the goal of gaining the "fullest possible
knowledge-about the phenomenon."

Phase II is theory building which requires the tests of reasoning,
inference and internal consistency. There rs less concern with evidence.
.Theories being developid must be able to be generalized, and ready for

prediction and testing. They must also be in agreement with the facts.
Phase in then narrows or focuses the theory. Predictions from

the theory are now being tested. It is important'that these tests be
conducted by.many different researchers who collect the data carefully.

It is important to be cautious when accepting evidence from
researchers when we are unable to obtain or evaluate their first level
reporting. Much 'af what we read concerning research comes from abstracts

of articles or t7,Ats. If we are to accept this research We must be

willing to test t from our own experiences or by replication.
This article provides an understanding of theory development. The

reader will discover the differences between observation, theory develop-
ment and theory testing., It is recommended to anyone'who will be dealing

with experimental results, considering observation, or reading theory.
It is important to gain an awareness of what phase the research being
reported is in and to become a more critical reader of testing results.
Too often we rely solely on the assertions of authorities. We must

learn to question and evaluate these assertions instead of merely
accepting them.

Carla Deckert
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"Criticism of Emperi'cal Research ih Communication"
C. T. 621

Qu..ter11,y. Journal of Speech, 57(1971), 402-409.

Die purpose of this article is to present criterion to be used in
criticism of emperttal communication research. Since neither the re- e

searcher nor "consumer" of research is capable of objectivity when pro-
curing or. viewing research, a mediator or "critical specialist" should

interpret its value. Research publicationS should include the experlmAit

arid analysis.
Before the critic can become a "specialist" he must first "train

himself" and then he will be able to analyize current research, set new
standards for researchers, and educate the consumer to be more capable
critics. The five criteria the critic should use when viewing research,
are: (1)ftetorical clarity--To what extent is the language clear to
the consumer of a given experimental report? '(2) potential theoretical
significance--To what degree do the findings'contain useful information?
(3) internal validity of the research design - -To what degree is the

research design valid-when tested against internal "fallacies such 'as
those suggested by Stanley and Campbell?'(4) appropriateness of the sta-
tistical analysis--To what-etide are the caculatlons relevant to the

argument of the hypothesisf1S) ex nal validity--To what degree are

the subjects and experiment conditions representative of that segment
of society to which the results apply? This type of criticism would
be a arefining"'process of the experiment before allowing it to go to
the consumer.

The article presents a process of research criticism which would
be of value to the novice experimenter. Wheh presenting eacLO the
five criticism criterion the authors readily' interject the " ck of

absolutness" involved. The summary is of almost equal value to the body

of the article.

Jeanette McDaniel
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The Validity,of Communication Experiments
Using Human Subjects: A Review"

Charles M. Rossiter
Human Communication Research, 2(1976), 197-206.

Most researchers agree that the aim of scientific investigation of
human communication is the establishment of causal relationships among
variables and data from experimentation is acknowledges to provide the
soundest basis upon which to make statements about causal relationships.
However, Rossiter notes that the validity of the data is sometimes
questionable.

Cook and Campbell have determined four general types of validity
which might be used in analyzing expkOments. These are; internal

validity, construct validity, statistical conclusion validity, and
external validity. These may further be grouped into two major tate-
.goies: the nature of the subject sample and the nature of the experi-
ment as a social situation.

Based on his survey of all research studies published in.1g66 and
1967 in three notable journals (which found over 80 percent using college
students as subjects), McNemar criticized social, scientific research as
being "a science of the behavior-of sophomores". Subsequent studies

revealed the same problem
To compound this problem, the experiment is, generally a social

situation. Some researchers argue that the proper use of rigorous exper-
imental methods can recreate situations for the subjects which are so
real to them that the research results obtained in the experimental
situation can be generalized to other situations. Others argue that

a e_hums unique not only in the capacity to te aware of their behavior
but also in the capacity to be aware of their awareness, and to Consciously
al er their behavior based on these awarenesses and meta-awarenesses in
order to attain the goals they seek.

While this latter argument should be heartening to communication
scholars (sirce the idea that people respond-holistically to all cues
present is completely compatjble with current conceptualizations of
communication as a complex transactional process), it does nothing to
negate the arroused suspicions about validity.

In addition to the attitudes, experiences, and intentions subjects
bring with them to an experiment, they are also confronted with all of
the stimuli indigenous to the social situation of the experiment.
Subjects will variously try to be "good", "negativistic", or "faithful",
depending on what they believe will be expected of them. Subjects will

try to be.cooperative--enduring boredom, inconvenience, and irritation.
They frequently experience evaluation apprehension. Subjects will respond

to ways designed to please or impress the examiner. All of which tends

to distort data.
s,

The experimenter himself can unintentionally influence and thereby
distort subject responses. Factors such as age, sex, and race as well
as psycho-social characteristics of experiments (i.e., feelings of
anxiety, warmth, approval), can produce biased responses.

Deception is sometimes used as a means of countering subject react-
ivity, but unfortunately it is not always successful.
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This study examined sixty-eight experiments published in the
Journal of Communication, S eech Monographs, and Human Communication
Research, in 1973 and 1974. Sixty-four clearly reported some general
characterization of the participating subjects (75% used college students)
and four did not include adequate subject information. In fifty-two
of the studies the nature of recruitment was not specific enough to
be of any value, forty-four did not report where the experiment was
conducted, and in fifty-three the administrator of the experiment was
not specified. Deception was rerely used and the subjects' perceptions
of the experience of participating in the experiment were only checked
in three of the studies. In sixty-four of the studies, results were
generalized without being clearly qualified in terms of the sample
studied or the context of experimentation.

Based on these rather negative results,, Rossiter drew four
conclusions as follows:

Rey orts ofTcommunication experimentation rarely provides
stiffi"Cient information to allow critical evaluation of
crucial aspects of validity.

2. Validity of communicati n experimentation may be severely
limited by the natu of subjects studied.

3. Validity of communication experimentation max be severely
limited by sources of invalidity related to the reactive
nature of the experiment as a social situation:

4. The literiture of communication experiment includes some
extremely well executed and reported studies.

Rossiter feels that the implications of this study for the
communication scholar are several. Certainly, he must understand the
potential threats to,the validity of communication experimentation.
The communication researcher must take greater care with reports, making
certain that the necessary data is included. Greater care must also be
taken with the selection of subjects and the settings in which the
experiments take place. Rossiter suggests the possibility of patterning
research methodology after that of the social psychologists since
many of the same topics are studied and much of their research has
been used in building human communication theory.

Theodessa Saffer.
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HNonverbel\Communication
Experimenter EX'pectancy Effects

Jonathan/C. Finkelstein
Journal of Communicatibn, 26(Summer, 1976), 31-38.

The major thesis in this article is "...the process of collecting
data...could inadvertently alter or bias the phenomenon being studied."
The article describes experiments which have been done to demonstrate
the variables of the experimenter which may affect communication experi-
ment results. It also explains how both the experimenter and participant
can be manipulated, consciously or unconsciously, An a manner which will
change the "neutral" behavior and reaction patterns which should occur
during the experiment.

There is a discussion of such variables as: (1) the experimenter's

expectancy attitude before testing; (2) the experimenter's visual inter-
action with his participants durOng testing; (3) the experimenter's "vocal
signals" - paralinguistic affect -;. during testing; and (4) the "appre-

hension manipulation" variable aor of the participant. In other words,
what and how participants are to d, by the experimenter, what will be, done
with the test results, and to what degree, if any, the test results will
directly affect them is of great importance to determining results.

More specific attention is focused on that part of testing which
comes between what the experimenter expects from the participant and the
participant's response, or the "mediating stages" of testing. These

stages are the participant's receptivity, motivation, and capability, and
are additional variables which may alter results of communication experi-
ments. R. L. Rosnow's model which includes receptivity and capability is
included, although the model is inacjequate.

Research has and is being done in relation to nonverbal cues, but
no "satisfactory" model has been developed to include the diverse approaches
to those cues. When considering any form of verbal communication, the
subject matter may not be divorced from the nonverbal cues which will be
present. Whether such cues are intentional or unintentional, they are
present and bring about variables in the results of communication.

The article is of value to a novice or experienced experimenter.
It presents specific variables which cannot be ignored by the communication
experimenter or researcher. It also presents thirty -one other sources

relating to behavior testing-variables.

Jeanette McDaniel
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"An AnalySis of the Use of Statistical Testing in
Communication Research"

Jeffrey Katzer aneAames Sodt
Journal of Communication, 23(1973), 251-265.

It goes without sayino that statistical testing plays an important
role in behavioral science research. Properly applied, the techniques
contribute greatly to the development of any field. Care for correct
application is essential of course, in order to avoid wasted effort,
incorrect conclusions, and flawed theory.

The authors focussed their attention',on two concepts, obtained
effect size (OES) and power. They chose these two concepts for exami-
nation because of their general importance to nearly all statistical
applications,' their relative simplicity; and their lack of general use.

OES tells a researcher how important his results are, it helps an-
swer the "so what?" question. It must not be confused with either a
(the a priori significance level) or with Lvalue (the minimal a which
would-lave resulted in significant findingS). Both a and p_pro7ide
data regarding how likely it is that a difference between the means
(a correlation) exists. The smaller these valAs the more sure one can
be that the obtained difference (or correlation) cannot be attributable
to sampling error. Neither a nor a provide any evidence about how far
apart the means are; OES provides an estimate of this information. It

seems obvious that a researcher would want to know both of these pieces
of information, viz., (1) is there a relationship (or do the means differ
significantly), and (2) if sohow big.a relationship is it (or how far
apart are the means).

The obtained effect size (OES) can be described in several ways.
OES is a measure of the size of the correlation between the independent
and dependent variables. In correlational analyses, the obtained corr-
elation (Pearson's r, Spearman's 11, etc.) is, in fact, a measure of OES.
Another way of defining OES is in terms of the actual size of the differ/.
ence among the means (in t test or ANOVA designs). A third interpreta-
tion of OES is in.terms of the proportioh of the variance of one variable
which can be accounted for 'rough knowledge of the second variable. If

one views the process of research as a systematic attempt to understand

the variables which affect people, then accounting for part of the vari-
ability helps explain why people differ.

Since OES seems to be such an important statistic, the authors were
interested in (1) whether journal articles reported it, ,(2) if it were -

not reported, was there sufficient.information so that a knowledgable-
reader could compute it, (3) whether the author .considered it in draw-
ing concludions about his research, and (4) if it were confused with a

probability value (a or p).
The power of a statistical test is the probability of correctly

rejecting the null hypothesis; it is the probability of finding a real

. difference if one really exists. A second use of power deals with the
interpretation of non-significant findings. A third interpretation of
power concern the estimation of the probability of a significant find-

ing's being wrong. The power of a statistical test depends upon the
level set (the higher a, the greater the power); the number of alterna-
tives considered (one alternative tests have greater power); the sample
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size (the larger the Sample size, the greater the power); and the location
of the alternative hypothesis (the further it is from the null, the greater
the power).

The most troublesome aspect of their investigation was without ques-
tion the lack of information reported in many studies. Another portion
of fhe trouble caused by insufficient information had to do with the treat:1
ment of sample size; subjects' discarded without-exptalatiVira-r cell n's
not reported-were the key faults. The most frustrating aspect of this,
study for the authors was their inability to quickly understand the
statistical procedures employed in each journal article. In may instances
they could determine or estimate the desired information, but only after
some reading between the lines and considerable computation.

In general there is same information which should be included in
every report of statistical testing--regardless of the procedure employed.
This information can be divided into two types, that which is decided be-
fore the data are collected, avid that which depends upon the data. In

the first category fall a, the power desired, the minimal difference or '4.

effect size looked for, and the sample size needed. The second category
of information includes the sample size'actually used, the value of the

obtained:statistic (e.g. t, F, X2), the p, value for that statistic, and

the OES for all significant findings.
This article would be of great value to the individual employing

statistical testing. The authors discuss the information considered as
the minimum needed for an intelligent'understanding:of the statistics
employee. For the most part, all of these items are easily computable,
and many computer programs provide them automatically.
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"Semantic Differential Type Scales.
in Communication Research" 4

James E. Feltcher
Western Journal of Speech Communication, 36(1972), 269-275

The semantic differential is a tool which has been long used in

. communication research, but a tool which has come under some attack in
terms of reliability and "factor invariance". The purpbse of Fletcher's
article'is to put these semantic differential issues into clearer
perspective.

A semantic differential is a set -f rating scales marked off in odd
number of steps (typically five or seven) between extremes marked by
bipolar adjectives. The subject marks the step on each rating scale
which best represents his response to the "concept", which is Usually
typed at the top of the page. The various semantic differentials used
to measure "meaning" typically reduce in factor analysis to three factors:
evaluakive (E), potency (P), activity (A). Long.lists of conceptg
each with its loadings on these three factors, have been compiled and
publighed. Osgood and his associates have done extensive work in t :iis

area and the author recommends that those researchers interested in

employing semantic differentials should draw their instrumetts from the
work already completed.

While the great bulk of empirical research reported in communication
journals might be characterized as construct-dependent, the investigators
were.concerned with some descriptive constructs, or small classes of
human behaviors, the existence of which and the characteristics of which,
had been intuitively developed. The object of descriptive studies is
to accumulate information about some behavior from which progressively
more powerful constructs may be derived. Both of these methods of
study involve sampling from large populations of stimuli, of responses,
of subjects, and of contexts, but their use of the segantic differential
may be quite different. If the semantic differential is chosen as a
tool, researchers should make certain that the development of the tool
involves (a) the use of factor analysis to determine the number and nature
of factors entering into semantic description and judgment, and (b) the
selection of a set of specific scales corresponding to these factors
which can be standardized as a measure of meaning.

The purpose of requiring factor analysis in any data collected from

rating scales is not related to reliability. Usually factor analysis

involves the reduction of a rectangular matrix of data by systematically
extracting variables which account for the greatest variance in that
matrix. Errors may come from any of the four dimensions of a communication
investigation--stimulus/message, response, subject, or context. One

approach to dealing with error might be.called the specific solution.
This solution assumes that generalization can occur only when concepts,
scales, subjects, and measurement contexts are the same. This would

require the researcher to'subject the instrument to a,"new", factor
analysis with each bit of data and thereby place great time, space, and
cost restrictions on the study. Another approach might be called a

general solution. In this approach the same instrument is gi'ven to ,

many small.groups of subjects in many different studies. If they con-

tinually produce the same approximate factor structure, then reasonably
stable descriptions of human behavior will have been isolated.
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The author recommends that researchers relying upon rating scale
instruments such as the semantic differential should follow these guide-
lines:

(1) Select a semantic differential that has been widely used.

(2) Test new instruments with as many subjects as-possible,
rating many concepts in.many contexts.

(3) Make and report a factor analysis as a routine step in
any study involving sets of rating scales.

(4) Note the ways in which and extent to which the new study
replicates aspects of other studies.

This article does not advocate discontinuing the use of the semantic
differential: Quite the contrary, as the semantic differential has
acquired considerable stature in communication research because of its
wide usage. Fletcher simply advocates a more responsible use of the
instrument by all researchers.

Thodessa Saffer
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"On the' McCroskey Scales for the Measurement of Ethos"
Raymond Tucker

Central States Speech Journal, 22(1971), 127-129.

The purpose of this report was to d4 cuss the semantic differential
scales deve'oped by James C. McCroskey for measuring ethos, and to
suggest directions for researchers interested in the refinement of such

instruments.
Based on a series of experiments, McCroskey extracted two under-

lyingethos factors, authoritativeness and character, and provided a
method of measuring initial or terminal ethos on these dimensibns..
Twenty-one Likert -type statements comprised the authoritativeness factor

) and twenty comprised the character factor. Six semantic differential

scales, relevant to each of these two factors, were derived through
factor analytic procedures. It was noted that numerous investigators

have employed these scales in research ,studies.
The author suggested that there is a,lack of -scale selection. based

/on factor analysis- and that, consequently, the McCroskey scales have

wide appeal for speech scholars. The contribution to ethos measurement

was also, noted. The breakdown of the two components of authoritativeness
and character support the view that ethos is not unidimensional. McCroskey's

findings imply that other important variables such as pathos-orqogos
may not be unidimensional and that factor analysis might be used to de-

rive the components subject to certain limitations.
Derjvations,of factors via factor analysis cannot provide an under-

lying structure tliat can be expected to remain invariant over concepts,
subjects, time, culture, or experiments. Thus, the researcher using
McCroskey scales without further factor analysis could, in fact, be
employing awset of scales that are not characterized by a high degree of

intercqrrelation. However, continuous application of factor analysis
might move the field closer to a determination of the factor structure
of the major reference variables i1 persuasion.

The use of marker variables is also proposed. Marker variables were

described as highly loaded variables which are carried from one factor
study to another as a basis for identifying recurrent factors. Thus,

McCroskey's six semantic differential scales would qualify as markers
but other scales would be needed to identify the emergence of a new

factor structure. Extensive scrutiny ofsthe literature, for the purpose
of arriving at a representative set of items to be included with the

market variables, was encouraged. For example, if fifteen representative

scales were included with the six marker scales of McCroskey, then the

original set of markers could be confirmed and the relationship to the

new scales could be evaluated. Through such an approach, the process of
concept dimensionalizing could reach a high degree of stability, although

it should never be taken for granted.
Tucker' article reviews McCroskey's landmark experimental develop-

ment of a method for measuring the authoritativeness and character

dimensions of ethos. Researchers are warned,against assuming absolute
stability of concept dimensions and a method for refining the measurement

of concept dimensions is technically described.

Donna Jensen
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"An Analysis of Psychophysiological Research in Communication"
Ralph R. Behnke

Central States Speech Journal, 22(1971), 402-409

To date, a great number of different methods have been used to
measure and define the human communication activity. This article deals
with some of theexit'ting methdds of, and possibilities for, testing the
psychophysiological reactions inherent in the 'communication activity.
Althou h these methods are relatively new to the field of speech commun-'
ication and have yet to show any possibility for perscriptiv statement
concerns g communication, the information about the interaction between
the mind and body has shed some light on communication that suggests the
future usefulness of such methods.

There are a number of popular physiological Measurements that will
reflect the response of a communicant to the communication'activity.
Heart beat rate and the electrical conductivity of the skin (conductive
because of the greater or lesser amount of'perspiration) are the r -;t
popular among psychophysiologists because of the strong response and .the
ease of testing such responses. After these two methods come the testing
of: tension in the muscles, blood pressure, depth of respiration,
frequency of respiration, electrical brain activity, and the enlargement
of blood vessels (measured by the increase in the size of the fingers).
All'of these physical responses will show the mental activity of the person
being tested.

..

., The polygraph or "lie detector" is one of the easiest instruments
to use in the study of psychophysiological responses to the communication
activity. The polygraph measures and records the heart ralte,.skin
response, depth and frequency of respiration, and to some degree the
electrical brain activity. Advances in polygraphs have reduced the size,
and resulting clumsiness, to the point that small units can be worn by
the communicant without hampering movement. Now the instrumentation may
weigh less than twenty grams, and may "radio" the response information to
a computer several hundred feet away.

With such instrumentation, we are now able to test the psychophysib-
logicalreactions of the individual in the communication process,. This
is not to sugg2st that the meaning of each wore' or even each meeting
between communicants has been discovered; rather that speech communications
has found a new tool that may be of importance in the future measurement
of communication. Problems of use still exist in this method. We are
still measuring the primary physical reactions with this system. Calm
states such as sleep or relaxation will affect the polygraph measurements
in much different ways than will active states such as walking or gesturing.
At this time, no concrete or foolproof means have been found to, deal with
extraneous movement or extraneous mental activity.

f' Findings have indicated that students with high test anxiety
(heart beat increase, shallow and rapid respiratio4 and blood vessel
enlargement), also had higher heart rates in problem solving situations and
in those particular problem solving situations were less effective. Drs.
Malmo, Boag, and Smith found that muscle tension increases during
criticism and decreases during praise. Doctors Behnke, Carlile, and
Lamb have shown that they are able to correlate heart tate and self-reported
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anxiety levels for the "relatively calm speaker" sixty-six percent of the

time. Dr.,Sail...lbury observes that blood vessels, expand in the fingers

when.disturbing subjects are discussed in interpersonal situations.
These experiments and resulting measurements are just the beginning of
psychophysiological application in the.field'of speech communication, it
is a technology that communication students must find applications for
if it is to be of aid in measurement of-communisation situations.

This article is a very )asic look into this field; well worth the
'reading for the novice interested in physiological reactions to
communication.

8
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"An Experimental Design for Field Studies in Speech"
James 0, Derry and Mark L. Knapp

Central States Speech Journr1, 22(1971), 43-47

Examined in this article are two currently accepted designs for
testing the effects of public speeches, a new field experiment and the
conditions it was tested under. A popular design is the "Wore-after
with control group." In this design the control group must be divided
into sections so that one section is isolated from hearing the speech.
The problem encountered with this design is that it is sometimes contam-
inated and could produce inaccurate results. Brpoks offered the "separ-

ate sample offset design." This does provide for control of cont-mina-
tion, is sensitive to attitude shifts but is limite: in the number of
variables which a small audience can handle.

The alternative field experiment used a test booklet which rtas
randomly given to 'ive different audiences consisting of 25 males from/

a Rotary Club in Chicago. Contained within the booklet were 20 True-
False items, a Likert-tvoe attitude scale which alsb had 20 items and
McCroskey's Speaker Authoritativeness Scale. A standard speech wa
given to each audience, including identical speaker introuctions.

Results of this study do not clearly determine that contamination
did not occur. It did provide for an inexpensive sample size which is
easily replicated, and several varWles can be te;:; A at once.

-ibis article explains an experimental field design used to test

audience:-, of public speeches. It also provides comparison with two
other designs and a bibliography of their sources. This would provide
an interesting base for research of various variables relating to
audiences if one were to compare all three types of designs.

Carla Deckert
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"PEP': A Tool for Communication Research Planning"
Ronald Applbaum and Karl Anatol

Journal of Communication, 21(1971), 368-380.

The article is su1 divided into three. major sections the first of
which is an introduction to PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique).
The next section is devoted to explaining how PERT functions in a research
project by explaining the five operational steps of the PERT system.
Section three states the five advantages that PERT can contribute to
communication research.
7 As time continues to pass, research in the field of communication
has become more and more intricate In respect to the experimental design
and statistical procedures used. The size of ti-re projects have tended to
increase commensurately with the complexity of the research. PERT provides
more service than just pre-planning. It helps the researcher to anticipate
pitfalls and problems, helps with in service evaluation of the project,
helps predict time sequences for intermediate and final objectives and
helps facilitate guidance and flexibility. The unique characteristic of
PERT is the network for activities and the inclusion of statistics and
computers for the purposd-of analysis.

:How PERT functions in a research project. There are five operational
setups in the system. (1) The project's primary and secondary tasks should
be determined. 'Then the tasks should all be listed in their logical sgz
quence. (2) A plan of action' should be developed for accomplishing each
event. Each task or event should be examined by the researcher and poten-
tial pitfalls should be recognized and dealt with before they happen.
(3) The events and their activities should be represented pictorially. A

schematic diagram of step one should be developed. This step can also help
screen future difficulties. (4) The time estimates from the PERT netwot
(steps two and three) should be calculated for each activity. This cal-

culation help provide sequences for intermediate am.. final objectives.
Help to antic pate problems in the project. Help the researcher in allo-
cating resources.. Provide an .strument for measurement of the project
while in service. (5) The PE4 networ!: should be modified as problems
arise. If errors in judgment have peen made the PERT network can be adapted
or modified to a realistic network.

The third section of the article propounds the advantages of PERT for
research in the field of communication. There are two primary advantages
to PERT and several secondary advantages (1) The PERT network is molded

to fit each speUfic research project. this is good considering the range
of research done in a broad area like communication. (2) PERT ,,etwork

provides a superb device for replicating experiments. The networks of the
original experiment and the replication can be compared side by side. Thfc

might help explain variance in results and help provide accurate replica-
tion. The secondary advantages include: (a) verifying the experimental
designs and statistical procedures; (b) predicting intermediate and final
objective timina seguence., (c) help in avoiding problems with internal
validity; (d) focusing upon potential pitfalls and problems, and, (e)
modifying the network during research project. One additional advancaae
is: PERT is not difficult to learn and not expensive to implement.

The value oC this article is that it provides a clear concise overview
of an extremely useful tool for communication researchers.
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Linus H. Brandt
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The Bibles of the Research Scientist"
Carl Weaver

Today's Speech, 19(1971), 58 -58.

A bible is a book to be read again and again. Each discipline has
them, and research scientists could not really move forward without them.
A researcher in the scientific study of speech communication would bene-
fit greatly by three in particular.

The first is a five volumejset edited by Elliot Aronson and Gardner
Lindzey, The Handbook of Social Psychology. The authors are mostly ?sy-
chologists, aTciOTITU-be expected, although sociologists, anthropologists,
and political scientists have also contributed. Probably due to the fact
that we are relatively new to the scientific study of communication, it
is nevertheless ironic that there is no speech communication name ,in the
list of authors of such a valuable set of boots'`.to our field.

This is the revision of the original two volume set edited by
Lindzey alone. The Hardbook offers 45 chapters in 2,500,000 words. It

is difficult to find a Lnapter in the five volumes that holds less than
great concern for the communication scientist.

The second bible is Educational Measurement, edited by E. F. Lindquist,
and deals with test construction and analysis. The first section lays
the groundwork on the functions of measurement. The second section then
shows how to make, administer, and evaluate a paper-and-pencil test. This

is by far the most common type of measurement used in odr discipline. If

not properly cony icted, paper-and-pencil tests can void the results of
whatever hypothesis is tested by them. This book starts from the begin-
ning and teaches the reader step by step 'how to make tests to avoid just
such pitfalls.

In the third bible we meet a book about our discipline and written
by speech communication people: T e Histori of speech Education in America,
.edited by Karl Wallace. This boort uglily covers the history Ff our

field. It is of necessity to understa d where we have been, so that we
car insure that we are, in fact, mov g forward.

The use of these three boo n a continuous manner, will move the
reader into the realm of the exper \jn his field. Knowing which books

are considered to be the signposts of a discipline is particularly en-
lightening co the uninitiated. To the person who is devoting (or who is
considering devoting) his life's work to the area, such knowledge serves
to enhance or confirm his -4-ature as a professional.

David A. Bullock
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Interpersonal Communication

Interpersonal communication may be the least understood but the most
discussed area in the field. The major problem is the lack of a central
focus. Notice the overwhelming attention given to teaching interpersonal
communication and evaluating students who are learning about interpersonal
communication while, on the other hand, there are so few articles that
help explicate a theory of interpersonal communication. The articles in
this section are more than representative of the literature in the area,
they are the core of the available literature. It is of some note, there-

fore, that the only difference between the first and last article in the
section is in the way the same basic question is asked.

Donald P. Cushman and B. Thomas Florence, "The Development of Interpersonal
Communication Theory."

W. Barnett Pearce, "Consensual Rules in Interpersonal Communication: A

Reply to Cushman and Whiting."
W. Barnett Pearce, "Teaching Interpersonal Communication as a Human Science:

A Comparative Analysis."
Joseph A. Ilardo, "Why Interpersonal Communication?."
Fred D. Jandt, "Why Interpersonal Communication? - Round II."

Charles R. Berger and Richard J. Calabreso, "Some Explorations in Initial
Interaction and Beyond: Toward a Developmental Theory of Inter-
personal Communitation."

Dudley D. Cahn, "Interpersonal Communication and Transactional Relationships:
Clarification and Application."

Leonard C. Hawes and David H. Smith, "A Critique mf Assumptions Underlying
the Study of Communication in Conflict."

Virginia Kidd, "Happily Ever After and Other Relationship Styles: Advice

On Interpersonal Relations in Popular Magazines, 1951-1973."
Judy Hiller Goldberg and Alvin A. Goldberg, "Family Communication."
Arthur P. Bochner, "Conceptual Frontiers in the Study of Communication in

Families: An Introduction to the Literature."
Barbara Lieb-Brilhart, "Issues in Teaching Interpersonal Communication."
John Stewart, "An Interpersonal Approach to the Basic Course."
Arthur Bochner and Clifford Kelly, "Interpersonal Competence: Rationale,

Philosophy and Implementation of a Conceptual Framework."
Thomas Tortoriello and Lynn Phelps, "Can Students Apply Interpersonal

Theory."
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"The Development of Interpersonal Communication Theory"
Donald P. Cushman and B. Thorns Florence

Today`s Speech, 22(1974), 11-15.

This essay is concern d with providing a clear, concise, and,well
developed conceptualizatio of interpersonal communication, something
missing in the literature today. Because of this lack we shall have
to set our own evaluative c teria-aild provide an explication of method.
To provide the sriteria for evaluation we use a three part system: a

logictrl rigor which requires clear and precise rules for operationali-
zation, and a suggestiveness that will provide a --base wide enqugh for
further work and a bate that providet insight intoi interperso4a1 communi-
cations.'

The logical rigor of definition and differentiation is fulifilled
with the distinguishing levels of task that the various ,communication
fields carry out. Mass communication coordinates human activities in
regard to social and cultural institutions. Organizational communication
deals, principally, with coordination of human activity coordinated by
common interests. Therefore, interpirsonal communication which coordi-
nates human activity in regard to the development, pr*entation, and
validation of itndividual self- concepts, is clearly and logically differ-
entiated by definition of its level of task.

The empirical rigor has already been provided by such researchers
and theorists as R. D. Lang, S. Miller, A. R. Lee, fn name only a few.
Measurements devised by these researchers and eorists have enabled
rules for operationalization to be formed tha support this communica-
tion theory of interpersonal communication, ewed as the transfer of
symbolic information which coordinaks human activity in regard to the
developinent, presentation, and -valtdation of individual self-concept.
Some of these measurements are: statements relating objects to objects,
persons to objects, and persons to persons; information providing
communication networks regarding relationships, and levels of agreement,
understanding, and realization of perceptions of relWonship.

The suggestiveness of-this conceptualization can be best seen by
taking one particular theoretical proposition and shovOng how it is
refined and improved. Joseph Woelfel 's Linear Forced Aggregate Theory
argues that changes in attitude and rates of behavior are most econo-
mically explained and predicted on the basis of the mean value of the
incoming communication which recommends a given attitude or rate of
behavior. The refinement that this-conceptualization suggests is: (1)
that an individual 's 'interpersonal information will recommend his rela-
tionship to objects air people, and (2) a;) individual's concept of
relationship to an object or person will determine his attitude and
behavior in regard to others and other objects.

Only further research will provide the final evaluation of this
conceptualization and-its importance to the field of interpersonal
communication. However, a .beginning has been made where there was none
before, a beginning which has a logical rigor; an empirical rigor, and
a suggestiveness.

This essay may be of interest to those students of interpersonal
communication, or any other communication field, that are interested
in the development of conceptualizations, theories, or models in their
field. The universiality of the bibliography concerned with this essay
may also be of some interest to the speech commu'oication Student.

John 0. PhippS-Winfrey
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"Consensual Rules in Interpersonal Comrunication:
A Reply to Cushman and Whiting"

W. Barnett Pearce
The Journal of Communication, 23(1973), 160-168.

Donald Cushman and Gordon Whiting, in "An Approach to Communication
Theory: ToWard Consensus on Rules," The Journal of Communication, 22

(1972), 217-238, present' an important movement from a monadic orienta-
tion of individual's concepts and mental sets to an analysis of inter-
personal processes in which two or more persons cooperatively create
and enforce rules which regulate their own communicative behavior.
Although this is an important conceptual movement in the right direction,
there are some weaknesses in their article.

First, there are implications for the types or research done by
members of the discipline that are not well discussed. Whole research

traditions might be made obsolete and new ones initiated if Cushman and
Whiting successfully establish communication rules as the controlling
concern in research. These implications call for much more attention.

Second, Cushman and Whiting have failed to mention the work of
others which is very closely'related to their own movement. The inter-

actional apprudch to sociolinguistics ar.d such concepts as "speech
communities' and "speech events" have already been dealing with communi-
cation rules, but are not considered in Cushman and Whiting's article.

Third, their concept of communication behavior is too restricted.
Messages may be considered as positively or negatively evaluated acts
which one does to or for another, rather than strictly information
transmissions, The studies of semiotics and "behavior exchange" have
already shown such rules regulating costs and rewards in interpersonal
relationships.

Finally, Cushman and Whiting's discussion implies that rules have
an on/off character tied to the identit4es of the participants or to

the characteriitics of the social environment in which they communicate.
To account for the variety and complexity of communication behavior in
some relationships, however, the concept-of hierarchically ordered
contracts must be developed. Contracts are always the creation of the

participants and apply only to a particular relationship. They contain

within themseiveS'rules, sometimes even several sets of rules, together
with "switching cues'' which signal which set of rules is salient at a

\ particular time. Considering this complex concept, a simple listing of

'rules is counterproductive.
The primary goals of this analysis were to explain what is happen-

ing in communication behavior more thoroughly and to incorporate the
insights and research from othe- disciplines in communication theory.
The insights provided in interpersonal communication behaviors alone
make this article valuable. The additional sources mentioned in other
disciplines which relate to su:h study are an invaluable bonus for the

reader.
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"Teaching Interpersonal Communication as a Human Science:

A Comparative Analysis"
W. Barnett Pearce

Communication Education, 26(1977), 104-112.
to

Interpersonal communication is now a very popular basic which has
come about largely because of two happenings during the past two years.
The first happening was the recognition of the importance of interper-
sonal processes by theorists, and the second was a social factor, since
interpersonal communication was an intellectual fad in the late 60's
and early 70's. Over half,a century of research in various academic
disciplines went into the first development. The notable names are:

Mead in sociology, Mayo in industrial relations, Sullivan in Oinical
psychology, and Ceitril in perceptual psychology. The fad o- the second

development was rooted in the idealism characterized by the radical
social romanticism prevalent during that period.

Even though it is recognized as being popular, there is little
consensus as to what interpersonal communication is or ought to be.

This article explores three basic types of this communication and offers A

the hermitage, objectives and pedagogic procedures for each. Those types

are: Objective Scientific, Humanistic Celebration, and Humane Scientific.
The historical otigins of the Objective Scientific type are grounded

in experimental psychdlogy, sociology, and mass communication research.
It is characterized by the mechanistic model of man with a deterministic
conceptof behavior stressing the variables in testing research. This

eliminates the mentalistic- orspiritual concept of man which Makes
possible classical scientific virtues of description, prediction, expla-
nation and control and using only terms which name empericatly measured

variables. The smallest unit of analysis is preferred in the study of

behaviors rather than action, and attitudes rather than values. Human

function is vi_wed as a compromise of a large set of simple behaviors =. (
existing in a web of cause relationships, which, if discovered, would
allow prediction of what behavior would follow certain stimuli. Research

in this method is directed to select variables of intrinsic interest
which are then manipulated and their effects described. This approach

does not differentiate between interpersonal or other forms of communi-
cation but surveys communication in contexts, one of which is inter-

personal. Some names associated with this approach are: Descartes,

Wiener, Skinner and Capella.' The text authors are: McCrosky, Wheeless

and Mortensen.
Humanistic Celbration is rooted in the 60's and early 70's with an

affinity to the T-groups, the NTL style and other "awareness activities
which revolve around value clarification, assertiveness training and
self acceptance." The goal of this approach is to optimize human

potentials and avoid problems. This type of interpersonal consists of

a romantic concept of man which uses education to promote Maslow's self-

actualization through one's own nature or, as Roger states, "To be
that self which one really is" and to facilitate supportive interactions

with others. The focus is on personal development which requires
interaction with others emphasizing learning a set of insights which

are discoverable by anyone. The developed person would be responsive
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to his nature rather than in control of'it. Thirnames associated with
this approach in the textbooks are: Patton and Giffin'and Stewart.

The Humane Scientific approach is rooted in social sciences. It

differs in format from objective scientific but specifies that study
must include meanings and mentalistic terms as well as behavior: This
approach has conceptual affinity with Aristotle, Kant, Weber, Taylor
and Von Wright to mention a few. It is based on the concept that man
is both physical and an actor. Nature has both a web of causal determinancy
and the potential for self-reflective thinking. Human action occurs at
a number of levels. The oxymoron in this approach is that it attempts
to encompass both study of social meanings (the actor's intentions and
interpretations of his own behavior) of behavior and description of the
causal relations among behavior. Textbooks including this approach are
written by Miller and Steinberg, Rossiter and Pearce, and Pearce.

The Objective Scientific pedagogic procedures in the classroom
include reviewing, summarizing, interpreting and researching studies as
well as designing and conducting studies. Students must be able to
distance themselves from communication and be able to handle abstract
verification procedures. This approach is deficient in that it assumes
that a theorist may make observations which are not theory-ladened with
variables which exist independently of perceptual process. It also
ignores the existence of institutional facts which exist only in the
mind of a person ay3re not available to an observer. Finally, it
omits significant paTts of human experience which are involved in
communication.

Humanistic Celebration would involve analysis of contemporary
social problems in the classroom, along with readings, sharing poetry,
and exchanging experience or participation in structured activities
designed to improve selected communication skills and discussion of
particular communication activities. It is deficient in substance of
teaching because it is not designed to produce or impart, propositional
knowledge of communication, emphasizing emotions rather than thinking
because it is value ladened and demands behavioral compliance rather
than cognitive considerations.

The Humane Scientific has both cognitive and behavioral goals as
it strives to develop conceptual apparatus enabling students to under-
stand communication and increase ability to chooe which forms of
communication they participate in. Classroom activities depend upon
the behavior being studied, with a goal of the student being able to
articulate his understanding of communication and possess an array of
options from which to choose between in order to control his own behavior.

The reader will gain a knowledge of three types of appr6aches to
the study of interpersonal communication from this article. A background
of each approach is presented along with its objectives and which text-
books offer each approach. Finally the reader will gain an insight into
the ways each approach could be applied to a classroom situation and
the limitations each might have depending upon the type of students and
the overall goals ,sought.
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"4hy Interpersonal Communication?"
Joseph A. Ilardo

Sppefs.6. Teacher, 21(1972), 1-6

The difference between interpersonal communication and -public
speaking courses is distinct. Public speaking courses are based on a
ope-to-many concept of communication, and these courses stress the
Xmportance of persuasion of many by one speaker. tInterpersonal communi-
cation courses are based on a one-to-one and a one-to-few concept in
which the student devQlops his or her interpersonal attractions,'develops
an understanding of relationships, and experiences personal growth.

Interpersonal communication courses have been developed because of
the students' attitudes toward education, the teachers' interests, and
the speech communication departments' contact with such psychologists as,
Abraham Maslow, Carl R. Rogers, and Rollo May. The students' attitudes

toward education have 'called for a greater pertinence to daily life.
Thqteachers' interests have become interests that are more concerned
with effective communication as a humanizing force. Psychologists, such

as Rollo May, have provided the speech communication departmentt with a

view of today's world that shows the constant change and flux which affects
us all. May parallels this world by drawing from the Hellenistic Age of
Greece, the dawn of the Middle Ages, and the dawn of the Renaissance.
All of these periods were periods of changing views, myths, and symbols.
Today's world has shown these changes in the significant opposition to
the "compete- achieve - consume -die" mentality; man is now seen more as a

oart of nature than before.
Because men and women define themselves in terms of the views

which they hold, the myths that are important to them, and the symbols
that they use, this change in the views, myths, and symbols is threatening
and anxiety producing. In Greece, the theatre provided a release from .

the.tensions that were produced by their anxieties of change. In

providing this release the theatre became asort of therapy. In every

age of change philosophers and educatprs have, also, dealt in a sort of

therapist role. \Today, the departments of speech communication, in
teaching interpersonal communication, are serving as agents under whose
auspices a sort of mass therapy occurs. Effective communication can

result in personal growth, realization of potential, and establishing
meaningful relationships, all of which are "therapeutic".

"...if teachers of interpersonal communication maintain a sense of
modesty as to their capacities and those of their courses, if they
refrain from anti-intellectualism for which some of their colleagues in
psychology have been criticized, if we see to it that interpersonal
communication remains with soundly established academic endeavor,
we shall avoid the more serious dangers which await us. Avoiding

these, we shall perform a valuable educational service for our students
and ourselves." This "valuable educational service" will be to aid

the student of interpersonal communication to develop a communicatior
background that will aid them in facing today's ever-changing world OT

which Rollo May speaks.
This essay may allow the reader valuable insights into some of the

reasoning behind the interpersonal communication offerings,in today's
colleges and universities.

John 0. Phipps-Winfrey
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"Why Interpersonal=Communication? = Round 114
Fred D. Jandt

Today's Speech, 22(1974),.37 -39.

Dr. Jandt prefaces this article with the statement: "This essay
refutes the contemporary view that courses in interpersonal communica-
tion provide a sort of 'mass therapy'. Rather, interpersonal communi-
cation is the study of how values and self-identity are formed through
face-to-face interaction". The "...contemporary view..." refers to an
article entitled "Why Interpersonal Communication?" authored by Dr. Joseph
A. Ilardo in Speech Teacher, 21(1974).

Drawing from a Eciag76.And in speech communication, Dr. Jandt, gives
us a generalization of communication models: "to transmit information
from a communication soufe to a communication receiver" and/or to

manipulate the behavior... a communication' receiver by a communication .

source". He holds that such speech communication models, and:like models,
developed by psychologists such as Abraham Maslow, Carl R. Rogers, William
Schutz, and Rollo May, are all "culturebound". "Interpersonal communica-
tion taught from this perspective is not related to the historical develop-
ments of our discipline" (that of speech communication). "There is the
question, ...whether speech communication educators step beyond thee
own unique specialities in dealing so directly with the therapeutic,'
encounter."

If today's communication models, which are based on psychological
models and are "culturebound", should not be the basis of interpersonal
communication, then what Allould be that base? Dr. Jandt suggests that
interpersonal communication is a part of the speech communication disci-
pline and that it should be an academic study of the social process of
face-to-face interacts n. "A transactional view of human communication
...consistent with thd academic tradition pf speech education." To

this end, Jandt p oses a model of interpersonal communication that is

a transactional iew of human cOmmunication and that is related to the

socialization pr s instead of a model that is a form of "mass therapy".

The sources of sue a socialization approach define the symbolic inter-

action of the comm icator in their face-to-face exchange of verbal and
non-verbal cues. Jandt gives examples of the interpersonal communications
courses at the University of Washington and the State University College
of Brockport which use'such a socialization model to teach interpersonal
communication.

Dr. Jandt's statements in this article.reflect the concern of many
teachers of interpersonal communication; those who fear that speech
communication is becoming t20 therapy oriented without having instructors

that are qualified as therapists. Symbolic interaction and a sociali-

zation approach may be the answer to those who wiA to make their courses
more relevent and yet hesitate to "psycho-analiie" their students.
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Some Explorations in Initial Interaction and Beyond:
Toward a DevelopmentalApeory of Interpersonal Communication"

Charles R. Berger and Richard J. Calabr e

Human Communication Research, 1(1975), 99-1

This essay presents a theoretical perspective fore aling with

entry stages of interpersonal interaction. This essay suggests three

stages,of interaction which are: entry phase in which strangers meet;

personal phase in which basic-valties, attitudinal issues, and personal
problems are discussed by interactants, and the exit phase which may be
best exampled by divorce. Seven axioms and twenty-one theorems presented
in this paper suggest priorities for study of the development of inter-
personal relationships.

Axiom 1: Given the high level of uncertainty present at= the onset
of the entry phase, as the amount of verbal communication between stran-
gers increases, the level of uncertainty for each interactant in the

relationship will decrease. As .uncertainty is further reduced, the

amount of verbal communication will increase.
Axiom 2: As nonverbal affiliative expressiveness increases, un-

certainty levels will decrease in an initial interaction situation. In

addition, decreases in uncertainty level will cause increases innon-
verbal-affiliative expressiveness.

Axiom 3: High levels of uncertainty cause increases in information

seeking behavior. As uncertainty levels decline, information seeking

behavior decreases.
Axiom 4: High levels of uncertainty in a relationship cause de-

creases in the intimacy level of communication content. Low levels of

uncertainty produce high levels of intimacy.
Axiom 5: High levels of uncertainty produce high rates of reci-

procity. Low levels of uncertainty produce low reciprocity rates.
Axiom 6: Similarities between persons reduce uncertainty, while

dissimilarities produce increases in uncertainty.
Axiom 7: Increases in uncertainty level produce decreases in liking;

decreases in uncertainty level produce increases in liking.
Note that Axioms 6 and 7 taken together suggest that uncertainty

level mediategbetween similarity and liking., It should be made clear,

however, that variables other than similarity-dissimilarity influence

uncertainty levels.
Theorem 1: Amount of verbal communication and non-verbal affila-

tive expressiveness are positi'vely related.

Theorem 2: Amount of communication and intimacy level of communi-

cation are positively related.
Theorem 3: Amount of communication and information seeking are

inversely related.
Theorem 4: Amount of communication and reciprocity rate are

inversely related.
Theorem 5: Amount of communication and liking are positively

related.
Theorem 6: Amount of communication and similarity are positively

related.
Theorem 7: Nonverbal affiliative expressiveness and intimacy

level of communication content are positively related.
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Theorem 81 Nonverbal affiliative expressiveness and information
seeking are inversely related.

Theorem 9: Nonverbal affiliative expressiveness and reciprocity_
rate are inversely related.

Theorem 10: Nonaffiliative expressiveness and liking are positively
related'.

Thebrem 11: Nonverbal affiliative expressiveness and similarity
are positively related.

Theorem 12: Intimacy level of communication content and information
seeking are inversely related.

Theorem 13: Intimacy level of communication content and reciprocity
rate are inversely related.

Theorem 14: Intimacy level of communication content and liking are
positively related.
- Theorem 15: Intimacy level of communication content and similarity
ate positively related.

Theorem 16: Information seeking and reciprocity rate are positively
related.

Theorem 17: Information seeking and similarity are negatively
related.

Theorem 18: Information seeking and similarity are negatively-
related.

Theorem 19: Reciprocity rate and liking are negatively related.
Theorem 20: Reciprocity rate and similarity are negatively related.
Theorem 21: Similarity and liking are positively related.
Because of space requirements this is merely a listing of t'le essay's

axioms and theorems. The 13 page essay takes time to explain and draw
conclusions from these listed axioms--and theorems, explainations and
conclusions which may be of great interest and importance to the communi-
cation major. The essay also gives an impressive bibliography that will
be important to the student.

John 0. Phipps-Winfrey
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"Interpersonal Communication and Transactional Relationships:
Clarification and klipplication"

Dudley D. Cahn
Mfr

Communication gLIEttnLy., 24(1976), 38-44
A

The aim of the article is to describe a model and topology
designed to aid in the'selection of concepts, principles and skills
which are vital to the study of interpersonal communication.

The article is divided into four main sections: (1) self

validation model; (2) topology of transactional relationships; (3)
concept building; and (4) negotiation skills.

The self validation model is ssentially aperceptual theory model
of interpersonal communication./The model,is composed of three stages.
First-stage is the direct perspective level of theIrilidation model.
Each person involved is directly perceiving his/her self and the other
person(s) involved in the situation. Self concept is defined as a direct

perspective of one's own self. The second stage is the meta-self-concept

lcvel of the validation model. The meta-self-concept is defined as the

information that others communicate to a person about him/her self. This

is the socially derived aspect of one's self concept. Meta-self-concept

is produced by role-taking behavior. Stage three is the level at which

two people develop a relationship based on one another's comparison of

self concept and meta-self-concept. The comparison will either conform

or disconform one's self concept.
The section on topology of transactional relationships begins by

defining transactional relationship in terms of Wilmot's: I-see-you - -

seeing -me. A crucial factor of transactional relationships is based upon
the, presentation of one's self evaluation. This is known as self esteem.

There are three types of transactional relationships resulting from self

evaluation: (1) counterdependent, where both persons perceive the other

person in a negative manner; (2) interdependent, where both persons perceive

the other in a positive manner; and (3) unidependent, where one person
perceives the other as positive but this perception is not reciprocated

by the other.
The concept-building skills and the negotiation skills relate to the

instructional facet f studying interpersonal communication. There are

three skills which make up the concept-building skills: (1) self-

awareness skills; (2) self disclosure skills; and (3) meta-self-

awareness skills. The negotiation skills consist of "counting" skills
which relate to the validation of self concepts, and a self esteem position

model analogious to the four life states of transactional analysis: (1)

I don't count/I don't count you; (2) I count/I don't count you; (3)

I don't count/I count you; and (4) I count/ you count.

The value of this article is that the reader is provided with clear
and concise explanation of a perCeptual approach to interpersonal

communication.
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"A Critique of Assumptions.Underlying
the Study of ,Communication in Conflict"

Leonard C. Hawes and David H. Smith
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 59(1973), 423-435.

The intent of this study was to examine several assumptions--usually
present and acceptedin the study of communication in conflict, which
undoubtedly distort results. The authors chose to examine three key
questions whose answers reveal some Of 'these assumptions.

The first key question was "What is the term conflict to mean?" The

authors sorted out the answers to this conceptual-definitional question
along three dimensions, goal, strategy,-and time, with each dimension
being a bevalued continuum. For example, with regard to goals, some
individuals are said to .have goals that direct and thereby explain their
behaviok. These goals would be considel-ed prospective. The key to pro-
spectilkefinitions is that goals direct behavidr. If goals are in con-
flict then, so must be the subsequent behaviors. Far fewer definiti6ns ,

of conflict are retrospective in nature. Those whoadvocate this defini-
tion argue that although individuals have goals, these goals do not direct
or explain actions. They become meaningful Only after they are manifested
in behavior. In practice, the authors nv.e, a choice between these two
perspectives need not be made. Rather, some midpoint on the continuum
which involves elements of both will be taken. However, these differing
positions on the goal dimension create fundamental differences which lead
to the differences in research results. .

The strategy dimension centers on-the question of resolution versus
management or maintenance of conflict. Normative theories of conflict
usually assume that the only good conflict is.._resolved conflict. On

the other end of the continuum, some contend tilit6-ofganizations insisting
on concensus decision-making and resolution suppress valuable information
necessary for adapting to changing environments.

Closely related to this dimension is the time diMension, which sefs -

out the episodic or continuous nature of conflict processes. Here again,

while some view conflict as a temporary disruption of the system, many
empirically oriented political scientists assume that world conflict is
inevitable and that peace is nothing more than Pn ic'ealized hypothetical
state.

The second key question was an operational-procedural 'question. "How

is conflict to be operationalized?" Again, the authors examined the
assumptions along specified dimensions: a rules dimension (methods of
cooperation and competition to achieve the task being the two polar values);
an act dimension (expresses: the type and amount of communication required
by the task); the outcome dimension (refers to the end state of the task
and distinguishes between correct and creative outdomes),-the abstractness
dimension (sets out the relative degree of abstractness or concreteness Of
the task); and, the salience dimension (refers to the degree of involvement
the participants have in the task). These five dimensions reveal the
assumptions about conflict in answers to the operational-procedural c

question.
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The third key question which reveals assumptions about conflict is
the theoreti Al-model question. The critical dimension here is the system-
type. "What framework will '2 used to generate hypotheses and display
data? What model will be used to analyze-findings?" The system-types
vary between relatively closed and relatively open conceptions of conflict.
Much of the behavioral research on conflict has used game theory termi-
nology, settings, and designs. Such research has received criticism,
however, because communication thought of as verbal and nonverbal inter -
action- -o1ays an insignificant role in close6 conflict systems.

The authors centered on two major assumptions for serious re-
examination.

1. The role of communication in co ,t is such that as the
amount of communication increase_ decisions are more likely
to be reached; ir, the more we talk the more we agree.

This assumption is rooted in the belief that conflict is really a
manifestation of insufficient or ineffective communication. Nvever,
study results are conflicting. Vroom, Grant, and Cotten's study support-
ed the basic idea that verbal communication during the generation phase
of the process was dysfunctional. In their study, the verbal communica-
tion groups produced a smaller number of different solutions, fewer high
quality solutions and a smaller number of different kinds of solutions
than groups in the no-communication treatment. Subsequent studies exam-
ined brought to light so many new variables that the authors could not
cc.iclude that the moo, we talk the more we agree".

2. The role of communication in conflict is such that the
exprr_)sion of conflicting interests interferes with making
decisions; or, disagreeing makes it harder to agree.
other word:, interpersona' conflict hinders group decijon-

-d :nce again, closer examination produced results to the contrary.
Emwer ounc that conflict groups under the majority wins deci:ion and
took no core tame to reac' decisions than did the cooperative groups.
re concluded that conflict in bargaining situations played at least a

role in tne group decision process. Conflict resulted in superior
searc:- rd analys; ctivities but tended to obstruct group choice

-ere again. results of studies examined did not alit, .he naive

ac7e;:tance of tne :1rect relationship stated in the assumption.
re authors cattioned against posing and examining additional assump-

tions dout communication and conflict, pointing out that he studies

E--xaminec Indicated rcre complex relationships. The role of communication
con ;c4 gill rot yield to easy and simple descriOtion largely because

ertering assumptions lead to different theoretical stances and
-L'i",rert researcr results. Studying the role of communication, then,
-a) ,r-cve t?.'e -ost ,-.roductive strategy for understanding the nature of

-tsel. Far sucr a strategy to be successful, the authors urge
:rat `,*.re researc- ce based on a self-conscious awareness of the assump-
t73rs eY:.resser as answers 1,o the three key questions provided in their

recc es tnosz ansy.er as a iseful frame for the planning of
ca,,ser ; '7irdiras.
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"Happily Ever After and Other Relationship Styles:
Advice on Interpersonal Relations in Popular Magazines, 19r: 1973"

Virginia Kidd
atiarter;v Journal of Speechf61(1975), 31-39.

Kidd examines toe popular "rhetorical visions" presented in magazines

that deal with advice on interpersonal relationships. The author analyzed

popular journals (those with over 1 million circulation listed in the
Readers Guide to Periodical Literature) covering a 20 year period from

1951-1973. The studs trued the development of trends of thought for
developing formulas ccicerning human relations. The contention was that

these articles would be an indicator of popular thought, although nut
necessarily actual beliefs of the readers, and that this popular rhetoric
might influence the behavior of the reader.

Kidd found two major trends dominating the literature which she
deS'albes as Vision I and Vision II. Both Visions explain appropriate

behavior and establish models. Vision I, prominent in the 50's and early
60's, emphasized set and unchanging standards for behavior. Role, were

defined and rigid. Emphasis was on "togetherness" and sublimating self
in favor of pleasing others.

Vision II developed with pressures of the 60's or changing standards.
An emphasis was placed on human communications, "talking it out," and
individualism rather than the "togetherness" of Vision I.

Both visions were over-simplified and emphasized the happy ending,

frequently using a "ten steps to success" formula. Kidd felt that the

impact of these articles was limited and defined by reaching a certain
r..adership, largely women, and by the shortness of the articles in the

magazine format. She concluded that the articles merely skimmed the
surface and lacked any in-depth analysis of interpersonal relationships
in avoiding the negative aspects.

This _scriptive research article is an exaople of studyi 7 a body

of literature which reaches significant numbers of readers to determine
trends of popular thought about appropriate behaviorial standards. The

author did not determine the influence of the articles on the readership,
but did analy2.e the literature for trends.

Karen ' Brown



"Family Communication"
Judy Hiller Goldberg and Alvin A. Goldberg

Western Speech Communication, 40(196 ), 104-110.

Interest in family communication as a part of the speech communication
curriculum is rapidly growing. Concern with the subject has been stimu-
lated by the following developments in the field: (1) the attempt to
identify the basic functions of speech communication, (2) the expansion
of curricula in language acquisition and development, (3) the growing con-
viction that interpersonal and group communication should be studied in
more permanent groups as well as in temporary classroom cr laboratory
situations, and (4) the desire to improve communication skills in informal
as well as formal settings. The course outlined here was strongly influ-
enced by various recommendations of the New Orleans Conference.

The central concern of the course is family communication processes.
One particularly appropriate recommendation of the New Orleans Conference
was to explore communication interactions in which the 1.!nkage between
people involved is tine primary focus. Thus, the course is approached
from a systems theory-viewp-int, stressing family relationships and how
they are established, maintained, enhanced, or destroyed through eAlmuni-
cation. Some,of the objectives of the course are:

1. To obtain a systematic understanding of communication in the
nuclear family. --

2. lo become aware of the skills necessary for "healthy" family
communication.

3. To understand the many modes of relating within the family.
4. To become acquainted with community resource personnel who are

concerned with various aspects of family communication.
The lecture-discussion format is tq6d. Each student must read and

discuss at least one scholarly work on family communication in addition
to two textbooks and required reading. A brief autobiographical account
of their families submitted at mid-term is the basis for an analysis sub-
mitted at the end of the term. Also, the class is divided into three-
person task forces which study a particular topic and present tneir
findings toward the end of the term.

The main text is Virginia Satir's pleolemakin supplemented by
Beulah Parker's A Mingled Yarn. Several other ooks are put on reserve.
The course includes guest 'lecturers, films and v eotape (an episode of
"All in the Familyl').

There are eight units in the course. A definition of family communi-
cation is first, followed by an examination of the family as a rule-
governed system. Third is a study of family communication networks. Next

is a unit on modes of relating, covering who talks when and in what way.
Unit five covers domination and submission. Communication rules, both
explicit and implicit, are covered in unit six. Unit seven deals with
family conflict, and unit eight covers blended and special families.

The course has wide appeal. It attracts students from many disci-
plines and from the community. Because the family provides a superb
setting in which to apply communication principles, theories about
communication can oe tested here for wider application later. This course
provides a good starting point for continued study in family communication
processes.



The appeal of such a course seems fairly obvious. Although the

course itself may not be readily available-to the reader, the framework

on which it is based is still certainly of interest. From the perspec-

tive of a student, the particular value of this article lies in the
suggested materials used in the course, most of which are available for

personal study. .From the perspective of other speech communication
departments, this presents the necessary outline fcr a potentially
valuable addition to the curriculum.

David A. Bullock



"Conceptual Frontiers in the Study or Communication in Families:

An Introduction to the Literature"
Arthur P. Bochner

Human Communication Research, 2(1976), 381-397.

More than 10,000 research studies of marriage and the family were

published between 1965 and 1972 alone; however, a minority, of these

studies concerned themselves with communication in the family. This is

,astonishing when one thinks of the family as a small group or commai-
cations,petwork, something that the field of Speech Communication has

studied foryears. Unfortunately, it is not astonishing to know that
psychologists_vere interested in the effects of familiemnd family
communication in the 1950's and the dis-iplinary segregation was so
great that psychologists, sociologists, and communicologists did not
trade information.

With the communication field's growing interest in family ,commur.-

cation and interaction, those tangent fields of study must be researched

to find the information available on this subject and application of

this information must be made to communication studies end interests.
This article reflects the scattered and disconnected nature of information

concerning the field of family interaction, but suggests the need for

planning new research and reviewing old research. The focus of this new

research in family communication should be on: (1) family power as the

outcome of particular interactional configurations; (2) families as

communication networks rather than groups; (3) how families set their

own standards of behavior and evaluate those standards; (4) how many

distinctive ways it is possible for the family to be "normal", adaptive

information processing systems, and (5) in what ways specific interaction

patterns relate to content themes around and about which families transact.

It was sometime during the 1950's that a significant number of

psychotherapists began to break away from the dyadic psychiatric mode's

then in use and began to use the family unit as a basis of investigation

and therapy. This new psychiatric paradigm has produced an array of

concepts which have proven worthwhile in the field of communications.

One particular concept, "power" as an interactive particular, has become

most important to the communications field; and while there are many

problemseto the scientific study of intrafamily power interfaces, tlsre

may be every important avenue of investigation open if some reconcep-

tualizations an be made.
This article gives the novice some important insights to the area

of family therapy, and its beginnings. There is a particularly good

listing of basic hooks \to be used in the further exploration of family

interaction by the beginner.

John O. Phipps-Winfrey



"Issues in Teaching Interpersonal Communication"
Barbara Lieb-Brilhart

Communication Education, 26(1977), 135-137.

Particularly important for teachers or interpersonal communication
is the "back to the basics" movement currently prevalent in the schools
across the country. In the swing of the pendulum back to primal.] em-
phasis on basic reading and writing skills, the danger exists that
interpersonal communication will be eliminated from course offerings.
A major factor confronting this discipline is the matter of public
ignorance of both its purpose and its value. If speech educators are
to promote interpersonal communicaiAon as also "basic," three problems
must be overcome. c4t

The 'first obstacle is a matter of definition of the scope of inter-
personal communication. Does it include one-to-group speaking and small
group contexts? Two current texts in the field support this view. They
present such concepts as c-mmunication choices and interrelationships
among speakers, listeners,.and messages. These are important concepts
that must be emphasized in describing the curricular "terri+ory" of
interpersonal communication.

A second hurdle that must be cleared is the role of interpersonal
communication in the curriculum. There is public confusion between the
terms 'interpersonal relationships" and " interpersonal communication."
To insure its inclusion in the current curriculums across the country,
its functional value, transferable to everyday situations, must be
clarified. Five "families" of communication functions which have been
reported are (1) controlling, (2) feeling, (3) informing, (4) rituali-
zing, and (3) imagining. These are viewed from a developmental per-
spective from which age-related curricular goals might be generated.

Finally, the problem of assessment of interpersonal communication
hounds the discipline. Because instruments for such measurement are
so widely scattered in the literature, the SCA module of the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills has commissioned a
state-of-the-art paper which will present a compilation of current
procedures and instruments for assessing functional communication
competence.

Professionally, the Educational Policies Board of the Speech
Communication Association is working to alleviate the problem. A task
force has been formed to establish recommendations for minimal compe-
tencies in communication for high school graduates. Other task forces
are promoting in-service training in the area of interpersonal communi-
cation for teachers both in and out of the field. Further, the SCA
and the NCTE Commission on the English Curriculum are collaborating
on setting curriculum goals in the communication arts and sciences.

This article really deals with the issues at stake in the current
controversies over interpersonal communication,. It makes clear not
only how much really is at stake and why, but what is currently being
done about it. Unless and until interpersonal communication is estab-
lished as basic to a good education, every student with any interest in
it should be aware of these issues.

David'A. Bullock
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"An Interpersonal Approach to the Basic Covse"
John Stewart

Speech Teacher, 32(1973), 7-14

John Stewart gives three concepts of interpersonal communications
that are the basis of the University of Washington's basic course in

that subject. As a preface to the listing of concepts, he notes what
interpersonal communication is not.

Interpersonal communication is not a course in delivery, evidence,
outlining, or audience analysis. These concepts are covered in the

public speaking courses. The course is not purely a "skills" approach

to the s' eject, the course includes readings, written analysis, evaul-
ations, and examinations. Nor is the course a "misguided encounter
group",..."the approach does require the teacher to commit himself as a
human being to the students, but does not require him to be a clinical

psychologists."
The first concept to the interpersonal communication course is

that human communication is a "transaction". This concept of trans-

action implies that classes in interpersonal communication stress the

meaning of the communication instead of the message. Transaction and

meaning also places great importance on what the communicator "con-
strues" the "meaning" to be, such as what we as communicators believe
about ourselves, what we believe about those to which we communicate,
and what we believe our communication means to the person we are com-

municating to.
The second concept of this course is "listenirg", or more pre-

cisely, "non-evaluative listening". The concept of listening objectively

to what is being said, and not "reading-in" what we want the communicator
to be saying or what we fear the 'communicator may mean by what he or she

says, is of a basic importance in this course.
t) Finally, relationship is a basic concept in the University of Washing-

ton course. Not only the relationships of speaker and listener, but the
relationships between the speaker and the words that he orshe chooses,
and the relationship between the words and the relationship which these
words shape between the speaker and listener.

This journal article deals with the very imortant transactional
interpersonal communication concepts found in today's interpersonal

communication courses. It would be very valuable to any student to under-

stand this concept if he or she is going to deal with interpersonal com-
munication on any level of education of everyday life.

John 0. Phipps-Winfrey
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"Interpersonal Competence:
Rationale, Philosophy and Implementation

of a Conceptual Framework"
Arthur Bochner and Clifford Kelly
Speech Teacher, 23(1974), 279-301

There is considerable agreement among speech communication teachers
that students should learn about, experience, and modify their inter-
personal communication skills. However, the question of what skills
should be focused on, and how proficiency can be measured, are persistently
raised. The purpose of this paper was to present an instructional frame-
work based on the concept of interpersonal competence for the purpose of
organizing teaching and research in interpersonal communication.

A review of existing social conditions suggested the social climate
is characterized by dramatic change in which traditional values and

. needs interact and conflict with new, more urgent, and less stable values.
It was argued that the present social conditions mitigate against
effective human interaction.

Improving interpersonal competence was suggested as a means of
minimizing the detrimental effects of the social condition. It was
suggested that interpersonal competence can be defined by the following

three criteria: 1) ability to formulate aid achieve objectives; 2)
ability to collaborate effectively with others; and 3) ability tohadapt
appropriately to situational o' environmental variations.

Five basic skills were identified which enable persons to meet the

interpersonal competence criteria. The following skills comprised the
proposed behavioral framework for instruction: .empathic communication,
descriptiveness, self disclosure, owning feelings and thoughts, and
behavioral flexibility. Five instructional strategies for teaching
these skills were discussed in terms of their value for cognitiv or
experiential learning and the extent to which the learner is rksponsible
for his learning. These included: lectures, interpersonal laboratories,

executive planning sessions, readings and examinations. Self-report

ratings, peer peer ratings and observer ratings were suggested as methods
to directly assess interpersonal communication in the classroom.

Bochner and Kelly's article addresses the problem of evaluating
learning in the interpersonal cOmmunication_classroom. Concreta
suggestions for the interpersonal teaching-learning process are propqsed
in tees of teaching strategies and methods of evaluating directly
observable communication behaviors. These suggestion are discussed in

relation to the proposed objective of interpersonal competence.

Donna Jensen
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Can Students Apply InterpersoLl Theory?"

Thomas Tortoriello and Lynn Phelps
Today's Speech, 23(1975), 45-49

This essay examines the relationship between students performance on
cognitive examinations and their ability to identify the most appropriate
interpersonal strategy for a given situation. It will first look at the
reasons people question cognitive examinations, some alternative methods
of evaluating the learning of interpersonal communication, and finally ex-
plain the results of an instrument given to 1,200 subjects at Miami Univer-
sity which attempts to examine the previously mentioned relationship.

Many instructors feel they can not measure interpersonal learning
because it is much too personalf Even though Robert EbEl states that all .

education can be measured, instructors point to the fact, in a given class,
there are usually between 12 and 15 dyads or five to seven small groups
simultaneously working on a task. This makes observation .ind evaluation

of any one individual very difficult. A'he object in most interpersonal
exercises is to engage the students in new behaviors designed to improve
their interpersonal effectiveness. Fundamental to this process is the

tentative nature of the situation. Bochner and Kelly feel that cognitive
examinations are a negative link to interpersonal growth. Many students

feel that this type of exam requires memory of the textbook, and does not
allow them to demonstrate an application of the materials in a real life
situation.

There are several alternatives to cognitive exams. One method is the

ooserver ratings which are limited by time, money and a possible disruption
to a 'class. Another alternative is the student evaluation of peers. This

however, is also limited in that students are being evaluated by unclear
criteria and getting feedback from an indirect or ambiguous method. A

third method is for the students to self report. Often this method is used

with one of the previously mentioned alternatives. The student is asked to

assess his interpersonal development over a period of time. A fundamental

problem witn this method, aside from the honesty factor, is that within the
same class there may be numerous standards of comparisons. Some students

might describe their interactions with parents or friends, while others
may merely use classroom interactions.

A fourth alternative is to give the students the opportunity to identify
the most appropriate interpersonal strategy for a given situation. An example

which calls for not only a definition of terms but also an understanding of
their application is given. The answer would be the most appropriate course
of action according to theory. This type of test was given to the basic

\ Interpersonal Communication course at Miami University. The class used

)Patton and Giffin's Interpersonal Communicatioh: Basic Text and Readings.
1 The practical applkation instrument had 12 paragraphs 6116Waby five
questions along wvth a cognitive exam which contained between 75 to 85
questions. The correlation between the two, a .4677 to .3791 suggests sev-
eral possibilities. The c,urse may not have been teaching skills, or
students may not become better communicators by taking this basic course.
Another possibility is the course's failure to teach the students how to
apply the theortical constructions to a real world. This experiment does



point to a need for more research. What are the correlations between the
student's cognitive knowledge and his ability to transfer that knowledge
to behavioral change? Further research should also tell us if there is a
relationship between understanding interpersonal theory and the ability
to communicate effectively. Finally additional research should test the
underlying assumptions concerning interpersonal courses: students under-
stand theory, and that they internalize theory and are able to apply theory
to behavior. .

The reader will find in this essay reasons instructors give for their
feeling of being hampered in evaluating interpersonal communication. Also

cuatained is a description of some alternatives to cognWve examinations
and a description of the method and the results of an experiment which
tested the students by a cognitive exam and an application instrument,
asking them to apply theory to real life situations. Finally there are
questions for further.research which would aid anyone who is considering
doing an experiment in the area of interpersonal communication evaluations.
For anyone who is teaching or planning on teaching such a course this would
aid in your planned evaluations for the students.
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Rhetorical Theory and Criticism

This collection deals with several self-critical analyses of the
conduct of rhetorical criticism followed by prognoses for the future.
The middle section holds two resourse abstracts giving the reader a
valuable list of references for any serious scholar in this area. Of

particular significance are the final fine abstracts, which taken to-
gether, offer an exciting and richly rewarding future for the rhetorical
theoretician and critic.

Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, "Criticism: Ephemeral and Enduring."

Carroll C. Arnold, "Rhetorical and Communication Studies: Two Worlds

or One?"
Barnet Baskerville, "Must We All Be 'Rhetorical Critics'?"
Jerry Hendrix (Chairman), Waldo W. Braden, Ralph T. Eubank Layne C.

Minnick, and Donald E. Williams, "Rhetorical Criticism. Prognoses

for the Seventies--A Symposium."
Barnet Baskerville, "Rhetorical Criticism, 1971: RetrospeCt, Prospect,

Introspect."
Robert L. Scott, "On Viewing Rhetoric as Epistemic: Ten Years Later."

James Chesebro and Caroline Hamsher, "Contemporary Rhetorical Theory and

Criticism: Dimensions of the New Rhetoric."
Roderick Hart, "Theory-Building and Rhetorical Criticism: 'An Informal

Statement of Opinion."
Paul R. Corts, YI.A. Richards on Rhetoric and Criticism."
John F. Wilson "Six Rhetorics for Perennial Study."

4 I
Charles W. Lon-. "ResourcesResources for the History and Criticism of Public

Address."
David Swanson, "The New Politics Meets the Old Rhetoric: New Directions

in Campaign CoTmumication Research."
David M. Berg, "Rhetoric; Reality, and Mass Media."
James W. Chesebro, Communication."
Judith S. Trent, "A Synthesis of Methodologies Used In Studying Political

Communication."
Robert S. Cathcart, "New Approaches to the Study of Movements: Defining

Movements Rhetorically."
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"Criticism: Ephemeral and .Enduring"

Karlyn Kohrs Campbell
Speech Teacher, 23(1974), 9-14

The purpose of this article was to delineate two relatively

distinct functions of rhetorical criticism as defined by two different

types of criticism: social and academic.

It was argued that the speech dis iodine has failed to produce a

significant body of criticism which fu fills both social and professional .

objectives. This failure was traced the ways in which both the objects

and objectives of criticism have been defined and to a confusion between

critical acts serving social*functions`and critical acts capable of
making significant contributions to rhetorical theory.

Traditionally, rhetorical critics have viewed their task as one

of examining individual oral wo,sks from a single source in relation

to an immediate audience and of explaining their success in produting

instrumental effects through imparting ideas. It was suggested that

the analysis and evaluation of such acts serves a.vital function for

society, but that the criticism is ephemeral, i.e., without enduring

historical or rhetorical significance.
The social function of such criticism is to raise issues and

encourage public discussion. consequently, the author argued that

rhetorical acts appropriate for social criticism must be expanded to

includ- all contemporary acts that influence attitudes, such as

literature, cinema, television, advertising, etc. This kind of

ephemeral criticism belongs in the mass media and not in the pro-

fessional literature, as\4he audience it needs to reach is the general

public.
On the other hand, academic. criticism can make an enduring

contribtition to the discipline whether or not the acts it examines are

e;ihemeral or enduring, oral or written, single events or movements.

What must be specified are the factors that constitute critical excellence

and the critical outcomes or objectives that contribute to rhetorical

theory.
The most economical and forceful method for specifying significant

outcomes and describing critical excellence is the examination of

masterpieces or touchstones of criticism. As exemplars, Kenneth

Burke's essay on Mein Kampf, Richard Hofstadter's essay on the paranoid

style in American political rhetoric, and Edwin Black's critiques of

the Coatesville Address are cited. It wris suggested that these works

transcended the specifics of the rhetorical act to become illustrations

or means through which the nature of symbolic processes were under-

stood,. Rhetorical theory deals with symbolic processes that are
inherent in the human condition and recur at different times; in

different places, and in response to different issues.
It was argued that distinctions of emphasis must be made between

the two types of criticism. Both functions are vita; and both forms of

criticism need to be recognized. Without clarifying t e distinction,

however, the danger exists that neither functionX--r be fulfilled.
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Campbell's article addresses the controversy occurring in the

speech discipline aver what the focus of rhetorical criticism should

be. The approach outlined combines the approach of those who

consider theory building to be of primary'cfOortance and those who

recognize the social implications of contemjorary criticism. Campbell's

contribution was to recognize the importance of pursuing both of these

functions, as well as the need for distinguishing between them.

c
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"Rhetorical and Communication Studies:
Two Worlds or One?"
Carroll C. Arnold

Western Speech Journal, 36(1972), 75-81.

The thesis of the article is ". . . the tendency to say that
rhetorical scholars and communication scholars live in separate worlds
is the consequence of simply paying too much' attention to methodologies

-,and too little attention to how we are conceptualizing the ultimate
stuff being studied and how we are building toward ultimate theories
about that stuff we partly share." The article was adapted from an

address made in 1971 When a discussion ',as presented regarding The
National Developmental Project on Rhetoric calling for broadening the
scope of rhdtorical criticism. They were advocating the enclusion oT
all areas of communication that might ralter social attitudes and en-
couraging a lack of thinking of rhetoric as communicative process found
only in public speeches.

To understand:the thesis it is important to look at the definitions
of rhetorical studies and communication studies. Rhetorical studies are

defined by the author as being concerned with communication that alters
the perception of reality. The.term communication studies has come

about because of a need to recognize that not all communication aims at
altering nerceptions of reality-intentionally. By linkage here it is

obvious tat both areas are concerned with human communication and it
would appear that communiption studies have the larger scope and
should, semantically, include rhetorical studies; but the two-world
view exists and leads to separation of thir*ing about research done by
each group. Each becomes so involved with defending the methodologies
that each looses sight of the truth being sought. Study of the two

methods reveal that there are no major theoretical differences but
rather a difference in semantics which stems from each group's arro-
gance about method. 'Both are actually starting from the same given

premises about communication processes.
Rhetorical and communication researchers have becomeyso concerned

with defense of the .style of research that they are forgetting to
evaluate the import-mce of that which is being studied, Because of

this concern researchers are borrowing methods and premises rather than

being creative and concerned with value-of research.
In order to understand the'article a student must firft have a

knowledge of the definition of and difference between-rhetorical studies

and communication studies. Once a student fv.s such knowledge, the

article makes an excellent point about an inherent problem of "rivalry"

in the communication field. Unfortunately, the article is still

relevant in the late 1970's-..

Jeanette McDaniel
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Barnet Baskerville
of speech, g3(pril, 1977) 107-116.

-here seers tc tk 3 :raat rift between those who would include the
rnetcrica histor'an in the brotherhoou "rhetorical critics", and

It goes without saying that all scholarly research
and writing rust critical" in to-e and must employ critical metho-
dology. Howe"er, criticism as a literary genre focuses upon thP art of
the maker, it has as its enu interpretation, appreciation, elucidation,
appraisal cf the worl, of art it deals with. History, on the other hand,
4urnishes a recoro, which in this case associates works of art with the
ace in whicn it is produced,. In the art of rhetoric both areas are of
equal ir.porrance, or would seem to be to this author. [he critir who
nas the gr..at2st understanding of the history of rhetoric will naturally
be the best eauiped to discern the quality of inuiviuual works because
of his or her knowledge of the art 'ioreover, given the practical nature

rhetorical discourse, its close relationship to the audience and the
uatior, it is inevitable that "history" will often constitute the

arc the primary portion of rhetorical criticism.
Those Whe are in the field of rhetorical criticism, therefore, should

that the rhetorical historian is not a major part of the field.
as c; viewing the historian as an unwanted or unneeded

e7 tv ire_ rhetorical critic, the rhetorical historian should be
scholar 3rd as a helpmate in the study of the art cf

en- to: i is suggested that incispensIble as criticism is_ aad
re-arkaLle success curing the last decade in achieving greater
sc::-%szicalcn in our critical v,riting, criticism, as is
techrica', becomes or parochial in its appeal; its con-
P.1, to ?De ntner critics, usually in the same academic

t-P loqt". the rest of the academia whit hould be

wher. sch a ques4ioo of inclu:'on or ex

=nose who would nct.

obtuse article may allow some
'-ire question. The question itself
1'7 PrOblr' t3 SOlvP in 1-any



'Rhetorical Criticise: Prognoses fcr

the Seventies--A Symposium"
.:erry Hendrix (Chairman), .1do W. Braden,

Ralph T. Eubanks, Wayne C. Minnick, aro
Donald E. Williams

Toe Southern Speech Journal, 36(l 97()), 10T-I

In/1970, five scholars participated in a panel discussion which
centered around the future of rhetorical criticism in the seventies.
The panel was heard at the Southern Speech Convention at Winston-Salem.
The purpose of this article is to present the re:J:ts of that meeting.

Hendrix, the initial speaker. indicated that he felt the seventies
would see a greater fragmentation or specialization of rhetorical studies.
Now that rhetorical criticism holds a secure Place among-disciplines, the

boundaries in selection of critical objects and critical methods should
continue to disappear, allowing greater imagination and creativity :n
framing revealing critical questions. In fact, Hendrix was certain that

the critic of the seventies would not necessarily relate. his criticism
to rhetorical theory at all. The new rhetorical critic may well be more
concerned with what the speech says about man and his times.

Braden also predicted a departure from rigid i=ormulas and attempted

to define the perimeters of rhetorical study. He melt that the movement
from the speaker's intent to ultimate effect was all clearly the terri-

tory of the rhetoriTiT researcher. The researcher no longer faces a

simple choice between substance or process. He yray examine any aspect of

rhetoric minutely, as long as he attempts to -elate it to the total

rhetorical movement.
Blind devotion to Pragmatism has caused problems for the rhetorical

critic in the past, and Eubanks feels that the challenge of the seventies

will be to work out and put to use a worthy stipulative definition of

rhetorical criticism--"a definition that will enable us to make our owe
contribution to the renewal of our scciety's flagging traditions of

wisdom and civility".
Minnick is concerned that the liberation from old structures (through

experimentally and empirically derived models of the communication process)

might enclose rhetorical critics of the seventies in a new prison.
Minnick does not feel that the critic must be confined to the study cf

spoken communication, but that if he studies non-rhetorical forms of

communication (folk song, motion Pictures, works of literature) he snould

approaco tnem with the purpose of better understanding of how speech

communication influences, and is influenced, by human behavior. 1-11',

plea is for finer and finer analysis of the rhetorical act so that more
discrete judgments about the multiplicity of factors that c -,prise a

single instance of communication can be mace.
'i;illiams believes that "The rhetorical critic justifies '* exis-

tence as a scholar in his own right only if he estabiisies sc-olarly

individuality." There are many cholars attracted to the stud, e 3 peek-

ing and listening activ'ties or human ocings. The sociologist can report

information about new tree rely on speech in order to forge and to per_

petua:e behavior patterns amonc; people. The nistcrian car anal 7.7

speakin :orts to effect socIrs'n, c nanoe. or to -%clude



The rhetorician can contextualize speech within the scene in which it
lived; describing in detail "a context of noncommunication". While all

of these scholars address themselves to worthwhile contiderations of the
interesting phenomenon, oral communication, all of them are focusing on
the speaking-listening act, and Williams wonders if they are truly critics.

He feels that criticism has its own distinct identification which should
envelope the concept of This involves qualitative judgment

grounded in considered standards for performance. Therefore, devising
appropriate standards by which efforts to communicate through speech can
be equitably appraised, developing understanding of the rhetorical oper-
ation of the speaker's mind, and determining the degree of correlation
between the two findings mark the unique province of the rhetorical
critic. Williams suggests that the rhetorical critic becomes signifi-
cant when he is respected as a judge.

Though each speaker expressed a slightly different viewpoints all
seemed to agree that rhetorical criticism had been established as a
separate discipline and that the seventies would see tnis discipline
advancing along less traditional lines. In the security of its relative-
ly new place in the scholarly world, rhetorical criticism will have the
freedom to explore unlimited aspects of communication. All of the
speakers presented optimistic predictions for the field of rhetorical

criticism in the 1970's.

Theodessa Safer



"Rhetorical Criticism, 1971: Retrcspect, Prospect, Introspect"
Barnet Baskerville

Southern Speech-Comunication Journal, 37(1970), 113-124.

The purpose of the article is to provide an assessment of rhetorical
criticism in 1971. the article is organized around two sections: (1)

discernible tendencies; and (2) function of criticism. In the first

section, the question of where rhetorical criticism nas advanced to by
1971 is addressed. Rhetoric in the contemporary senses owns a more
expansive horizen than rhetoric in the traditional sense. Traditional

rhetoric focuses on human discourse where contemporary rhetoric focuses
on human behavior. Traditional criticism employs a few basic methodolo9ies
exposes the contemporary critic's infatuation with "how to do" rhetorical

criticism rather than doing rhetorical criticism.
The evaluation of contemporary critics leads into the second section

which considers the function of rhetorical criticism. One facet of the

function of criticism is to provide insight into a speech which will en-
rich the consumer's appreciation and understanding of the speech. A

second facet of the purpose of criticism is to provide a judicial function
in evaluation of the speech. Too often the untrained critic becomes a
"hanging4judge for the speech and the speaker alike. The trained critic

is able to evaluate a rhetorical method and to discriminate among values.
Additionally, the question of separation of criticism and pedology is
addressed. Criticism and pedology are separate entities that can inter-
act and stimulate one another but each has a distinct function.

The whole article reflects a tack-to-the-basics in rhetorical
criticism,

The value cc cre article is that it provides the reader with a
glimpse of rheto,ical criticise and the state of the art it 1971.

Linus H. Brandt



"en Viewing Rtfrtoric as Epistemic: Ten Years Later"
Robert L. Scott

Central States Speech Jornal, 27(1976), 258-266.

The purpose of this paper was to examine rhetoric ten 'ears after tile
original paper proposing it an epistemic ViEW. Rhetoric deals with one's

actions and thoughts in a social context aiming at knowledge that is social
and ethical. Three questions which this paper will deal with are: Is

there one way of knoiWing or many? What sort of knowing does rhetoric strive

to achieve? Is rhetorical relativ'sm vicious?
There are many ways of knowing which makes it important to Lnderstand

rhetoric as a way, nut as the way, of knowing. However these views exist

as a plurality not as k hierarchical structure.
Rhetoric seeks to1nderstand how human action is decisive. One's

traditions are instrumental in one's actions and help to continue or

extend a culture. Understanding these actions helps us know. By "knowing"

the sense of "from-the-outside-in" takes place. Knowledge is looked at

as an outside point that brings one into a relationship with his world.

"Understdnding" means "from-the-inside-out" which takes human and per onal

capac:ty to embrace the world outside. Meaning is created rather than

found.
Rhetoric seeks to know what is meant to persuade and be persuaded.

ie should grasp his place in the social ordpr through understanding

rhetoric.
Rhetoric is not relatively vicious. There are two dilansions of

rhetorical relativism, the dimension that is among societies and the

dimension that is within society. Members of a social'-orler must examine

the forces and norms of their community and be able to recognize traditions,
before they can unaerstand human behavior or its meaning.

In 1967, rhetoric as epistemic entailed the values of tolerance,

will and respu-sibility. These values still exist if one is to understand

soci7-' reality. Rhetoric must be viewed as a potential of human ander-
sU- ling of the human condition, before it may become a definite field

of 'cientific ingqiry.
The reader will discover why rhetoric should be viewed as epistemic.

Perhaps reading the first article will aid the reader in onderstandinn

rott's rnsition.

Carla Decker



"Contemporary Rhetorical Theory and Criticism:
Dimensions of the New Rhetoric"

James Chesebro and Caroline Hamsher
Speech Monographs, 42(1975), 311-334.

This ;,say examines contemporary rhetorical theory and criticisn
using a three fold analysis. First, the common features of selected

contemporary rhetorical criticisms are given. Second, a set of theore-

tical propositions are offered. Finally, the conclusion is arawn that
"contemporary rhetorical theory and criticism is distinW from Aristo-
telian Theory and Modern Theory.

A common approach to rhetorical theory and criticism is found in

the following: Black's The Second Persona,' Burke's The Rhetoric of
Hitler's 'Battle'," Campbell's "The Rhetoric of Women's Liberation: An

Oxymoron," Griffin's "The Rhetorical Structure of the 'New Left' Move-

ment: Part I," Hofstadter's "The Paranoid Style in American Politics,"
and Burgess's The Rhetoric of Black Power: A Moral Demand?". The

characteristics of these approaches are that each use a message-centered

format. The message is defined as the interaction of two variables, the
underlying princip'es or assumptions in the discourse and the manner or

form the discourse takes. They focus on values orientation of the group

or society which they study and wfiat effects the message had upon it.

Contemporary rhetoricians also use a gestalt approach which states that
factors such as physiu-, psychological, sociologicalllor others which
affect human action can not be examined or perceived separately. Usually

two separate gestalts are presented: one for the established society

and an alternative group, the one being written about. The final common

characteristic is that each author trys to offer a view of human behavior.
from a rhetorical assessment. The contemporary rhetorician is not iden-
tified with what is being examined, but how the behavior is assessed.

Four propositions which provide the basis for the principles of

contemporary rhetoric are presented. The first is that contemporary

critics offer a system-centered genre of symbolic action. This empha-

sizes the movement as a whole or uses a number of speakers to different
audiences as its basis for drawing conclusions. The movement examination

provide the con 4n characteristics. There are two ways of studying

movements. The first is to look upon look at circumstances and events
at a given period of time and assume the rhetorical strategies grow out

of this system. Griffin used this historical method. Simons, on the

other hard. used a soci-logical approach which assumes that rhetorical

strategies grow out of the roles adopted by the leaders. The movement

centered genre differs from the Aristotelian and modern rhetoric, in teat
they each used speaker-centered approaches. Those being informajve,
perusasive, and entertainment genres.

The second proposition states that rhetorical critics examine

communication axiologica'ly. Eubanks, Baker, and Campbe'l all state

that rhetorical 1-,res should be defined by the com-un principle&-Hbncer-

lind the messaQe. members of a communication system are unit ana

definea by ',0'at t?'ef say anc! trf? va!ues they snare. These are r eaea
axcingical ara'is f rre (r-rs,,asve the rretGri,7_



Proposition three states that rhetorical critics may examine
communication strategically. Contemporary critics presume that rhetor-
ical genres are equated to communication systems, common principles and
strategies are employed to conceive, identify and define this system and
once the system is defined it functions as a base for explaination and
understanding human action.

The final proposition states that rehtorical critics Ilay examine
communication transactionally. Causation in a transactional view assumes
that objects which participate in motion are not separate but are com-
ponents of that system and a critic must describe the entire communication
system as a process.

Ehninger states s distinction does c "ist between the three schools

of rhetorical theory and criticism. Aristotelian theory is grammatical

and is concerned with the syntax of speech. Modern theory is pragmatic
and emphasizes audience analysis as to the basis for constructing speech.
Finally contemporary theory is based on a complex system that views
rhetoric as an "instrument for understanding and improving human relations."
Even though thi ool is recent it is equal to Aristotelian or modern
in the power criticize rhetoric.

This ar icle provides an understanding of the underlying principles
(along with An extensive bibliography for each proposition offered), and
uses of contemporary rhetorical theory. It also provides numeras exam-
ples of where this theory is being used and the bibliographical refEences
or each. This article does require a certain amount of time for Lnder-

standing, t simple reading of it will not be enough to understand contem-
porary rhetorical theory and criticism.

Carla Eeckert
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"Theory-Building and Rhetorical Criticism:
An Informal Stajement of Opinion"

Rodelfick Hart

Central States Speech/ Journal, 27(1976), 70-77

The position taken in this paper was that future rhetorical
criticism should ba concerned with questions and answers which lead to
the development of predictive theoretical statements about Braman

persuasion. It was suggested that previous rhetorical studies were
lacking in such an effort.

The first major argument aavanced was tnat a pronounced concern for
theory could redirect typical approaches to rhetorical criticism.
Specifically, it was suggested that the field of inquiry be delimited to
more traditional rhetorical phenomenon and that selectiOn of rhetorical

events for study be focw,ed on more commonplace and even mundane investi-
wtions. The rhetoric at a meeting of a local plumbers' union is cited
as an example. Refinement of analytical tools and discussions of their
development in published articles was encouraged to enable the development
of valid and reliable methodologies. It was also suggested that rhetorical
critics interpret their findings in the light of generic qualities of
the rhetoric.

The second major point argued in the article was that properly
conceived generic criticism must, by its nature, fully respond to the

call for theory-building. Three aproaches rhetorical genres were

identified: space-tWe oetting, rhetorical purpose, and ideational

thrust. It was suggested that these three approaches are limited in

their ability to reflect the complexity of phenomena constitutive of

rhetorical transactions. It was also aruged that it is insufficient to
include only situational variables as well as the characteristics of

messages, becuas0 the entire system of rhetorical ele ents treated as a

whole constitutes a rhetorical genre. It is the s' :dying of systems as

rhetorical genres tnat allow the building of theory about rhetoric in

general.
The third argument was that rhetorical critics should encour-ge

the work of descriptivists as well as judgmentallsts. Four critical

options were identified impressionistic, analytic, synthetic and

judicial. It was suggestedlhat impressionistic criticism is data-
poor and reflects the sentiments of the critic, and that analytic

criticism focuses on the message to the neglect of personal and situa-

tional factors. Judicial criticism was defined as criticism which
involves evaluating a rhetorical transaction against some standard. It

was suggested thA+ many scholars have assumed that all criticism must
involve the rendering of informal judgments and that many times, the
judgments reflect premature critical evaluations. The synthetic approach,
which centers on the gathering and digesting of rhetorical facts, was
proposed. It was suggested that such an approach is more likely to
ilia; Hate cerdin char4cteristict of situations and messages which a

distinctly rhetorical.
Hart's article provfdes ar interesting perspective problers with

tretorica! cri-ticim as it is currently practiced. '1,u(irjeS11_

7)Cra ctieaon are provided.



"I.A. Richards on Rhetoric and Criticism"
Paul R. Corts

The Southern Speech Journal, 36(1970), 115-126.

Corts suggests that a re-examine'on of the philosophy of Richards

is in order. When Richards passed off the treatment of rhetoric by the
ancients and contemporaries, he was not labeling them valueless treatises;
he was merely labeling them valueless for the study of rhetoric in the

twentieth century.
Richards claimed that persuasion, the central theme of traditional

rhetoric, was "only one among the aims of discourse". He contends that

there are two uses of language, the "symbolic" (or "scientific") and the
"emotive" ("rhetorical"). He also believes that rhetoric "should be a
study of misunderstanding and its remedies", and that with this definition
in mind, the researcher should study meaning as conveyed in symbols, and

interactings of meaning units in discourse. This would shift the

focus of attention from macroscopic considerations to microscopic invest-
igation of the structures of the smallest discussable units of meaning- -

words. To this end, Richards used a thought-word-thing relationship.
To better illustrate, he devised a triangular model. At the top,of the

triangle, "thought" indicates the realm of general experience, various

"referent," (things) are perceived and the resultant impression is stored

in the "t ant" area. "Symbol" (words) is the smallest possible meaning

unit and ' drawn from the thought area. There is a definite relation-

ship between the symbol and thought areas and between the referent and

thought areas, but no direct relationship between the referent and the

symbol. The over-simpl4ficatiorthat the "word" is the "thing" is one
of the major causes of misundefstanding. In communication, according to

Richards, "experiences at the best, under the most favorable circumstances,
can be but similar". Therefore, an enormous amount of common experience

is needed if people are to communicate. More explicitly-,-,Richards

believes that communication is impossible without common experience.
Richards has devised a quadruplex illustrating his interpretation

of the communication process which presents four functions of language.
He considers these four functions -- sense, feeling, tone, and intention-

the "psychology of the speech situation". These same functions may also

be applied . the aodience, although he further describes the audience's

role in a L,omprenending Wheel which delineates seven comprehending activ-

ities. Richards does not merge his quadruplex cr Comprehending Wheel
with his general communication model, but he states that both of these

aspects assist the functioning of the selector and developer which thus

encompasses the total speech situation.
Richards feels that persuasion must be removed as the overriding

concern of rhetoric and that underatanding or comprehension must repla,e

it. His system emphasizes Precision of meaning, which will bring about

understanding. All language should therefore be judged on the basis of

its contribution to the primary goal of understanding. 2hetoric should

study language as an attempt to ,aromote ui,der!:tar4ing in human comrur4-

cation. Corts acv-,cates,a tew lock at this r_hilosophy. :k1thougn nic ands

analysis of the 4speecn situatioC sc7what parallels traditional acreacre

his Lcaels -;_rGyloe keen insi-j't -f- the .iiran comrunicatic. ;7r-_

a uniciJe rrnLaL oortritotfc



"Six Rhetorics for Perennial Study"
John F. Wilson.

Today's Speech, 19(1971), 49-54.

This article represents Wilson's response to his editor's request
that he select sex or fewer books which would be basic to the under-
standing of Rhetorical Theory. Wilson chose the following, listed in

order of their importance:
(1) A Grammar of Motives

A-TheT(7iTiifts Kenneth Burke

(2) The Philosophy of Rhetoric I.A. Richards

(3) Public Speaking

(4) Language in Thought and Action

James A. Winans

S.I. Hayakawa

(5) The Uses of Argument Stephen E. Toulmin

(6) The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on ArgIETIL - - Ch. Perelman and

L. Olbrechts-Tyteca
The six works (counting the two Burke words as one) present com-

prehensive theories and have had a marked influence in the field.
The two Burke works present a philosophical construct of rhetoric

which is heavily based on the classical writers. Rhetoric has, Burke
claims, as its basic function the use of words by human agents to form
attitudes or to induce actions in other human agents. This is done

through identification. Motives arise from the divisiveness of society.
Three levels of motives--rhetorical, symbolic, and grammatical--are
discussed, and under the latter, Burke presents his famed pentad, or
five-faceted structure for the analysis of human motivation. Using key

terms from drama--act, scene, agent, agency, and purpose--his sytem has

been labeled "dramatistic". Burke presents a very complicated philosophy
with identification and motivation at its center and classical ideas at
its base, all taking place within a dramati- setting.

How words work ani how one arrives at their meanings is Richard's
main focus. He sees all language as symbolic and would have us differ-
entiate between referential and emotive functions of language. Though

some feel that Richards' view of rhetoric is too narrow, he forces

us to distinguish labels and symbols from the things for which they stand.

Winans' Public Speaking, is the first book to introduce the psycho-
logy of attention as the basis for a system of rhetoric. He defined per-

suasion as the gaining and maintains of fair, favorable and undivided

attention, Winans also contributed ideas about delivery which have been
re- written into many textLooks which have a major influence in today's

oral rhetorical theory.
Hayakawa's work is based heavily on the ideas of Alfred vcr:ybski,

but is more readable than the Korzybski books. Hayakawa deals with the

im;crtance of language and its connotative and denotative meanings in ` e

active world. H4s work stresses 'Ine difficulties of clearly delir.eatire

meanings in order to ouild a so(..1._:y .ut,,a1 trust makes increaser

cooperation possibly.
Toulmin is author ,r =..trY,uren. -e sees

,--omParat',e lri arrl "le



structuring of the formal syllogism, with its major and minor premises,
unsatisfactory to describe argument as it actually exists. His analysis

and the resulting terminology have furnished a structural model for laying
out rhetorical arguments for investigation and criticism. Through the

presentation of a new system, Toulmin has discovered new and more practi-
cal uses for traditional logic.

The final choice has only lately_ been available in English, but has
been influential in Europe since its publication in 1958. The French
authors researched the field of rhetoric in an attempt to explain judicial
processes. Argument, they claim, is audience-centered rather than form-

centered. They have dr An upon classical principles, but their treat-
ment of the nature and role of fact, truth, presumption, value, logic of
argument, and the kinds of argument, produce a psychological cast that
yields a new approach.

Wilson notes that ail of his selections imply a classical ground-
ing which proves that the roots of a subject are important to a full
understanding of it. Bur even more revealing is the evidence in each
work of the impact of psychological thought upon rhetorical theory during
this century. In -11 six, the concern is with human behavior rather than

with rhetoric as a literary product.

Theodessa Saffer



"Resources for the History
and Criticism of Public Address"

Charles W. Lomas
Today's Speech, 19(197 , 37-41.

The serious scholalhly study of the histo y and criticism of public
address really began less than fifty years a o. The trend in current
studies is away from biographical and rhetorical analysis and toward
studying rhetorical events as functional examples if the intellectual

and social history of the period. This newer concept suggests that the
function of the teacher of public address is to encourage students to
examine the role of persuasive discourse in the dynamics of social,
intellectual and political change. It also suggests that in a study of
the history of public address, speeches should be considered with a
knowledge of the social and historical settings in which they were
produced. Twenty-three boc%s were reviewed in the course of this
search for useful resources for the history and criticism of public
address.

Robert T. Oliver's History of Public S eakin in America has been

a mainstay in courses in history and criticism of public address since

its publication. Because most of the research from which he draws is
the work of others, his book reflects the gaps in the research of mem-
bers of the profession. His section on the pre-civil war era is the

strongest, as'much has been done in this period. Nothing is reported

after 1914; very little deals with the rhetoric of agitatioi and poli-
tical reform between 1880 and 1920; and nothing covers the radical
speakers during the post civil war period. Still, there is no other

book which beg:ns to accomplish what this one does.
The third volume of the three volume work sponsored by the Speech

Association of America, A History and Criticism of American Public
Address, edited by Marie Hochmuth Nichols, does more to reveal the
nature of rhetr'ical problems faced by the speakers than do) the first

two volumes of the set. rany of the essays in the third volume, per-
haps due to the advantage of following the first two and benefiting
by other works published later, recognize that one of the factors of

creative criticism lies in devising a method, particularly suited to th-.:

speaker being studied.
J. J. Auer's Antislavely and Disunion a so shom6s greater variety

of methods than do earlier volumes. In part'cular,'Iour, studies seem

to deal primarily with a maiement or with group characteristics, while

sev'n others deal with events involving more than one speaker.
Waldo Braden's Oratory in the Old South helps fill the gap in

Oliver's book. Nearly all of the essays in the book center on groups
of speakers as they were concerned with single issues.

Turning to anthologies, in W. M. Parrish and Marie Hochmuth's
American Speeches, two excellent essays preface the collection of texts.
Parrish, in his essay, calls for critics to discover what the situation
called for, what the speaker might have said, and the resources access-
ible to him. All texts are given in full or with deletions clearly

noted.

,-...3MNIMi:111111.



Similarly, A. Craig Baird's American Public Addresses 1740-1952
gives citations of sources and background, though even more compfetPly
than found in Parrish and Hochmuth. Baird includes more speeches, and
is Probably the better of the two, if only one is to be chosen.

In terms of multiple volume anthologies, Marion Mills Miller's
Great Debates in American Histon covers in fourteen volumes speeches
and political ing with important controversies from 1164
to,1913. On a similar theme, though more scholarly, is the two-volume
The People Shall Jude compiled by the staff of Social Sciences I at
Th-g- UniversiTTR Chicago:

Some recent one volume anthologies, though narrow in scope, are
more issue centered. These include Ernest Wrage and Barnet Baskerville,-
American Forum: Speeches on Historic Issues, 1788-1900, and the companion
vo ume Contemporary Forum; Charlgs W. a-Thas, A itator in American

Society; Arthur L. Smith, The Rhetoric of Blac Revo urfoTTEUiFt L.
Scott add Wayne Brockriede, The Rhetoric of- Power, Haig and Hamida

Bosmajian, The Rhetoric of ti Civil Rights, Movement; and Paul Blouse,
The Rhetoric of Christian SocialTiFn.

Books dealing with the art of rhetorical criticism are Lester
Thonssen and A. Craig Baird, Speech Criticism; Edwin Black, Rhetorical
Criticism; and Marie Hochmuth Nichols, Rhetoric and Criticisrd. Black

.57171711753ls both call for a more innovative approach to criticism than

the more traditional Thonssen and Baird model.
Those seeking to simplify criticism for beginners are Anthony

Hill4runer in Critical Dimensions: The Art of Public Address Criticism
and Robert CatITFiTT-In Post Communicaion: FilTEFEAnTriiis- and Eval-

uation. Soth books are short paperbacks best suited to undergraduate

use. 4

The other three books mentioned wefe,pllections of speech texts,
but not particularly recommended for the serious student of criticism.
The value of the first twenty, however, should be fairly obvious.
Whether planning a personal research project, a personal course of
study, a course for undergraduate or graduates, or developing a depart-
mental program, a list of the important books in the field is a necessity.
The-descriptions and evaluations given here make the list part4,,J1;-rly
useful, whatever purpose the reader may have in mind.

David A. Bullock



"The New Politics Meets the Old Rhetoric:
Hew Directions in Campaign Communication Research"

David Swanson
Quarterly Journal of Speech, 58(1972), 31-40.

Political campaign speaking has long been of interest to students
of speech communication. The position of this essay was that,the most
productive investigation of the issues and methods of th% new politics
must he rooted in a reconceptualization of campaign commUnication and
or thetrole of the communication researcher. The v..,'spectives and.

limitations of voting behavior and campaign communication research were
analyzed and new directions for research were suggested.

It was suggested that a "new politics" is effecting a fundamental
transformation in the nature of American political campaigning. Three'

features of these nett -style campaigns were identified: 1) thedpost
effective campaign strategy is considered to be grounded in scientific
theory and r search; 2) extensive use of mass media and television
particu arty and, 3) the televised messages seem to deemphasize more
traditi nal forms of appeal, such as the broadcast of a political speech
by a ca dickte in favor of spot announcements. ,

It wastargued that studies of campaign communication in the speech

field have npt been responsive to these chahges in the communication
methods and strategies of the new politics. It was suggested that speech
studies have focused on oratory despite the fact that campaign speaking
represents a relatively small part of a campaign's total communications
program. It was noted that most comprehenA-ive communication studies of
campaigns have been conducted outside the speech discipline.

A second feature of speech communication studies of political
campaigning which was discussed was the confusion. and ambiguity in the
derivation and application of standards of judgment. It was suggested

that researchers have been descriptive and have avoided making evalua-
tiTe judgments or they have offered essentially intuitive generalizations
about the rel ive importance of campaign strategies. It was suggested

that research r must be able to examine the new politics with its
multitude of fo mats and tactics and offer credible explanations for the
effects of political messages and strategies.

Voting behavior research was also discussed and it was suggested
that such studies are not communication- oriented and are paradigm-free,
in that they are particularized and non-theoretical. As a result of the
inability,of either voting behavior or speech communication studies to
focus on the comprehensive communication picture, it was concluded that
knowledge is lacking of whether the communication methods of the new
politics are any more successful than the old. /

It was suggested that product ve study in this area would require
abandoning the political speech-making orientation in favor of a full-
blown view of rhetoric in the campaign cont'xt, including such factors
Is strategy formulation, .issue selection, image presentajon, message
format choice, medium, etc. The critic's first task would be to describe
the broad strategies by which a campaign seeks to maximize its chances
of electoral victory. To evaluate and judge these strategies, it was

suggested that it is necessary to understand the Amclican electorate
and to focus on the voter's response to strategies.

93



It was argued that the Critic's approach td particular strategies,

should be to'.exainine the function of messages or tactics and to-ascer-

tain if those functions are successfully fulfilled. It Was suggested

that a broader level of analysis might involve evaluating the function
to determine if it was essential ,to the .campaign. It was argued that

approach Would provide..d better understanding- of how politiCal;-

communitation works and lead to objective, empirical investigations.
Swanson's,article-challenges communication researchers to be

'responsive to the changing trends in political communicat',n. It

suggests that campaign communication study might yield more knowledge

if it were based.on an expanded view of its subject, drew its critical
standards from the voters themselves, and- adopted a more sophisticated

functional perspective in the analysis of campaign strategies.

Donna Jensen'
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"Rhetoric, Reality, andolMass Media",

A David Berg

Quarterly Journal of Spiech, 58(1972), 255-263.
(

The air of the article is to propound the idea that mass media
tends to magnify the focus of human perception on the flaws of 'society.

Mass media plays an influential role in molding the.nature of human,

_beings' rhetorical utterings.
The article is divided into-two majdr sections: (1) media and

reality; and (2) realitrand rhetoric.
Mass media, especially television, provides much of.a person's

view.of the outside world. The individual dpes not control the pan

of the media's Ira, thus, the media controls what perception of
reality itlie indivi ual experiences. The nature of reality reporting

by peoplie who operate the.media tends to fully express the imperfec-,
tion of human life. Thereare two contributing factors to the flaw-
ridden reality shaped by mass media, First, mass media not only reports

-*vents but they also create events to be reported. Second, mass media

tends to focus upon overt and dramatic expressions that exist in

society.
Mass media helps mold human beings', perception of reality. This

situation influences the nature of. contemporary rhetoric by those hu-

man beings. There appears to be two trends in the contemporary

,rhetbric of the American people: an increase in verbal response

tobedia events; and (2) a tendency for these responses. to be of an

aggressive and hostile nature.
A number of groups are aware of the potential of mass media-to

create events and happenings in:society. Thus, if the.media is to be

`used to communicate with society a group must attract the attentio

of the media. 'Thetmost feasible manner in which<to attract the amen:
medfa-ts-to-Pyaylipwritsplaffintty-fordramatic-beha

and events. Thus, many groups are turning to physically overt b

rikr to obtain the attention of the media.
There are thre interesting.points to be thought about I relation-

shiip,to media access'. *First, actions are more important t on oral

messages, ecause of televisions bias toward pictures rath- n

vordt: Second, a certain group may express one message o attr t the

attention-of the media while they express a second message t ommuni-

cate their cause. And third, a person may express-a messag to obtain

the attention of the media when in reality he/she may a slightly

-different View on the situation. rf a state of diss ance is engendered.

within the individual he/she could accept the position expressed to the'

media to relieve the/dissonance. Thus, a resultant shif in beliefs

and behaviors of that individual.
The value of this article ts thit it provid s t eader'with a

good.example of a contemporary rhetorical analysis. The, article also

expresses several significant
4-
(Aatements about mass media in the

American society. . .
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"Political .COmmunication"
James. W. Chesebro

Quarterly Jo rnal of Speech, 162(1976), 289-300
.

.

This article focuses on the direct and intimate relationship which.
exists between symbol using and politics: Chesebro points out the di-
versity of approache 'to the study of political communication and offers

a framework of five heoretical approachet which he identifies as the

Machiavellian, ico lo, ritualistic, confirmational, and dramatistic c
ceptions of politi a communications

The Machiavellian a roach argues that thete holding power ar con-

ceive to be t e ominant component in a political"relationship by virtue
of some spec1al ability. ,In'practice, this approach diminishes, if not
completely dismisses, the import of-symbols in political assessments.
Political extremists are frequently, 4iewed as employing Machiavellian ,

rather thanesymbolic tactics to secure "political dominance. The'leader who

uses this approach it probably excessively task-oriented and treats others
as objects to be..controlled.rather than as individuals with whom he can

develop a relationship. The Machiavellian.agent must balance the conflicz

.ting detands on his position and.on,the movement he represents whine
molding the .members within the movement. in order to accomplith this "the
leaderfakes use of' various symbolic strategies. The gyMbols used to

convey thesg-strategies are deriyed frpethe pre-existing talents, skills;

and personality 'traits. of the leaders. Chesebro contends therefore; that
rhetoric-is predominantly a byproduct of leaders employing Machiavellian
tactics.

,

This'approach, as a critical system, has generated negative response. ,-._

& For 'many, the Machiavellian approach fails to account for the complexities
oef change-and-coitrol accounted-for-In-_comuni-cattOn Iodels. ---Ft has, ,how- i

/ever, been used by critics %to describe and indict Political forces believed

to'haVe "gone wrong",
In contrast, the second or iconic.approach,holds that symbols have

an important role inpolitics. When symbois are narrowly conceived, they
canbe viewed as icons. Icons commonly assumed to possess both political
and rhetorical impact, might fnciude'military parades, statues .of heroes,
and uniforms.' In thit 'context, a- -military junta's uniforms and guns may
-eliminate'oppolition without the actual use of phystCal,force. Critics use

this approach to explain inobvious rhetorical forces 6perating'Within a

political(system. . o . :-.

The ritualistic approach'emphasizes the redundant and superficial

nature of political acts. Citing as an example of this, the presidential
campaigns 7every fodr years, Chesebro contends that th'ey seld t alter sub-

stantive pOlicies or reveal the policies' likely to be exec0 thereafter..

Nevertheless, the campaign ritual - functions rhetorically iti ofar as it
convinces voters that concrete actions will be a byproduct of the election

outcome.

The conic
J.

and ritualistic approacH comOlemeAt each other in*that,
the iconic approach identifies the kind of power relationship which exists

between two co ponents, and the ritualistic approach reveals.the function

of 'the power r ationship. ' ' N
.... . r 96
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The four, approach, the confirmatidnal approach, treats political
co unication as a means ofrconfirming or disconfirming political insti

to ons, agents,'or policies. Because voter expression can effectively
ge.,the structure of governmentt, it has become-an area of much .study.

Behavioral and experimental studies of political action by scholars of
, speech communication are frequently classified .within the confirmational
( approach.

The final, or dramatistic, approach to political communication views
politics as a totally symbolic Construct. Such a symbolic conception of
politics is based on a series of assumptions regarding the nature of reality,,
language, and the individual. ghality is cast as a formless, meaninglets
mass which must be organized at structured accordinglo human needs., Each
culture, through its various socialization agencies, prbvides its own set

' of means to satisfy these needs... Symbol learning and using, language
' acquisition, allows the individ0 to secure his needs. The symbol system
may be the one tool which transcends the-limits of cultural diversity.
Thus the,symbol system may ultimately provide the features creating
and sustaining.thp social and political community. Dra atists view symbols
as the operationa4 basis for understanding politics. Politics refers to

the pursuit and exercise of power,but power refers to'the relationship
created, mediated, and altered by shared perceptions of; both the dominant

and the subordinate components -who must share a common symbol system in

.order to communicate. A symbolic conception,of powdr, as conceived by
dramatists, does exist within pblitical science.

Each of the five approaches offers a different interpretation of the
relationship of symbols and politlics, but the approaches are basically -

complementary. Chesebiro views eabi approach as a "cluster" of studies, and
thereby gives credence, to defining the study of political' communication as-

an academic pursuit. Some academicians feel that, though speech.communi-
catioh. may be a late entty, it has direct business with politics, and the
resultant rhetoric could pass as political science, with the professors'of
ftas political experts.
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"A Synthesis of Methodologies Used In Studying
0 Political Communication"

Judith S. Trent
Central States Speech Journal, 26(1975), 287-297.

i

This article ,presents acritical synthesit of methodologies usedby, r
speech commuatatioeScholers who have sought to examine politital ....om-

munication. All national and regional Oech communication journalspub-

lished between 1967 and 1973 were surveyed for articles which either
analyzed some political communication variable or which propdted a methodo-'.

logy suitable for ahalysis of communication variables-th a national

political campaign. Fifty-four articles which dealt with some aspect of

4a contemporary national political campaign or which proposed a methodology

formed the material for this study:
Once selected, the fifty-four articles were initially classified in

terms of what appeared to be tkeprimary purpose of each .afticle. Six

major categories were derivef (1) candidates and their rhetoric; (2) mes-

sage analysis; (3) media; (4) voter behavior; (5) over -all campaign setting

and strategy; and (6) methodology. .

Eleven of the fifty-four articles n the survey had as their primary

focus an examination or description of a specific candidate and/or one or

more-of his rhetorical characteristics or strategies. The articles here

contained fewer fresh forms and less indication of rigorous research

methods than did those in most of the other categories. Only four (articles

presented nfw approaches to communication criticism which future critics

may, find useful for analyzing political. communication.

Foartedn of the fifty-four articles in the survey had as their primary?.

focus-the examination or-analysis of-a-candidates-specinessage. 'onle-

articles varied widely .in the message-oriented variables selected for ,
--

analysis, theiintensity of coverage, the approach used to research the

message, and their quality; but n thirteen of the fourteen articles,

message analysis was restricted 4the.examination of campaign speeches.

Almost non - exixtent were analysis 6 radio and televition campaign commer-.

cials, filmed campaign documentar and biographies, campaign literature,

or even brief statements given i ess conferences. The strength of the

research summarized in this .category is the fresh methodologies and,addi-

tional questions provided for examination of the traditional bastion of

rhetorical concerg, _the anplysis of speeches. But taken as a group, toe

studies are limiteTby a fhilure to broaden the definition of message to

include the increasingly more requently used'forms of campaign communi-

cation- -media (commercials, bi graphies,'and media interviews.

Seven of' the fifty-four rticles had as their primary emphasis the

examination or analysis of the media in political communication. While

the five studies reported in this category establish that workable research

exist for media studies of political communication, the sptrvIty of such '

ft- studies .during a six-year period when a major Rortion of campaign rhetoric

was broadcast indicates that the speech communication dit-cipline is not

taking leadership in this area. .

Three of the' fifty-four articles had as their primary focusthe
"effect of campaign communication on the behavior of voters. lAs. in the pre-

vious category, research within speech communication on voters' behavior

Er.
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Is limited. Speech cumunication research has almolt ignored both of: the
elements discussed-in this category--effect of c mmunicatiori and voter'

behavior. The-critical question-Os "why ?' Why ave only three of the
fifty-four.articles published over a six-year,pe iod had as their prithary

focus the effect of communicatiop on voter behavi r? Part of-',,the answer

is.that traditionally the critic-analyitbas had a speaker /message ()Meta-

tion as opposed to 'asriver orientation. In addition, concentrated.re-'

search efforts on variables. ich demand quIntification may have been
avoided because many.Critics do not feel comfortable with empirically.
based methodologies. -

' Eleven of the fifty-four had as their primary focus an examination
or 'description of either over-all campaign strategy_or:#ecific strategies
of a sinple candidate. 'Although the articles variedVdily In the topics
selected for analysis and _the intensity of coverage, the methods of re-

searching campaign strategies did not. With too few exceptions, the articles

in this category fetes! to demonitrate concern for any kind of precisely
defined or rigorouslApursued methodology. Instead of-an examination of

thevarious strategies emplQyed according -to criteria imposed by,any
traditional or fresh approach-to analysis,.the investigation was often simply

a record of the.authors opinions and/or-analysis'Of what other political

commentators were writing. Although campaign strategies cohstitute&the
second largest' category in the survey, few fresh forms or approaches. to
researching candidates' election strategies were.apparent and not only were

new approaches in the-minority, dedicationto'any definite or rigorous

methodology was oftewlacking.
Eight of the fifty -four` articles had as their primary focus .either a .

general exhortation f4r the field to conduct more research on a particular .

connoicationvariable and /or-g up of- variables, ur=ta-use-a-speci-fic

methololagy to analyze political campaign communication. Although these

articles demon$trated a concern for exploring new ways of researching

policical communication, the n ways were-largely conflhed to empirically

based methodologies or to the c ceptualization_of specific models for

precise analyses of a specific variable.
This article might be useful to the individual who is concerned with Al

methodology. The author discusses some of the better articles and tells ('

why their approach is appealing. However,this article pertaini mainly with

problems in political communication research methods.
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"New Approaches to the Study of Moventnts:
,DefinifigMovements Rhetorically" -,

. Robert S. Cathcart
Western Journal of Speech:Communication, 36(1972), 289-300. ,

, . I

This article deals with"the need to find new approaches to the

practices of rhetorical criticism. Cathcart is more concerned with'

.the theoretical aspects-of such study,'but,he realizes that methol gy,

- -must necessarily be examined too. Cathcart feels that not *only are the

standand ,tools.of rhetorical criticism ill-suited for unravelling the
complexity of discourse in'social movement, but that the present defi--

nitions of movements are ill-suited to-the foimulation of an adequate' .

theory-of the. rhetoric Of movements.. .

_Most of the studies in this field have been predicated oniGriffin's

1952 definition of movements, which has three elements: (1) a historical

movement is somethihg that-has occurred oat some ,time in the past", (2)"
tements aw-:= linear, that, is, men bedome distatisfied, then they, make

e forts 1xLeWange their environment, then their efforts result in some

degree of success Or failure; and (3) movements have a historical tom-
,_

ponent and-a-Thetorical component. .Cathcart fees that this definition
is tb-60tonfining. It not only limits study to 'past huMan.intekactions,

dh..tnbutitrequires waiting for a.complete cycle of the interacti to take

place beforeit'can be recognized. This definition alteplaces extra

burden oh the rhetorical critic to distinguish between that part of the

movement which is historical and that part which is his special province,

the rhetorical:. This relationship between-history'and rhetoric is often

uked as the justification for the rhetorical criticism_of Ameridan public .

addresses as historical events. This approach comes close to making a'

movement more nearly a chunk_of history than a unique cdtpound of his-

, tornal-and-rftetofitarldblecules which can be isolated for, special e .

treatment. Using,the historical approach to movement study has forced

tae criticisms to be much like traditional speakerspeech analyses..

A skbnd source of definition for rhetoricalsdroitics of movements,

has been the writings of social scientists. Definit$onsfrom this '.

source view social movements as a form of collective behavior organiied

to prdduce change. As With historical definitions of movements,' these

definitions are so imprecise that it becomes impossible-to identify -
which colleCiiigAehaviors are movements. In additton, the social .

psyohologists'usually look at collective behavior in contrast to indi-
vidual-behavior 'rather than contrasting certain collective behaviors ,.,

with larger societal behaviors. They also tend to'overlook the dynamic

quality of the Targer social syftem, the evolving statu's quo:, When
these individuals talk of collective behavior.organizeeto produce

change, they are oftenodescribing the status quo rather than a social

or political movement. In contrast, what the rhetorical, critic of -
vements must be concerned with is not definitions which describe the

, dynamic status quo, but, definitions which describe those collective
behaviors which cannot be accommodated within the normal movement of-

the status.quo.
Cathcart proposes that the historical and socio-psychological defi-

nition be abandoned and that a new, rhetorical definition of movements
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be formulated. To this ends he examined briffin's,new approach to

movements which is based ongiUrk tan dramatistie philosophy. 'A
dramatistic theory. of movements n ds a dramatist definition of
movements, and:Cathcart suggests th. two Burkeia ratios, agency-

scene and ageftcy-act, are essential t the inception of a movement.

There must be actors who perceive the es ablished system to.be a-
faculty oraer dnd.who,cry aut through van us symbolic acts that
justice Kill not come until immediate MT etive measures have been
applied. Opposidg this, there must be reciprocatjng act from the

establishment/which perceived the deman4spf the agitators. It is

this reciprocity oridialectical,enjoinment in the moral arena which
defines movementsand-diitinguishes them from other dramatistic forms.

According to Cathcart, the particular dialectic described` above,''
is a neces's'ary ingredient for prodUction of the, rhetorical form recog-

nized'as a political or social movement. Though not the only attribute t.

necessary to formulate a complete definitiori.of movements, it,fs essen-

tial. The authorurges 'researchers to work toward a fullblown rhetorical
definition of movements and to avoid-, thereby, being the handmaiden to

historiaps and social seigkists. 1.

\\. '
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Persuasion

This section includes both rhetorical as well as emperical sources
for the study of persuasion. It is offered as a separate section to

emphasize the importance of the tdpic to speech communication.
No single topic of recognized importance in the field is so clearly

dominated by a single scholar,as is persuasion theory and research. It'

is fittffig thtt the abstractCare organized to begin and end with arti-,
Iles by Herbert SiMons, who has been the instrumental genius behind
creative-work in persuaSion.

Other articlet in this group raise important questions as well and,
as a group, this collection best defines the-scope and nature of the
subarea of communication.

Herbert Simons, "Psychological-Theories of Persuasion: An Auditor's

iReport.". .

Gary- Cronkhite, "Persuasion: Parochialiwor P.-nceis?." ,
.0- Stephen B. Jones, Michael Burgodn, and Diane tc-:;11.t, "ToWard a Message- -

Centered'Theory of Persuasion: Three Empiric0 Investigations of

Language Intensity."
Herbert. W. Simons, "Re uirements, Problems, and Strategies: A Theory

of Persitasion for Social 'MoveMents."
Mary,Larson,--"Some Pro lems in Dissonance Theory Research."
Charles Larson Pnd Rob rt Sanders, "Faith, Mystery, and Data: An

Analysis of 'Scientific' Studies of Persuasion."
Thorias M. Steinfatt aneDominic A. Infante; "Attitude-Behavior Relation-

ships in Communication Resaarcif."
Herbert W. Simons, "Persuasion is Social Conflicts: A Critique of Pre-

"..ailin§ Conceptions and a Framework fot4 Future Research "
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"Psychologica) Theories of Persuasion: 6
An.A4ditor!s Report"
Adrbert Simons

Quarterly Journal of Speech, 57(1971), 383 -392.

.

The purpose-of this -paper was to provide an overall-appraisal of the
contributions of psychological theories Of persuasion. The criteria used ,

to evaluat the theories were:. 1) logical rigor, 2) predictivenas, 3)

provocativeness, and-C'comprehensiveness.
The'criterion.of logical rigor was, applied to, determine if the

.theories Used terms consistently and clearly, and If the rules of corre-
spondence could' be applied reliably to the real world. 'It was suggested

that ambiguities plague Osychological(theories or.persuasion,because the
complexity Of the process requires terms that are dtfficult to ,operation-

alize.1 It was also suggested that apprgachekcharacterized byphenomen-,
ology were limited in.thetr ability to explicates- concepts. Works by Asch,

Heider, Lewin, and Rogers were cited as examples. Mediational theories,'

which'posit-phenomenological variables but, attempt to link them to obser-
vable behaviore'by means of explicit rulei or definitions, were cited as
promiiing'for the development of complex theories, but are still.lineld
ksubjectivity. Dock and Fishbein, Greenwald andWeissi-Ospodd; U-6,Suci
and'Tannenbaum were citeeas theortsts who have attemptedto.establith the
existence of mediato'rs by first postulating them, then operationally de-
fining them; deducing hypotheses that follow froni their existence, and
then,testing these hypotheses.. More analysis.of conceptual constructs and. o t

fewer prematui-v.attempts at empirical verification were encouraged. It 1 )-*-,i)

was suggeited-thatFestinger and other researchers confess a lack of .14,

operational definitionsjorroncepts.
The criterion-of pnedictiVeness was used to assess the applicability

of the theories to the real world. It was concludei, that theorists have

'experienced difficulty in documenting their central, propositions. t was
,

suggested that Festinger, Osgood and Tannenbaum, and Abelson and Rotenberg

have received criticism-due'to%premature quantification and.the addition

ofrevised corrective principles-to the central theories.
.

Provocativeness was defined as the ability'to generate new research
and nev7,theoriei and to "explain", in a subjective sense. It was concluded

that the heuristic value'of.psychological persuasion theories' was well

Aemorttrated by the number of studies generated, the extent to'which'no6-
obviduS hypotheses'havg been derived and confirmed, and the capacity,to

.

Provide substantive Satisfying exbilanations for complex, real-life phen-

omena.omena Festinger's theorYNof Cognitive dissonatIce was cited as an example
.

of a provocative theory. Festinger's theory has generated over 300 studies.

Four suggestionS about how persuasion theory could become even more.

comprehensive were presented. It was proposed that theorists could explore,

..oin greater depth, the relationshipbetween attitudes and behaviors; exprore.

the_overlappingyelationship betwelpersuasion,and-coerciOn; add factors

in the social setting to their, the ies; and redefine their orientations

to permit%More'macroscopic accounts of the persuasion process..

c-, Simon's article provides an assesment of the current state of
psychological persuasion theories... An extensive bibliography of the

major-psychological theories is provided. The limitations of the present'

state of theory development, as well as its strengths and the implicati

for future research, are discussed.I
Donna Jensen
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"Persuasion: arochi sr or Trocess?" .

. ,G Cronkhite
Quarterly' JourrialYof Speech, 61(1976), 100-104.

.

greater,emphasis upon the receptive' f fiction in the .studyref the process -
Theinajorthe%is in the article that 1!There is a real tided for*

.of persuasion. The reason for this need is because of an excess of /re-
search and theory in available textOoke directed' toirarethe persuader.

. There are three'possible .reasons for thii preqccypat on with the persuader.
First It that the roots of the term ersuasion do 'not imply a:,proces of

-.sharing; but rathee one of manipulation. and is'the htstoricaj devetov
'merit of the persuader swaying group; of, people in order to rule..1 Third

is that persuaders are more easily trained than -1Jsteners. .

Any theory which )is 'concerned ith attempting to' get hers to do

what thd speaker wants without explaining ,the.function of th listener,

fall% short of fully .accounting fr: the process:;of persuasiOn. There is

a definite, Value td be dertifid.from education in the "detection of: dede0-

tive proba.ganda'!'31 but ."no one studies critical reception% partidipants

2 'self-efteem, respect °trier participants, Aciprocity 'of deception and

information4 or verbal and nonverbal des andAorrelates of deception."
These Are all 4ar9ables which' are a.part of the tdt'al perOasion procesi.

Of the twenty -two bboks' indicated, specific reference is tq

only while the other sixteen are groped as having the.fault of mi

empha#tzing,the persuader and neglecting_ the persuadee. Of those six,

Neil:Postman and Charles Weingartney', advocate the- need for,iducating the

tn Te chin as a 'Subversive Activtty.' Raymond Rots' book,:

Persuasion: un cation,and;Inte ersonal Nlattons,, is oriented toward
, esp to is simplified approach, .does

treat ,communi cation`la.: a transactive ,process. Two boas ,df -Nerit which

. give. equal concern trithe, persuader and perSuadee are trOeSler,,Collini,

sand Miller's Attitdde Change: A Critical An 1 ii% of Theorettdal roach0,

andeHarryTraiTITO-Atitude and Attitude,' ange,' OW5457,6grfour
to 'place emphatis on-ITECTiaTolive function agd to neglect the perttiader ,

Persuaijoh: Rece tiokand .

are: Daryl.Bem's Attitudes and Human f irs, and thatiles lar%9111%; :

.

The arts de is more concern, w t 'survey* a:problem and reasons
, for a problem Anherent in persuasion textbooksthan revigwing textbooks.

Minimal conittlents are made about six persuasion textbool. Thereis a 1,

good reference list of persuasion 'books which are persuader-oriented.-
t'4

4
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"Toward ,a; Theory of Tersubsion:
ThreeEmpirdcal Investigations of Lang4age Intensity"
Stepen*B: 1.1011., Michael Burgoon, and -Diane Stewart

I

1 Human Communication Research, 1(1975), 240-255.ri
.., ' ,. % W

)2i

Theory develOOment in communication has"been restrcted tecaUse of,-

thF. lendenty td borrcw models for researcti from other.dittiplines,and
to use, their theories as well.' If theory development ta es place it
must Include message variabAs; which were ignored in the past because
they are very difficultlokonalyze:- Her enough research:has*npw
'been conductedto pegin to'theoriie 06positions concening these.
message variables: This paper states some of these proOositionsand
reports the'results of three experiments testing the hypothesis,froms
which the proposition`skcame4

The first five propositiPhs,are:
,

.1: Attitude change Is a function o e level .of language inten-
,.stty in aepersuasive message, type of persuasive paradigm
employed, nd thkDeceiver's expectations.of the7source's
comunic ion behaiqr:.

II: Wan ac ve encoaing sitUation, the mqre intense anindividualls
encoding, he more he will'chinge'his,,,attitude to.conform to

his pyblic communication.- :*e-

Given passive reception of a beliefldrscrepant persuasive
message, lowiptense language produces more attitude change
than does highly intense language.

IV: Given the'passive message recdption-sondition, when a source''.
uses vieVel of language intensity that Violatti,the receiver's
expectations in 'a posittve manner, signielcant attitude change
will occur in the diFection advotated by the source.

V: Given the passive message reception conditibn, when a source
/ takes an unexpectedly intense pdsition, it will result in minimal

< or even negative attitude change. .

'Propositions one and two specify the initial conditions and relationship
with languagesintensity.to produce attitude change. Three expands the
relationship totincTude passive message reception-and four arid,five are
extensions of three. The next propositions are concerned with specifying

conditions which lead to differential message p mduction. They

are:

VI!', Level of linguaglintensity encoded is: a, function of prig
attitude and amountof cognitive stress experienced during
encoding.

VI-A; Prior attitudes affect the level of language.intensity a person
will choose to. encode such that the more strongly one believes
in what he is saying, the more intense he will be in stating it.

VI-B: When people are placed under cognitive stress, they produce less

intense communication.
These propositions provide the basis of predictions concerning situations
which include other variables. The first experiment used the variables
of sex of source, receiver and language intensity on attitude change.

. The two hypothesis being tested were:
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I: 'Kale- receivers will demonstrate less attitude change than will
female receivers.

e

1-2: There will be an interaction between language intensity and
sex -of the source such that a female source will be-most
effective with low-intense languagealid a male will be least
effective with low-intense language,

This'experifient was conducted with 145 undergraduate journalism students,
and the results proved both hypothesis.

The second experiment used as its variables irrelevant feai* and
language intensity on attitude change. The two hypothesis-being testi_
were:

II-I: People in condition of irrelevant. fear will demo nstrate more
attitude change than those in a no fear condition,

II 2: A low-intense persuasive message will produce more attitude_ /
. .change than will a highly intense message.

Subjects Were drawn from an undergraduate college speech course and the
results again proved both hypothesis.,

The third experiMent useCthe,variables of source and language inten-
sity on attitude change and person perception. The hypothesis examined
was:

Source vedibility and language Intensity interaCt,so that a
low credible speaker-will be mor6 persuasive using low - intense
language while a high credible speaker will be more effective
with highly intenst.language.

A quest on was also asked: .

'III -What impact will differential lavAiige intensity have ion
receiver perceptions ofa source's competence,'chirac..-
sociability, extroversion, and compOsurel ii

The results of the question indicate that a high credible source was seen,
as more competentand composed,, but the low credible source was rated
higher in sociability and extroversion. There was a failure of the data-
in pruving the hypothesis since no significant data was demonstrated.

The overall results ndicate that a female speaker and a'source with
low credibiltky have greater attitude'changes when using high intensity
language. While highly credible sources and male speakers produce more
changes in attitude using highintensity language. Feople under.stress
aee more likely to respond to low intensity persuasive Messages. Further
research is needed to complete the theory but the first step in a message-
centered theory of persuasion has been taken. ro

The reader will find a complete explaination of each of these exper-
iments along with the sources and bibliography references for additional
research which has been.done in this area. If research is about to be
undertaken to develop the theory'of message-centered persuasion or one
would like to understand the beginnings of this theory this article is
valuable reading.

Carla Deckert
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1"Requirements, Problems: and.Strategies:

A Theory of Persuasion -for Social Movements. ". -

Herbert W. Simons

The Quarterly Journal Of Speech, 56(1970) i± 1-1.

The article pi-opoundsa theoretical framework forthOnalysis and

study,'of persuasion in an entity known as the Social Mbvement. This

theoretical framework draws from sociological theory and from case studies

of,socia4 moyements. The theory focuses on the leadership.ilsition end

examines persuasion in the iovement from that standpoint.

There are three major sections, which make up the article. Section

one prOvides a very brief overview .of rhetorical analysis from a general

perspectiVe, and defines terms and. explains the aim of, the article. Sec-

tion two is conceired-with.the three ,main thrusts of 'the -theory: .(1) the

rhetorical requirements for the leader; (2) the rhetortC1.6roblems faced

by the leader; and, ,(3) the rhetorical strategies open to he leader:

Section three concludes and-summarizes the article.

The article begins by explaining the'lliagnitudelof study,,in and

analyzing the perSliasion of a social movemerit .as compared to the usual

analysis of a speech or a series of speeches: SpecificaTly,, the paper is

focusing on revolutionary, and reformist movement. the leadership approach

JSextracted from sociological theory of collective behavior and .of social

movements. Thus, the aim of the article is'to provide a leadership-centered

perspective of persuasion within social .

Section two addresses the funetidn of leadership in terms of the

rhetoric involved in that particular role within the social movement.

`First, there are certain rhetorical requirements of the leader of a social

movement: (1) he/she must recruit, maintain, and fashion.workers into a

unit Which is efficently organized; (2). he/she must obtain adoption of

their ideology by the supra-system;,and, ('3) he /she must respond to resin'---,

tance put up by the supra-system. The social movement, even though it is

an informal aggregate, has certain internal functions similar to a formal

organization. This can engender probletils. Thus, there are certain rhetorical

problems of thele'ader of a social movement. He/she is subjected to,

numerous cross pressures from the movement and/or from the 'supra-system.

He/she must consider the ethics involved in his/her situation. He/she must

cOmmunicate varying messages depending upon the auoience (i.e., movement

1nembers or members of the supra-system). He/she must keep a balance between

task knd maintenance functions within the movement. He/she must deal with

role discrepancies of the leader (this relates to role perception,from

within movement and from nutside of the movement). He/she must adapt to

seve'al audiences simultaneously (this relates to mass media and secon

audiences). (6) he/she must be able to be adaptive to varying situations.

To handle these problems there must be rhetorical strategies used by the

leader. The strategies fall along a,continuum: moderate, intermediate,

and militant. The moderate needs little explanation. It is a pattern of

persuasion most familiar to rhetoricians. The militant, on the other hand,

has four main strategipsr (1) the militant must cause the movement to be

visible .to the supra-system; (2) the militaht must,be ambivalent about

successes and failures (the supra-system is thus in a double bind position);

.(3) the militant must energize his-/her workers; and, (4 ).the militant has
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certain inherent "power" with certain groups in the supra-system, thus,
the "power" can be useful. Intermediate strategies would be some syn-
thesis-of the moderate and the militant strategies. The intermediaee
strategical approach is a difficultfposition'because of the problems it
gains from the combination of the moderate and militant approach.

Section three summarizes the leadership centered theory of_ persuasion
in,socialmovements.

.11a VaIue of the article is in,i4 heuristfc valqes fhr both the
neophyte 4nd professional communicatid6 theoriit. interested in the study

'of social movements, persuasion, orleadership. N,.

Linus H. Brandt

t
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."Some Problems in Dissonance Theory Research"
Marry Larson

' Centra States Speech JournaiD 24(1973), 183-188.

The purpose of-this article was A: 1) briefly surye) the types

Offresearch based on the dissonance model of lellpersua§ion; 2) to

report two experiments contradicivmany.seTf persuasion studies;
and,3) to review several of the trends in self persuasion research which

may have led to these contradictory findings. Self persUasion studies

are based,on the premise.that,psychological discomfort which occur's be-

- cause of the presence of dissonant cognitions 011 force a subject to

,,engage in self persuasion to restore harmonYbetween-dignitions.
A typical' self persuasion study surveys the attitudes 'of a randomly

selected group, of subjecttdWards a topic, andthen forces them to

engage ih an act counter to their attitudes, such as-reading oriwriting

an essay containing an opposing view. Following such a-dissonahce7

product6g,act, subjects: attitudes are retested. Studies by kstinger

a1rd'Carlsmith, and Aronson anti tarlsmithiwere cited as variations of

.t-this kind of, study 'which focused on these of punishment or reward to

ellcjt ;compliance fo the task. Other studies focused on the effects of
personality variables on the attitude change and the effects of the

b. strength of-the Commitment the Subject-had to the task.
__Several criticisms.of_dissonance,"theory research wee also rifted.

For example', the use of groups -which advocate consonant Ioositions as

control groups was questionable. Subjects who advocate consonant posi-
tfons-may change their attitudes in the direction of` their oryitnal

position. If these. groups are compared with.dissorrant groups, the.
'-findings may be significant, but false.

The first experiment reported was designed to discover if there

was any persua4ive difference between consonant and dissonant advocacy,

using two levelt of commitment. One hundred and thirty-five students
enrolled.fn speech fundamentals classes at Northern Illinois University

prepared either a consonant or dissonant speech and the subjects were
either publicly commtted (delivery of the speech to an audience)..or

privately committed (preparation but not delivery of the speech). '-The.

'dependent variable\in all four treatments was the amount of altitude 4

''change'as,measureety-a Semantic Differential.
Support consistent-with the predictions of dissonnce theory was,

not found.. In. fact, 4,rather large number of.subjects experienced
'attitude change cOntrary to the 'predictions, reporOng attitude change

in the directiOncof theirotiginal attitudes. Because of the failure

to demonstrate significant attitude change in even the dissonant condi-

tions, it wasConcluded that the-experimental...design was',Weak.. To

avoid possible biases, vsecond experiment was deOgned which gliminatet

advocacy to the audience .and restricted the topics Under consideNtion

to a single on
In these and experiment, one independent variable was used. Sub-

jects wrote ei her consonant or dissonant persuasive essays advocating

a positiop on he advisability of establishing a birth control clinic .'

on campus. -Subjects in a controlcondition were asked to write an

-essay on their feelings about ROTC on'campus.
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As in Experiment I, pretlicted_effets were not found. Again, a

surprising number -of subjects changed their attitudes in a direction

. contrary to .dilsonante theory predictions..
Prbcedural weaknesses, in self persuasion research Hied on the

dissonance model might account for-the lack of support, Specifically,

the, independent variable may_ have been too weak for an)dequate test
in pre.vious studies, since subjects were typically eXpoded to disso- -

nant information for only about 20 seconds. The alteration of attitudes
may not be comprehensively measured with the instruments used. It was

also'suggested that researchers should focus more on the direction bf
attitude change when it occurs to determine if it is in the predicted
direction. Finally, the authors noted that it is misleading to use
consonant advocacy as a control condition4

Larson's article raises questions about findings of dissonance'
theory research.' Two studies which'contradict dissonance theory are
J.eported'in an effort to offer insights about problems underlying this
line of researth.' The dependence of such research on a single exposure
method and various design problems are. discussed.

1'
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"Faith, Mystery, and Data: An AnalSrsis

of 'Scientific' Studies of Persuasion" ,

Charles Larson 'and Robert Sanders
Quarterly Journal, of Speech,, 61(1975), 178-14.

,There are two questions4.naive-readerfof the rather massive body,
of persuasion investigations might ask: T1) Why has persuasion been.
treated as an dndependent research topic, rather than as a sub-species'
of communication? and (b) Why'has the Most typical experiMental pro-
cedure been to assess the effect of isolated variables on respondents'
attitudes? The answers are hvailable from three propositions implicit
in the research:

(1) Persuasialbrings about changes in people's attitudes.
(2) AttitUdes are constraints on behavior, or predisposition's to

re4ond. .

(3) persuasion brings aobut changes in whatpeople will (or,

not) do, because it affects attitudes Which in turn affect
behavior.

The two questions asked abo4e call far the juStification of per-
suasia research. The questions investigated in such"research and the .

methods used make sense only if the threepropositions 'implicit in the
research are true.. Since these three propositions are empirical claims
and not axioms, research in persuasion rests on an insecure foundation,
which would collapse if there-were reason to doubt any one.of,Igem.,

The proposition that attitudes constrain behavior has not been
demonstratqd. This lack of correspondence between attitudes and be-
havior hac4rompted two general positioniT maintain its truth.-, ,One
cites a general failure to accurately meas reattitudes.: The other
claims the relationship betweellattitudes and behavior is complex
and indirect than has been thought. Neither of these positions is
very convincing, because both require accepting the second proposition
as-true on faith. Also, two mysteries remainv,- First, if there has
been a general failure to measure attitudes, what have persuasion
studies been measuring? Second, if the-relationship between attitudes
and behavior is more complex andsindirect than has been thought,.then
how complex can ,that reltionship. be before it is so indirect as to be
trivial?

.

The entire body of "scientific" studies of i)eisuasion is.thus in
a very tenuous position. Further re-examination reveals that there-

,

search has not been subjected to any sufficiently rigorous examination
of its findings. For proponents of the research to claim th dis-
crepancies are the result of methodological failures.requ that ey

hive been general and ersistent failures.
In order to support t e view 'that the conceptua oundation of_

research in persuasion is questionable, two things ill be demonstrate
(a) that ,the data,are,inconOste ptions which underlie .

thq research, and (b) that 'there are assumptfons with which the data are
consistent, thus dleFirihing the possibility of pervasive methodological
failures. Support 'for these claims will be provided by advancing two
hypotheses and thenexamining a, number of studies to see which hypoth
is most with the data.



I

The predispositional hypothesis As that an attitude predisposes
indivi'dual's to act in ,a particular way, and perivasion can change that
attitude, thui changing what they do. The-alignmentfl hypothesis, on

. the other /find, claims that persuaiive acts affect what individuals
are likely to 1A -that is, the,aliTnments they establish. Further,

norms and situations will determicle,these verbalizations. In the

follow* examination of studies, -14ther one or' the other

must account for the data,, or nolaCcountwil be offered.'7Studies
involving fear appeals, evidence,.and one-sided versus two-sided
arguments will be examined to demonsttdtp-the usefulness of the align-'

mental hypothests while 'showing the inadequacies of the predispositional
.hypothesis.

.N6
While expectations were that the greaterthe fear arousal, the

greater the, attitude change, research found gapoint of diminishing
returns.- Three explanations defending.the pfEdispositional hypothesip
Were offered. (1) "Insufficient vigilancer causes the\reversal.. (2)

"Hypervigilance" interferes with the reception of the ffar appeal. `(3)
There are effects which are unintended and which cause a :residual
emotional-tension" in the recejver. An examination of ttie.research

suggests that none df these ar6 likely explanations,-leaving thepre-
dispositioPal hypothesis' without support.

By Osgood, :s Cortrujty4hypothesis-, when a source uses fear appeals

With an.audienct, attitudes toward both topic and -source wijl'shift
in order =to reduce the tension toward both topic and.soutte sill: shift,
in order, to reduce theltehsion so ,produced: However, Millerand Hewgillr
predicted and found that a-highly credible source offering a, fear appeal
will, increase-in credibility as the fear appeal intensifies:!thus
running counter to existing tension-reduction formulations and thereby,
counter to the predispositional hypdthesis. /The alignmental hypothesis
would suggest. that if a person with whom-ill-Individual aligns (finds

credibilityOfireatens him, it is reasonable to,assUmetthat the indivi
dual will renew hfs forts to maintain-his alignment. Thus the align-

- mental hypothesis do =punt for their findings.
In terms of idence studies, tension-redOction formulations

(already related to the predispositional hypothesis) predict that
measured attitudes towards source should change in a direction opposite
that of-.measured changes toward topic. -Contrarily, the alignmental
hypothesis .predicts that evidence will have similar effects both

attitudes towards source and towards topic. Looking at studies
evidence as a factor in persuasion reported by McCroskey, the predic-
tions of'the alignmental 'hypothesis hold up.

One-_ or conclusion whicn can be drawn f m his studies is that

in luding.dvidenee has little impact on sour ,credibility or topic

ac eptance,with.an -initially highly credible source, but has great im-

pac on'bdth with an initially low credibili source. Since this

affe is both attitudes towards source and tows ds topic simultaneously,

it supports the alignmental hypothesis, while casting doubt on the
predispositifinal hypothesis. A second finding is that evidence has
little effect on attitudes toward source and towards topic if the
message is poorly delivered, again easily explained in terms of align-
ments. A third findinwas that including evidenee which is already known

t



to the' audience has little mpaci on'either attitudes award source
or towards topic, also supporting the alignmental hypothesis.

interms of-one-sided versus two-siOed arguments; it is important
g to the phdispOsitional hypothesis whether type argument is a source-

related or topic-related Variable. To uphold the e predispositional
4pothesis, it mist affect attitudes toward either the one or the
other, or if ft is related A both, then toward both, equally: A study`
Of Koehler reported two sighificant findings that clearly violated the
predispositional.hypothesis. To explain the findi gs, alternative
assumptions had to be developed...

The implications of this examination of.persuas on research are
that the predispositional hypothesis has merit 'only ifseriqun issues,
about information processing and ,the."semantics" of me;,sage elements
can be resolvedN The ilignmentarhypothesis holds thatrhetoric ad-
justs people to each other, rifher.than to ideas. Thus it seems more
in keeping with the current findings in persuasion research. In

summary, the empirical evidence seems far more compatible with both
traditional and cOntemp rary rhetorical theories than it does with
the behaviorist asUmpt ons which-led to-obtainng it. In short; a
re-examination of the p °positions on which research in persuasion is
bas 40 is long overdue.
,his serve's as a real allenge to researchers to consider seri-

ously what assumptions,they are making as they study communication.
Further, it offers a poSsibli.hypothesis to give direction for con -

\, tinued research. Finally, it awakens in the reader a stronger concern
\4.- with the foundational truths on which any research they, undertake or

study is based.

David A. Bullock
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"Attitude-Behavior Relationships in
CommunSation Resegch" r=

.
,Thomas M. Steinfatt and Dominic A. Infante

Quarterly Journal of Speech, 62(1976), 267-278

The conviction. that "beliefs affect behavior" is so common it- pervades

our daily-lives.. When we begih With a behavior, we readily: accept that

we can trace it back to a belief. Further, few question the results of

dissonanceexperiments: engaging in a behaviof llads to'a change in a

related cognitive state. Only when we begin with_pi internal cognitive
state-and attempt to predict behavior do we find real challenge to the ,

notion of a consistent relati9nship between belief and behavior. The

challenge is made primaHly in terms of experimental studies, as, field
.

surveys show more support for Such-co istency.

Larson and Sanders, in a recent rticle entitled, "Faith, Mystery

and Data: An-Analysis of 'Scientific') Studies of Persuasion", uarterl

Journal of Speech,
,

h, 61(1975), 178-194, questioned the relationSh p etween

.aalllide an e avibr, ,and challenged the basis for all research in per-

suasion which has measured attitude as an intervening variable between-

a message and human behavior. They, also. provided an alignmental hypothesis
v as an alternative explanation of persuasioti: This is a r4sponse to their

challenge. t I

Lartdb, and Sanders claim that nobody has questioned one 'of three

propositions whiCh they claim are_iMplicit in persuasion research: That

attitudes are constraints, on behavior, or ,predispositions to ,respond.

Yet there are a considerable.number of arekles suggesting precisely that

Thexyefer to citations from 'four sources, Festinger, Pfteach, Miller,

and -Fishbein, all of whom in other places siipport the attitude-behavior .

relationShip. They also refer to a LaPiere study, which was not properly

constructed,'thus negating the usefulnesS of his results.

( Martin Fishbein and.Icek Ajzen have developed careful conceptual

distinctions among beliefs, attitudes, behavioral 'intentions, and behaviors.

They have shown that problems in previous studies have rendered their irrele-

vant to the issue. One problem isiln predicting behavior as a single act,

observed.once. A second problem is that many studies have attempted to

predict a behavior which subjects perceived as largely trrelevant to t

attitude object. What seems more accurate is that attitude wa an ob-

ject is related to the multiple-act criterfon=fdr behavior
i

attitude

toward the behavioral act plays an important role in predi .g a single

behavior.
In their charge that the past conduct of research in persuasion is

not very "scientific, "'Larson and Sanders that persuasive acts i

affedt what people are likely to say, rather an do. This avoids deal.

ing with the question of when esymbolic act becomes behavior. (Hitler

never .4d anything directly against the Jews!) ,

Iliaarson and Sanders' alignmental hypothesis, all - verbal communi-

cation results from the variablesof group membership norts'and situations.

Yet this gives no accounting for the individuals involved in the situations.

To deny the necessity of internal states is to assume that a stimulus

.affects 431 individuals in the-same way. Different 0 ceptionsiof-the.

same stimulus, and of different stimuli as being the same

ti
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strongly refute Larson and Sanders' strict'behavioristic position.
There are three oth,er ol5jections ,ito Larson and Sanders' alignmental

hypothesis. First, iposits that what a person says in response to some
stimulus is contro)led by the social functions, that are sakient for the

person. This leaves out-the individual's motivation to comply with a
given norm, an important predictor of behavior. Second, the support for
theH-gnmental hypothesis is due to the selection of s)udies to. fit the
hypothesis, rather than through a random or representative sample of the
persuasion literature. Third, Larson and Sanders specify the assumptions
of gsgood's,Congruity,hypothesis and then erroneously and arbitrarily term .

this set of assumptions the predispositional hypothesis. In arming the

predispositional hypotheig with .the assumptions of congruity theory, they
have, in -effect, contrasted their ali§nmental hypothesis with one of
the weaker of .the tension - 'reduction opponents. While Larson and Sanders

, analyzed Miller and Hewgill's study and found results that do not follow
from congruity theory assumptions, the findings do support the assumptions
of dissdance theory. Thus 'there is really no reason left to 'accept Larson/

and- Sanders' position. .

This article' gives the reader of persuasion research a stimulating dez.

fense of current understanding in the areas: It iteres-one's. faith in

those working in th persuasion researu after the direct challenge

presente n and San -rs. If. it sery no Other purpose, it sgould

serrve as a caveat to the reas-r of the impoi ance of careful scrutiny
the cunt:int literature in' the field befor jumping to any (potentially

f, false)/ concl usions.

a

id A. Oullock
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"Persuasion in Social Conflicts:
A Critique of Prevailing Conceptions and a

Framework for Future Research"
Herbert W. Simons

I ti

Speech Monographo,, 39(1972), 227-247
.71

Moit perspectives on social* conflict may be roughly classified as.
either "actor- oriented" or "system- orie_nted.0 From an actor orientation,.
conflicts are necessary and ineyitable consequences of systems that can't
posibly*satisfy the needs of all persons equally or completely. Hence,

the rolt of thescholar'is to determine how actors may, realize their in-
divMul. interests, either in conflicti-with, other actors or with the sys-
teeitself. From a system orientation, conflicts are undesirable because
they interfere with realizatton of ti* syst'em's Sup:ordinate goals. Hence

from this perspective, the scholar is abbe the battle, concerned with con-

..
Aflictrepulationand resole ion instead of the pa' san concern of how to. ..

win. .

r,

.

In the first part of thts Article Simons shows that, in common With
bthpr disciplines, they have.tenOed to reflect an 'establishment" bias that

l!haKnurt: ed and, fn turn, been support0 by luestionable,distinctions and
-'' generaMa %ens. hp-does this by drawing on the observations of conflic,.

heorfsts in , ields outside his own. Part II of the,articleprevnts a \

proposed framework for research on persuasion in social conflicts then

offers several, saggsstions:for research, justified in terms' o.of the need t

close theoretical gaps and overturn myths reflecteCinvprevailing concep-
tions. Runninrthrough both.sectionsie the paper is the concept bf. "coer-
cive!persuasio'hoffered Mt*:& is a way of understanding the often ainbig-

' uoumature.of fhfluence attempts in denflict situation. In a general

sense, this is a name for cases involving mixtures-ofcoercive.and persuasive
elements:3 *In a narrower sense., it refers to-a range of strategies.of per-

' suasion, - distinguishable from CO-active strategies based upon. a.dynamic of
.

psy"chologicalAonveliria.
On the face of it, there appears to be thing Wrong with system .

orientations; the nee6 of Social systems must be considered in any balanced
and comprehensive approach' to social conflicts. To be system-oriented is

foivalde the products of collective effort, to. recognize that personal
freedom can come only from social order, and lience, to conclude that '

conflicts Rust necessarily be'controlled in the larger System's:interests.
Although, rhetoricians have by no means foresworn identification With he

4rginterests of actors, their support has beensguard0, qualified, an hi hly'
1 selective. For the most part they have insisted that self - imposed imits

should be placed on how infl.uence is exercised and have urged tkat the-in-
dividual interest be subordinated to the'collective interest. In these.

respects,orevajling conceptions of persuasion.in social conflicts have
tended to be system-oriented. 4_

a I.

Coser and Skolnick; among others, have argued that however reasonable
system orientations may appe4r in principle, in practice they have consti-
tutedrindiscriminite rationales for the preservation of existing systems
and.for those,priViliged persons who wield power within them. Furthermore,

these afInl-havd maintained that-system orientations tend tovtae blind to
the nature of conflict and social influence, to the needs of "0 s" and
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"Have-Nots;" and to the utility of social conflict for societies.. Although,
the billof indictments presented by "Coser,-Skolnick, et al. was-directed
at fellow sociologists and political scientists ratherthan at rhetoricians,
its general applicability to system orientations provides a useful context
for Simons article. Simons illustrate how each of their criticisms may be;

applied to prevailing conceptions held by rhetoricians cwerning persuasion
in socaj conflict.

For those interested in developinpa framework for studying-conflia
tRii'mintmfzes the'influence of personal values, William,Gamson hasIsug-
Aested what he calls "dual perspective. His'argument is that one can

'Most profitibly examine conflict from the perspective of .both the actors

attempting to maximize their interests in conflict situa9,4ns and the
systems attempting to regulate conflict in the collective interest. A more

complete picture of social conflict is provided by examining-it from both

'perspectives. Gamson's suggestion seers'eminent)y sensible to Simons as
-0 framework for studying persuasion in social conflict.

.

Simons states that rhetoricians can mate enormous contributli&t,to

the study of social conflict,'bufthey can do so only if they are-W4ging
to re-examine fundamental assumptions that have'long dominated the thinking '

of both humanitts-and behaviorists. He believes it is now time for a,
radical reorientationtbward social conflict, one that makes the study of

how conflicts can be won in a given actors behalf as respectable as the

- study of-how conflicts4may be regula_ed in asgivensystem's behalf.
Our historic' system Orientation has bltnded us to the rhetorical needs.

of those poor and relatively powerless individuals who suffer under exis-

ting systems. This article would be of interest to the individual who ,

is curious in looking atsocial.conflict from a dual perspective. That is,

one that profits from the insights of both actor-oriented and system - oriented

perspectives. 'Alte, the author focuses on research that will debunk myths

.
and clote theoretical gaps that will continue to exist partly because of:
our traditional system-orientation.

1
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- Organizational Communication
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Organizational comTuntcation is probably the single fastest growing
area in communication. Although little-has yet appeared in'the speech

, 1

. communication literature (the most significant literature in this area
is in busThess administratiohjournals), the frequency will increase
steadily A-they have in the most recent years. "

This collection is almost the complete set of articleein the
,speech communication journals.for the period covered.

... ,

Leonard C:-H4wes, "Social Collectives as Communication: Perspective

on Org8tiizational-Behavior." ..

Lyman K. Steil,.'The ftelevance.of-Moderh Organiztton Theary to Organi-
zattonal'Communitation." J'-

Cal W. Downs and.MichaelW. Larimer, "The Status of Orginizationll
-Communicatiop in Speech Departments% 0

.

DonaldMacbonald, "Communication Roles and Communftation Netwo
t a Formal' Organization." ,' '-

Lyle Sussman, "Communication in Organisational Hierarchies: the

Fallacy of Perceptual Congruence." / :

Phillip K. T mpktns:, Jeanne Y. Fishdr,Dominic,A. Infante'? and Elaine.
. .L.,Tom kins, "Kenneth Burke. and the Inherent CharacteristiCs of'

Formal Organiiations: A Field Study.''
Patrick J. McDerm,Lt and Don F. Fatties, "Context gffeqts.on the Measure-

merit of Organizational Credibility:" :, -

. t N,
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"Social Collectfves as Communication:
Perspective,on Organizational Behavior"

Leonard C. 'Hawes

Quarterly Journal,of'Spee,..,h, 60(1974), 497-502.

The purpose of the article is two fold in nature. First, several

books.dealing with organfzatio 'al behavior are reviewed for the reader.

These books are written from variefy-dfsocial science perspectives,

and thus,' keride a variety of approaches to the study of organizational

b vior. ond, the'"social collectives" tpproach to the study of

'org izatfOntl behaVior is pisopounded in the article.
The books surveyed in the article represent perspectives ranging

r from management science to communications. Even with this variety there

isgill several common threads which run through almost all of the books.

One common thread is the assumption that organizations are "relatively

permanent,' complex, and interdependent." A second common thread, is

a priori assumption that organizations are already organized entities.

Kt third common thread'is the assumption that societies, organizations,
and small groups are implicitly defined according to the number ;of

people involved in the situation.
Haazond Drabek co-author Com lex Or inizations: A Sociological

)Perspective. This book As formu ated around_ a Stress-strain model of

organizational behavior." The bbok notes how stress and strain are

dealt With brpatterns of interaction. In this book theor nization is

studied from botha micro and macro level perspectiVe. Or nation,
Structure and Process by Hall is based on the construct t at organ zations

are dynamic and possess unique characters. This work studies the organi-

zation from a macro level perspective. Organizational System on anthology

edited by Azumi and Hage addrepes topic such as power, ttrutture, in-

fluence of technology goal sting, and so 4orth:_This anthology analy -

zes organizations from the macro level perspective. Modern 'Organizational

'1 Theory, a'book of readings compiled by Negandhi concerns itset with

environmental, contextual, and socio-cultural eleMents and tWir influence

on organizational behavior. This book also studies. organiiations from a

macro level perspectiVe. The Limits of Organizational Change_ conceive.;

by Kaufman ponders the idea that consideringlthe forces at work which

cause organizations to be static and how change; which occur within these

organizations can be explained. The Creation of Settin s and he_Future
of Societiesby Sarason concerns itse f with the quest on w y so many

attempted organizations cease to existas---entilies. 'This book looks at

organizations from a macro level perspective. Organizational_Communicationi

written by Goldhaber is the only book in this,grcvTTEFETIT7ggFETT--
with "the flow of messages" (communication) within the 'network of inter -

dependent\relationships" (organization)., This book takes a micro level

perspective on organirptions.
, A

Leonard Hawes p,opounds an alternative approach to the study of

organizational behavior. This "social collectivity" approach is from a

communication perspective. The concept "social collectivity" is defined

as "patterned communicative behavior." This communicative behavior sets

the.parameters for theinetwork of relationships ()owing in an aggregate

of people. Social rules and norms can be determined for.a collectivity

from the communicative behavior. It is these three elements: (1) the
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communicative behavior; (2) the social ules; and (3) the norms which
are the basic criterion for studying an analyzing organizations. /

This approach creates a number of uestions about organizations and,
organizational behavior. For example, how are collectivities like
families, businesses, communes, social movements, and volunteer organi-
zations similar or dissimilar? How are resources like personnel, material,
and information defined and opperate?

The value of this article is that it introduces the reader to
several contemporary works in organizational behavior and gives a brief
bstract of each of these works.. This article also provides a new and
unique,approach to the study of organizational behavior.

Linus H. Brandt
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I
"the Relevance of Modern,OrganizatfOn Theory

to. Organizational Communication"'

Lyman K. Steil
Central States Speech Journal, 22(1971):'78:84.

The article is.sub,Aivided.into three major sections. The first

section consists.0'-a,curnry survlof the three most prominent schools

of organizational' theory: ithe clas ical theory (Scientific Management),

the, neoclassical theory (Admati Relations), and the modern theory.(systems

theory). . The second secti. is concerned with the analysis of,the degree
to which_speech-communication scholars employed the modern organliational

theory tb their efforts in organizationAl communication. The final section

dealt with the implications that the systemic view haS for advancing organi-

zational communications.
In the first section the 'classical theory is attributed to the advent

of the "four key pillars" of organizational theory: (1) division of labor,

(2) hierarchy and functionaNprocesses, (3) structure, and, (4) span of

control. Thus, the classical theory focused its effort upon the formal

anatomy of the orgaritzation.
The neoclassical approach built upon the "four key pillars" of 1"

organizational theory, but the main contribution this approach provided

was.its focus on the human element of the organization. The neoclassical

theory also brought the ,complexity of the organization but into the light.

The above mentioned theories have some limitations. Consequently, a

third theory has emerged into view: the "modern" or systems theory:. A
general systems approaCh tot-inquiry and research brings some distinct

advantages to organizational theory.
The author provides a synthesis of the literature taken from textbooks,

journal articles, dissertations, and 'convention programs in the discipline

of speech-communication for the years 1965 to 1971. Steil's review indi-

cates, to this point, the modern theory had been neglected by the discipline.

In the final section he mentions four implications the modern theory

has for organizational theory: (I) the systemic approach, can be modified

to understanding and description of the.organization; (2),the concepts of

system, super-system, and sub-system can aid in understanding the com-
plexity and interrelatedness of the organization; (3),the modern tpotach
focuses the attention of analys-N upon the systemic anatomy of the organi-

zation and on the process of communication related to the organization; and,

(4) in the past consultants have focused upon segments of the organization
rather,than the total system. ,Consultants have not considered the process
of commUnication and thus,tave-not considered relationships or social.

settings within the organiiation.
The value of this article lips in the historical perspective it

,

provides on the development of organizational theory, in particular the

syStTic point of view.
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"The Status of Organization Al
Communication In. Speech Departments" ,

Cal W. Downs and Michael W. Larimer
Speech Teacher, 23(1974), 325-329

r

The purpose of this article is to present the results of an
organizational communication survey directed by two University bf Kansas

professors-mailed to one hundred seventy-four departmentsntnety-efght
orwhich returned answers. The two objectives of.the survey were :ft

,determine:,(1) the current status of organizational communication; and

(2) the nature of organizational communication offerings.
Sixty-one schools were offering a total of one hundred Seventy-s4)

courses in the area, although the majority of dose departments only

offered one or two courses. Sixty per cent of the courses had orginated
'during the five years prior to the survey date, and for the most part

there is only one section of'each'claSs. Eighteen departTents offer an

undergraduate major and twenty-four offer agraduote major. Forty-four

departments are primarily composed of'majors.and thirty-five have more
'non-speech ma3ors enrolled in the program.

The survey also Indicated five reasons for teaching organtzational

co nication. They were: (1) it representsa,,significantpertIon of
human Communication behavior and its study can bridge betwden theory and

practice; (2) there is a strong trend toward non - teaching speech-oriented
jobs; (3) it represents an area bf Action research; (4) it gives a greater

study selection to attract students; and (5) it is in demand. 'The courses

offered are'highly varied and indicate that theory receives more emphasis

than skills and "the relative frequenCies with which .subjects are taught

at graduate and undergraduate levels are quite Similar."
The article lists the ten most frequently used books for the

courses offered at undergraduate and graduate levels. A total Of

seventy-two bopks were indicated.by the survey. No matter which book

used, the most frequently mentioned teaching method is lecture and

seminar discussion,and the least used is sensitivity training at both

. leveld of work. Research is used.more at the graduate level.'
The survey did indicate that there4s an interest in organizational

communication, although the interest is stillslow in deve3oping.

Thirty-One departments indicated a desire to expand while only seven

indicated lack of desire to teach such courses.
The article gives a limited view of the trend of organizational.

communication, and it does not indicate the availability of any other'

statistical material to support or deny the information presented. The

list of textbooks used by the schools would be of value for further

reading about organizational communication.

L

4

Jeanette' McDaniel
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"CommunicationiRoles and Communication Networkt
in a Formal Organization"

Donald MacDonald
Human Communication Researt,' 2(1976) ; 3654375. .

was a study of two roleS filled by members of organizations:
liaisons and non-liaisons. These roles were defined by their relation -
ships -with others in the communication networks and compared on several.

'dimensions.
The research was conducted among 185 members of a headquarters staff

df-a federal' bureau that manages nationwide programs. The staff was asked
to report on their communication behaviors and how they perceived them-
selves.and their comitunicationcontacts in the organization4 _Reported
member contacts were charted on .a matrix so that communication groups
could>be identified: Separate networks were constructed for prbduction,
maintenance, and innovation Wiessages, and liaisons were identified within-

- .the networks. - - . _

A liaison was defined as a member with frequent communication con-
tacts in at least two communication groups. The other role examined was,

. that of non-liaison group members whose communications were cenOred.in
a bounded network of colleagues and who were not, themselves, liaisons.

In addition !o the personal contact questionnaire, a questionnaire
was administered which measured respondents! perceptions of the-exten-
siveness of coMmunicatiOninfluence, access, to work-and non - production
information, message control, system openness, and management message

'satisfaction. Eight hypotheses derived from the variables were tested.
The findingS;Were that liaison persons made and received more

communicationdeices than other meibers of the bureau staff. The first
hypothesis was:that liaisons would perceive themselves to have more c5n-
tacts than their nbnliaison colleagues.' Support did not reach thelevel
of significance, although it was in the predicted direction. Support, ,

was also absent for the second hypothesis that liaisons were expected -
,

,/ to perceive themselves as having more potential influence in the organi-
zation than 'their frequent non-liaison contacts.

It was expected that.liaisons would feel.they possessed more work -
.related information than their non-liaison frequent contacts and weak
support was found. Liaisbns were not found to perceive themselves as
possessing more ihformation than non-liaisons about matters not directly
related to job tasks. .Production communication network liaisons were,
more likely than other liaisons to hold formal supervis9ry positions.-- ,

It was also fo d that liaisons were perceived. as aving*more con-

-- trot over the flow f messages and:that liaisons were more satisfied wi

their jobs and th organization's.communication system. A hypothesis

that stated liai ons would perceive the work-related communication syste
as more "open" was-not Supported.

In suMmary, liaison persons did .not perceive themselves to have
'significantly more dnd more structurally diverse communication contacts
in the organization, although others tended to see them, that wayr Nor
did they perceive themselves to have more potential influence in the
organization, while their non-liaison contacts tended to accord them

such status.
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It was suggested that the nature Qt organizational tasks and
,technology, and the location of members accounted, in part, for-the

- difference. Comparative studies were encouraged and, it was noted that
. if, in other studies, liaisons were found to be aware of their functions,
then research should examine whether people seek out positions or develop
styles to insure their liaison roles. ,The study of network roles over
time was also suggested.

MacEWnald's research focuses on relatienal aspects of organizational
communication. The study attempted to extehd the knOwledge'of the liaison
function, suggesting that liaisons may not only be perceived by others
(as previous research indicates) but also may be aware that they perform
these linking and influence functions:

Donna tJensen
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"Communication in Organi..ational Hierarchies:
The Fallacy of Perceptual Congruence"

Lyle Sussman
Western Journal of Sihech Communication, 39(1975), 191-199.

This article posits that divergence of task-4lated 'perceptions in

the superior-subordinate dyad is not a manifestation of " communication
breakdown" but is in fact a "natural" and often "healthy" state of such
4yads. The article is supported by a two-tier foundation: principles

aerived from role theory, and principles derived fromLorganization con-
.a
fliat theory.

One theme common to many organizational'theorists is that the most
fruitful way for describing the behavior of organizational members is

from the perspective of role theory. As the but4ding block of social

.sysv.ems, the concept of role provides a heuristic device especially -

meaningful for the analysis of human communication in structured organi-

zational settings. Communicating and organizing-are inextricably related.

The process of communicating affects organizing, and the process ororgan-

izing affects communicating. Communication needs to be seen not as-a,4

process occuring between any sender of messages and any potential recip-

ient, but in relation to the social system in which it-occurs and the

particular fund ion it performs in that system. In ,short, roles, as the

till

building block f social systems provide a conceptual framework for des-

cribing the in eractive relationship betaeen Communication and its 6

surrounding social systeM. .

.

The major tenet is that one's role in a social systeM dictates. his

perceptions ofthat system. That is, thejnere fact ofigccupying a givqn

position within an .organization dictates to a considerable degree.one's

phenomenological view of that organization. Consequently, as evidenced

by-the theoretical works of Katz and Kahn, Redding, and Guetzkow, and

the empirical data provided by Zajonc and Wolfe, Cyert, Marcht; and 'Star -

buck, Lieberman, and Maier, Hoffman and Read, one may conclude that.

organitational roles not only 'structure perceptions, ut that changing '

one's role 'will result in concomitant changes in his p rceptions. If

- organizational roles.play as, important at part in sha i g perceptions as \
the above Writers suggest, should thete/then be any reason to wonder why

superior-subordinate dyads manifest perceptual incongruity? To the con- I

trary, one should be)oncerned if the, 4yad were characterlzed by perceptual

congruende. If the-latter state direxist, this would mean that the

superior perceived the organizationgl spate as did the subordinate, and

that the subordinate perceived the organizational space as did theouperior.

These corresponding perceptionS are not only improbable., but would also

reflect a dysfunctional superior-subordinate dyad.
There is a related approaCh for supporting the,thesis that total

-perceptual congruence in the superior-subordinateldYad may reflecta dys-

functional state. Specifically, the approach is based upon an analysis

of the task/ requirements in the superior-subordinate dyad. In order for

perception's in a dyad to be congrrnt,*the data from whirtheperdeptions'
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are_abstracted must be similar.- In superior-subOdinate dyads, however,
the data composing the subordinate's world are different from the data
composing the superior's world The,sheer presence of hierarchy dictates
that the superior his access to task-related Information whigh the sub-
ordinate does not and vice .versa. Thus, if the perceptions in the. dyad
are congruent, one could argue that the superior has access not only to
his information but also to%that of the-subordinate:__If _such were the
case, the dyad would be dysfunctional-betalse there would be no need for
the subordinate. Thus far this analysis his argued for and supported
the thesis that the unaturar'stateof task-related'perceptions in sub-
ordinate-superior dyads is a d should be characterized by incongruity.

Thus tht crucial ques on to Le asked is not.why does perceptual ,
incongruity exist, but ra er7 what criteria may be used to judge the
Uctioadigysfunctional nature of the incongruity. Asia means of Spec-

ussman turns tithe theoretical work of- Pondy. .,,_
to Pondy, the decision regarding,the cont tructive acs. destruc,

ure'of)conflict must be based upon three criteria of organizational

ormance. The three criteria are: productivity,stability, and ,

a aptability. Productivity refers tithe output of the organization and- .

is discussed in terms of both quantity and quality. Stability refersto
the steady -state nature of the organVation which'allows for some degree
of predictability in dealing%ith input.''--Adaptability refers to thatc_
'state characterized by flexibility, in dealing with new and hovel input,

Thus, according to Pondy, conflict, is destructive'if itimpair-s-prod
tivity,, reduces stability, 'or-hampers ad ;--tonsequently, the

author concluded that the "superior- subordinate dyad is one that

constantly experiere es somedegree 'df conflict 'and ceases to be healthy

when ities of the dyad no.longer exist. .
This article is in opposition with the view that different perceptions

within a superior-subordinatedyads a manifestation of "comminication.
break-down. It takes the position and tells why superior-subordinate
conflicts, as manifested by perceptual incongruity, is not only a. natural

and inevitable consequence of organization, but that conflict under certain
circumstances provides a constructive force for the organization.

,1
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."Kenneth Burke and the Inherent
Characteristics of Formal_Organizations:

A Field Study"
-Phillip K. Tompkins, Jeanne Y. Fisher, Dominic A. Infance,

and Elaine L. Tompkins
Speech Monographs, 441975), 135-142.

the purpose of this study was 'to submit the theories of Kenneth
Burke done in the area of formal organization to empirical research.
The authors felt that Burke's work--with its key terms of hierarch ,

b der, myst&y, and identification--could be applied direct y tort e
u y.of organizational communication. Burke was not unaware of the

relevance of his ideas to this field of study as evidenced in a paper
he presented at Princeton in 1951, but little hacrbeen done as &follow- /
up. t7

c

Burke argues that the orderingof man into hierarchies exists every-
. where and is inescapable. He believes that hierarchal stratification hiss

inhereht in man's,ability to use language for the purpose of abstracting
categorls and in'his propentity for "systematic thought". Additionally,
the divitsidn of labor made pottible by man's ability to use tools initi-
ated status differentiations with attendant rights, privileges, and
properties, which, in turn, serve to denote status. "'Hierarchy'. is the

old, eulogistic word for 'bureaucracr", notes Burke. 1,Ordeeimpl-tes-----
iauthoritus-and-regutatsity771T-iiiii-ocreatidn, 'mystery',

e corresponding condition to this bureaucratic dtvision. As organ-

, izations are created,, with layers of authority, those figures,on top will
be mysterious to those at the bottom and vice versa. This mystery can

have positive as well as negative effects. It may be used as ap "active
way of maintaining cultural cohesion" and "unity of action" among the

diverse roles in hierarchies. Out of this condition of ordered estrange-
ment arises the need for identification. Burke sees 'identification'

\as a means and an end. It can be seen through, the rich politician, who
tells constituents of his humble origins, allies who p(.4 aside their own
isputes and join forces againsta, common-enemy, or the1politfCian who ,

c label any criticism of his policiet as 'unpatriotic'. Identification

is he process which smoothes out the estrangement created by hierarchy,
ard and myster .

rom th derstanding of Burke's theory, the authors formulated
a seri ugh ,'exploratory hypotheses as follows:

T e subjects' perceptions. of the degree of order and mystery
the upper levels of a hierarchy would vary with the sub-

$ cts' rank in the hierarchy.
Th subjects would teed to identify with their own rank or
lev 1 within the hierarchy.
Ther would be an inverse relationship between the degree
of pe ceiyed mystery in the upper levels of a hierarchy and
the de ree of identification with thoie levels of the hier-
archy.

The authors labeled the hypotheses as 'abstract' because of the
ambiguity of the erm 'hierarchy', but attempted to correct this by
defining the term as denoting all of, the levels of a graded system of
persohs within an organization,



The organization chosen for,t study was the State University of

New York at Albany. Data relevant to this study, were gathered from 319

subjects in the following,categories ( ich rou

ladder of the organizatIon): administra ion (N

.deans (N = 11); lovernarce,,leaders (N.= 11 de

faculty (N = 74); non - teaching professionals

civi

spri

at ran
.01 It

ly follow'the status'
-13); directors 0 = 14
rtment chairmen (N = 19 ;

;

a= 25); students (N = 123 ;

service (N = 29). Data from this study-were collected during the

term of 1 72. Interviewers were nearly all assigned to 'subjects

om and th subjects were then, numerically coded to assure anonymity
rder" and "eystery" were made operati onal through the use of Seven-

interval semantic diffexential scalet designed'to measure subjects': per-

teption of, the university hierarthy. Twelve,pairs of polar adjectives

mere originally selected on an a priori basis. These data were then sub-

mitted to factor analysis and the,varimaX rotation to simple structure

produced three factors which accounted for 67'percent of the total vari-

ance in the instrument. 'An "Order" factor (25 percent of total variance)

and a "Mystery" factor (21 percent of the total variance) clearly emerged.

The "Identification" construct Was measured.by means of the paired-

comparison technique. Each of the seven hierarchal levels vas paired once

with each-of the other lvels."- N

One hypothesis'expeoted those in:the lower rankSto perceive a higher

.,,,._degree-of-- order- 4 n--the--irferarchy--than--ttiey C.Hof/eV& , data-At id-r ot

fit the expectations and in fact, there was no consistent pattern. The

authors expected tilose in lower ranks ,to perceive a higgher degree of.,mys7

tery in the hierarchy than would those in the middle and upper ranks.

Data suppOrted this hypothesis. In regard to identification, the authors.

expefted that subjects would identify.more.with their _own rank-than with

any-other-. Here again, the data fit the authors' expectations. Lastly,

by comparing the ranking of the samples according to the mystery factor ,

with their ranking on the weighted identification variable, the authors

were able to test their final hypothesis; hoping to find an inverse
relationship' between the degree of identification with those levels of

the hierarchy. Data was supportive here. In short, members of an organi-

zation do not identify with levels of the hierarchy they perceive to be

mysterious and with which they enjoy little,communication.
The authOrs attributed the surprising results of the order data to A

missing element--authOrit . They felt they'had measured "just regularity",

not what Burke had nten ed With'the concept of hierarchal order.
The myftery data supported expectations with one exception: OW

service employees. Most of the people in this categorY were secretarial
personnel attached to all levels of the hierarchy, and the authors felt

that they were therefore outside the system of formal= authority.
The authors seemed satisfied that Burke's concepts of mystery and

identification were confirmed by the quant4tative data gathered, but that

it opened the way for improved instruments for order, comparative studies

of mystery and identification in other organizations and studies of the

mystery reciprocal. More importantly, perhapi, the authors would like.

to disprove Burke's no ion that people will always'have the temptation,

if not the need, to fin and victimize scapegoats in order to purge their,

guilt over organizations failures. To this end, the authors called fork

further studies of demystification.
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... ...

scale, labeled "competitive-nonCompetitive", 'was
used to measure comPetttOni. ..... Only fifteen of. the subjects had relatiiies

that worked at the,. steel plant.
The data analys indicated that the credibility of a local com-

pany was not indepen ent of the credibility of its parent corporation.

However, the resul indicated that certain variables, namely the ego

involvement oft respondents with the concept, did make a significant

difference and at the'use of scales that were considered to be gen-

eralizabl could result in faculty information and misleading analysis.
The study points out that, although decentralization makes for autonomy,
workers m be aware of their dependence on the parent corporation for

support; he parent corporation, for exampleolay have to finance
major equipmen improvements. Also, Geneva Wbrk's unique market sit-

uation require error-free work to counter considerable pr ilia trans-

portation cost This "teamwork" concept was emphasized in both internal

and external ommunications. Further study was recommended with the work-

ers in the plant where the focus could be:placed on internal communication

and perhaps shed light on the effects of decentralization. In other

words, while this study centered on effects that may have been due to
external Communication, the results may present more of an issue for

studying interfial communication.
The results of this study.indicated that the use of generalized

semantic differential scales is a questionable procedure and may pro-
duce misleading information. To counter this, the researcher recommended
the addition of another variable--the ego involvement of the respondents
with the concept and their intimacy with that concept. An additional

precaution should be the use of factor analysis whenever semantic,

differential scales are employed. The entire. study was not discredited,

however, as the possible effects of decentralization were highlighted
for further study where the focus could be placed on internal communication.

"Context Effects on tbelMeasurement of Organiiational Credibility"
Patrick J. McDermott and Dun F. Faules

Central States Speech Journal 24(1973), 189-192.

7 7 This study sought to determine whether a Well-known organization,
vital to local economy, carried a credibility of its own so strong as
to nullify an individual's impact. Earlier research indicated that
*organizations did indeed carry credibility of their own which could
not be effectively altered by prestigious sources or public relations
experts. However, that early research involved organizations which
were recognizable, but far removed from the respondents. In addition,

the study sought to determine if respondents would react differedtly
toward a subsidiary comparfyname than they would toward the parent
corporation name. In other words, is the credibility of a local com-
pany independent of the credibility of theglarger corporation?

Geneva Works, a subsidiary, of United States Steel, was chosen for

the'study. Located in Orem, Utah, the community, of slightly over 5,000
was economically dependent on the steel, plant.

Trained interviewers gathered data from respondentswho were
selected in a manner which assured variability in subject population.
A total of 123 adults responded to 46 sets of semantic differential .

scales which were patterned after those used in, the earlier study.

ry Theodessa Saffer
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Pedagogy

-Many of the previous sections include ertiades on.pedagogy appropriate
to that section. The ones appearing here are almost` exclusively concerned
with the evaluation technique used in the speech communication 'classroom
(a concern also found in the latter section of the collection of inter-
personal communication abstracts). 4, .

Mary Jeahette Smythe, Robert J. ibler, and Patricia W. Hutchings, "A
Comparison of'Norm-Referented and Criterion-Referenced Measurlment
with Implications for Communication Instruction."

Charles Tucker, "Toward Facilitation of Behavioral Objectiyes in Speech
Communication."

Edward L. McGlone, "Educational Measurement and Spe.2:h CommunicattOn
Instruction."

Robert J. Kibler, Larry L. Barker,'and Donald J. Cegola,-"A Rationale
fdr Using Bdhavioral Objectives in Speech-Communication Instruction."

William Brooks, "Innovative Instructional-Strategies for Speech
Communication."

Andrea L. Rich end,Arthur L. Smith, "An Approchto Teaihing Interracial
Communication."

.
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"A Comparison of Norm-Referenced anriterion-Referenced
Measurement with Implications for communication.Instruction"

Mary-Jeanette Smythe, Robert J. Kibler and Patricia W. Hutchings

Speech, Teacher, 22(1973), 1-17
- .

There are three purpbses to the article:- (1) to define the concept -
of criterion-referenced measu ement402) to provide. several implications -

that CRM can have for coMmuni ation instruction; and (3) to discuss

problems with implementing in communication pedagogy.

The topic of edUc done] ccountibility is a timely issue for the

field of speech-communication. A balance of input (capitol) and output
(student learning) is necessary if o -r-field of study is to survive.

1:8/Y

ne.methol for insuring survival the employment of criterion,'

'reference measurement because it trengthens both educational objectives

and instructional effectiveness. CRM can best be defined' in terms of

contrasting it with norm-reference measurement. Criterion-referAce .

measurement evaluates the student in,relationShip to a specific4set of

criteria. This type of evaluation is aimed at determining,a student's

mastery of a given behavior. CRM can be effective in its application

to both written and oral evaluation. CRM tends to reflect the behavioral

objectives more than NRM. ThiS is because criteria-reference meaAdremet-

includes a statement of the.speeified beha;rior and a minimum level of--\

achievement.- "'d..".. A

There are a number of implications that CRM can have for- speech

education. NRM testing jmplies that an instructor must obtain
variability among the tat Sores.- So distinctions can be made betWeen

students for the purpose of grades. CRM testing impliss the obtainment

df a.pre-set level for mastery. Thus, the CRM test itbm must match with.

performance. Three steps can accomplish this end: (1).state the be-

havioral domain to be tested; (2) systematically sample the.domain;. and A.

(3) follow a standard method for item development. There are validity .

implications for tests, Tests are supposed to measure---the behavior .

they claim to measure. NRM can be checked by lipth primary .nd see ndary

validity. CRM can be chetcgtd-k primary'validfty alone. T' foc of

validity for CRM is upon 1 'defined judgments relating

relevance of the test to the specific behavior outlined in th- behaviofal

objectives. There are three implications for CRM test scor in the

educational vetting: (1) CRM test scores can evaluate the instructor's
performance; (2) CRM test scores can provide a valuable pretest of

student's behavior; and (3) CRM.test scores can provide a valuable

terminal test of student's behavior.
Implementing CRM into a communication curr c um may attract somei\r....

difficulties. One problem is the manner in which t instructor

determines the criterion. A systematic set of rules are not available

yet to the speech educator. But, there are two guidelines to help in

developing the criterion. First, the consequences of the criterion should

be considered before adopting it. Second, select a criterion which

is obtainable by the student. Another problem is that the instructors

tend to be -pre- occupied with variability on assignment and test scares.

As stated earlier, variability should not be a part of a CRM system.
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A Third problem relates to item analysis on tests. With CRM, an

item should be justified in relation to criterion of mastery rather

than in the traditional manner. Another problem relates to the

reliability of,CRM test item. The best'method for solving this

problem is to match th.test items with the behavioral objectives.

final problem relates to testing procedures as a whole. First,

the total learning system to which CRM is integrated should be thought-

fully considered. Second, the instructor should determine whether ,

formative evAl1ations (frequent exams covering small units ofxlearnihg)

or summative evaluations ( exams covering large blocks of leariing)

will be employed in the course. Third, the length of the test should

be determined by the amount of time available_ and the number of

'objectives included. '
t

Considering both"the strong PliThts and theprobleps associated

.

*
with criterioA,:reference measurement,` it appears that this system has

real potential for answering the issue of educational accountability'

for the field of speech-commnnication. r

The valuevalue of-this article to the reader is that it provides a

reasonably well developed explajnation of CRM and how CRM relees to

the field of'speech-communicdtion,

ti
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"Toward Facilitation of Behavioral Objectives'
in Speech Communication"

Charles Tucker
Speech Teacher, 22(197.3), 241-236

-.Two problems associated with the development of behavioral
objectives in speech communication are analyzed with suggestions' for

-solutions. The first problem involves the difficulty o,f translating
existing'instructiOnal goals into behavioral terms, The other involVes

the transition of abstract cognigim and.affective.gpals into behavioral
terms; -1

It Was noted that there is in 'assumed dispari between the
requirements of behaviorally!.orien'ted teaching and -traditional

. instruction. The traditional approach c.o the development of behavioral,.
guar calls for specification of particular behaviors which students:
should demon rate. Such an approach-places the emphasis on the student
as the comm etorabout.his own lindetstanding

It s uggested that the focilsAm on thetinstructor as,a
communication receiver. Such an approath eecogniies.that judgthents
are currently being made and that,the information being received by
the instructor at any given time actually constitutes student behavior.
In other words, behavioral objectives are already being used and the
ftrst step in developing objectives which' can be consciously used to .

guide course pianningis to become aware,of what 's already being done:
The risk to this kind of approaCh is thateinstructors mayot like what
they.find or may find goals they do not Wish'to reveal to th7:r
students. However, the benefits are that: 1) it permits systematic
improvement by characterizing present standards In,an explicit, .

analyzable form; 2) fi.may increase honesty-toward students; 3) it
Obtmits public discussion of objectives; and 4) it provides a basis
fOrAvaluation instruction.

-A second presumption in the development,of behavioral objectives is
that they should be stated specifically; and concretely. It is argued _

that in some-instances, this reduces tne students' range of choice and
creativity, and it was suggested that it may be more desirable to use

behavioral goals which are abstract. What is necessary is that abstract

goals must be explained in a *cif* and concrete manner..,Carefully-
developed and extensive examples can be used to clarify the goal but
must not-be mistaken for the goal. This type of approach is behavioral

in the sense that it describes what shoul0 be observed if the instructional
,program is effective, while it also encourages creative responses-by
indicating the variety of analyses which might"result.

Given the assumption-that instruction is. improved through the
behavioral description of goals, it is necessary to identify and over-
come common_difftculttes- In-Making such oescriptions. Tucker's article

describes two problems in the development of behavioral objectives. .

. Sug estions for their solution'are prescribed and various examples are
pr vided to illustrate the two'approaches. The article would be helpful

o the communication instructor interested in developing .his/her own
objectives for use in the classroom.

,Donna Jensen
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"Educational Measurement
and Speech Commu.ication Instruction"

Edward L. McGlone
Central States Speech Journal,. 24(1973), 241-245

There are four ways to determine the effectiveness of a curriculum.
First, tho goals are determined; second the goals are operationaiized
to terms of the desirable and undesirable behavior from the student;
third, measurement procedures, such as tests, observation and rating
scales, are set up to provide an objective method for determining the
behavior; and finally, the curiculum and measurement techniques are
administered in a controlled situation and an attempt is ma'e to analyze

the data obtain..1. Many teachers in the speech field object to curriculum
evaluation because they state the curriculum is set up by their state school
boards without consulting them. Also, they state that students are
tired of testing and their final argument is that "What I teach can't be'

-measured by/Objective tests." The analysis of this paper is that the
chief obstaale to curriculum evaluation in the speech field is the un-
willingness to attempt it.

This conclusion is reached because there are numerous sources for
development of a curriculum which can be evaluated. Two valuable sources

for this-are the 1966 volume of the Journal of Education Measurement:
J.T. Hastings, "Curriculum Evaluation: The Why of Outcomes", and Garlie
Forehand's "The Role of Evaluation in Curriculum Research." Also

available to people desiring to develop evlluation are two chapters from
Brooks and Friedrich's text, "Evaluating, urading and Reporting Speech
Performances" and "Teacher-Made Tests." Even though there are numerous
sources to gain the needea information, there are few journal articles
which give actial accounts of this being done, hence the conclusion
that it is not being done because of an unwillingness.

In answer to the teacher complaint that the school boar-le set up
curriculum without consulting themy it should be noted that ,,ast school

boards are willing to listen to evidence that.comes from "co.crolled
objective rese,rch." They did listen to and adopt tracking of students,
standardized tests, and green "black" boards. Therefore, if teachers

want the school boards to listen, they must be able to present the desired

rksearch.
Another worry expressed by the teachers, that of too much testing,

can be answered simply in relation to curriculum evaluation. Test should

be used as a device to identify strengths and weaknesses of11-Program.
They can tell a teacher how well a class is progrf§-iIng and how much the
instruction is helping to accomplish. Finally, tests can be used as a

review and to determine if students can apply the material just covered.
Tests do not equal grades.

The final concern'expressed by teachers, that of measurement, is
answered by Rober Ebel who stated: "Every important outcome of education

can h, measured." A teacher should not be the only judge of Lhe instruction.
It is important that educators in speech learn test construction, rating
scales and observational techniques along with other forms of measurement.
If this evaluation is begun, both teachers and students will gain valuable

1311
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information and educators will have the resources they need to convince
''school decision-makers" the importance of what they are doing.

This article is important fi:ir anyone considering evaluation and
may be even more important for teachers who are not. It provides a.

biBliography to the sources of information needed not only for evaluation,
but test construction as well. Anyone who is now teaching or planning
to te4ch can benefit from reading this article.

Carla Deckert/

..V
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"A Rationale for Using Behavioral Objectives
in Speech-CommunicatIon.Instruction"

Robert J. Kibler, Larry L. Barker, and Donald J. Cegola
Speech Teacher, 19(1970), 245-256.

9

The purpose of the *tide is two-fold: (1) to help speech teachers
become aware of the values in behavioral objectives; andA2) to help speech
teachers employ behavioral objectives in their classes. The article -is

divided into four sections: (1),classification pf objectives; (2) reasons
for using behavioral objectives; (3) controversies about' behaVioral object-
ives; and (4),prospect of using behavioral objectives in-speech pedagogy.'

Objectives can be defined on two levels. First, the general object-
ives which are statements or broad educational goals. Second, the behav
ioral objective is named such because of the behavioral dimensions associated
with this objective. The behavioral objectiVe can also be defined on two
levels: (1) informational objectives; and (2) planning objectives. Both

describe the behavior, its end product and who will perform it. The plan-
ning objective goes on to further describe "the relevant conditions under
which the behavior is performed."

.There are half dozen reasons for.eMploying behavioral objectives.
Firstj'thd writing,of behavioral objectives cause the instructor to set
goals in teaching which define the desired communication behaviths. Second,

the behavioral objectives describe measurable communication behavior from-
the student upon the successful completion of a learning unit. Third,

the behavioral objectives provide meaningful' and well defined criteria
for evaluation of the students communication behavior. Fourth, the behav-
ioral objectives provide the student with a self evaluative tool by which'
to learn communication behavior. Fifth, the/behavioral Objective pro-.
vides the student with discrete and realistic communication behavior which
can be demonstrated and which are obtainable. 'Sixth, the behavioral
objectives encourage the student to improve his/her communication behavior.

There'is some controversy associated with behavioral objectives. The

controversy can be articulated in the following questions: (1) does the

discipline of speech-comunication have the data babe to state desired
communication behaviors for students? (2) are the behavioral objectives'
useful when thp validity of their content is not certain? The first
question would probably be answered negatively. But scholars in the
field should be working toward creating a sufficent data base: The second

question canibe answered affirmatively because many of the content areas
will probably be taught anyWay.

Behavioral objectives have made a profound influence on the American
educational system. Behavioral objectives have the same potential for
influencing speech education if speech educators will accept behavioral
objectives their classes.

The value of this article is that it provides the reader with a clear
but concise understanding of behavior, objectives and how they can improve
speech pedagogy.
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"innovative Instructiwl Strategies for Speech CoMmunication".
William Brooks . .

Today's Speech, 20(1972), 39-47.
,..>

There are many who havOltaken it upon themselves to be bitterly
critical of American education. Paul Goniman, John Holt, Herbert Kohl,

dames Herndon, 'rang Kozal, Judson uerome, Alvin Toeffler, and others
haveJOalled attention to the failure of instructional methods without
providing any constructive 'suggestions. Their counterparts suggest new
and.innovative procedures that they claim will remedy the problems faced

.

L\

in'the classroom, new and innovative' procedures that ate also radical
and unproven. This,article does not suggest the failure of the educa-
tional system,- nor does it suggett that we adopt unproven procedures; ------

. -

it.does suggett that there are at least three innovative instructional'
°strategies that are strong new trends in communication education-that

. haveProven their worth in the tecondary school systeths. . j
.

"These three instructional strategies are: (1) mini-courses,/(2)

game's and simulation, and (3) the utilization of learning environments
outside the classroom. The principles that. govern each of these.strat-

egies are thatstudents will learn better when they:_ know whii they are

trying to learn; value highly what is to be learned; are actively in-
volved in learning processes; and have feedback and confirmation of
learning. - .

--'--- Mini- courses have been used effectively at a number Of high schools
aruund the nation, and when the courses have been structured by the in-

structor or instructional team, they haie proven themselves to be worth-

while-instructional tools.' Together with the proven need for intelligent
structuring, there is a Shown need for activity-oriented instruction so
thai the student will be actively involved in the course and willbe'able
to receive instant feedback and confirmation of learning.

Games anorsimulation have some weaknesses that should be understood
and dealt- with. ,Overuse reduces the impact of such expediences. Emotional '

content of-thelOmes'and/or simulations can bq beyond the students' copeing
abilities. The,inability on the students' part to translate certain games

and simulations into a learning experience sometimes occurs. And, some

of these activities require the student to ;inlay certain roles that are

not condoned by society. If, howeNler, attention is paid to these draw- ,

backs, the games and simulation hat do not contain such weaknesses are

very valuable. Games are gokl-dire ted and simulations involve the

student in "real-life" experiences. 'The goal-orientatibn and simulated ,/

"real-life" experience allow the student: to know Oat they are supposed /
to learn; the pleasure of winning; active involvement; instant feedback

and reinforcement. .

Outside the classroom the student meets with the world. In this

"face-to-face" confrontation, the student finds the concrete reinforce-
ment and definition of his or her need to learn the basics that will aid

their success. Students are also confronted with a wealth of knowledge

that can only be learned with "life-experiences" that an only be found

outside of the classroom. However, the instructor m tbeAgble to guide
the students toward the learning situations and to upport those learning

experienes. This type of learning is not only in e high school, but

is being found in more and more institutions ofnigne learning such as

Open University systems and England's "lighthouse effort".
o
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These alternative strategies are not the answer to all of the

' problems that education faces today. These alternatives:are, howevr,
proven and effective instructional methods, that can aid,the teacher
and the student in the learning experience.

This article not only provides three educational strategies and
their strengths and weaknesses, it also provides a format for investi-
gation of other strategies of instruction; it can provide the teacher
with an insight into today's educationarsystem.1

John 0. Phipps-Winfrey



"An Approach to teaching Interracial Communication"

. Andrea L. Rich and Arthur Smith

Speech Teacher, 19(1970) 138-144.

In any discipline concerned with human communication, the course
dedicated to the study of interracial communication and designed to
promote interracial 'understanding and interaction must have its place.

General objectives for such a class would include: the familiar-

ization of. the student with general communication theory, and teaching
the'student to apply the knowledge of communication theory in the diag-
noSis of communication problems and breakdowns. Specific objectives

would include: (1) discovery of attitudes toward self and/or subject
matter and/Dr the communication receiver, (2) terms of value systems,

____(3) terms_of 'positions -held in- -the social-cultural system, and.(4) levels
o.

:

kdowledge of the subject,
It is suggested that David Berlo's communication model (Source-

M siage-Channel-Response) serve as ,a superstructure for organization of '

class actNities. The source's'encoding of message into symbols, and
the rece6er's decoding of that message, reflect the problem of-message
fidelity, that is so important to interracial communication. In using'
this model we include three more specific objectives in the course:
Students will have to be able to demonstrate the disparity In language
codes and howthat affects effective interracial communications as well
as engage in discussioneof aspects of race relations and interaction
problems which concern them. The students will, also, demonstrate their
-understanding, of,projectipn of overt and covert intents that affects

source and receiver. )) .:,

A suggested method of teaching such a course is the Dialogue -

Lecture method which uses an interracial team of teachers that will
discuss topics'in dialogue fashion: Such a team would-provide insights
into the formation of concepts through creative dialogue, and the worth

of intefrracial dialogue. There is another reason tojavor such an

approach: if a black or a white ran an interracial course there could
be problems with students feeling that there is partiality or a lack of
understanding on the part of the instructor. Also, small'group discussion
and laboratory observation.Of those small group discussionsshould be

sued to aid the understanding of the specific objectives of this course.
Selected class assignments could include work which would teach

the significance of value systems, the need for interracial communication,
attributes of attitude, and language differences and similarities. Stu-

dents could t?e sent into the ghettos in role-reversal situations to build
a black lexicon and experience the problems'of that area.

Evaluation emphasis in grading projects and essays that would be
the bests of course grades would be on the innovation and creativity
demOnstrated4 and on the diagnostic ability of the student:k In the class
discussions, students would be graded on, their abilities in avoiding
communication breakdowns, their ability to correct such breakdowns, and,
their abilities in perception, diagnosis, and curing communication problems.

This 1970-article may seenNated to the reader, but many of the .

concepts are still valid. This course design points up many of the possi-

ble problems of such a course as well as many of the reasons for creation
of such a course.
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Potpourri

This is a collectionof important articles that would not be
included in any of the previous sections. This group ranges from self-
criticism of the field and exhortations for the future to frameworks for
career opportuntti9 in the field.

This section is the last or the ninety articles abstracted. To the
reader who has diligently read all the previous material in search of an
understanding of the field and appreciation for its body of knowledge,
please do not use it solely as ironicbat the last article is titled
"...but What Can I do With a Major ilieneral'Speech?"

Gerald R. Miller, "Humanistic and Scienti-liC Approaches to Speech Communi-
cation Inquiry: Rivalry, Redendancy, or-Rapprochement.'

Robert C. Jeffrey, "Speech and the Humanities: Departmental Philosophy."
Donald C. Bryant, "Retrospect and Prospect:, 1970.
James*E. Roever, "New Orleans, Wingspread and Pheasant Run Briefly

Revisited."
K. Phillip Taylor and Raymond W. Buchanan, "Vocational Marketability-

of Communication Competencies."
Kathleen M. Jamieson and Andrew D. Wolin, "Non-Teaching Careers in

Communication: Implications for the Speech Communication Curriculum."
Jane Work, "Out of the Ivory Tower and into the Marketplace."
Kenneth R. Williams, "...but What Can I Do with a Major in General Speech?"
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"Humanistic and Scientific Approaches to Speech Communication inquiry:
Rivalry, Redundancy, or Rapprochement"

Gerald R. Miller
Western Journal of Speech Communication, 39(1975), 230-239.

The perceived gulf between humanistic and scientific students of

speech communication was a burden to the field for years. Although

recently the rivalry.seems to have died down, it still seems-worth-.
while to.establish distinctions among various approaches to inquiry.-
,To view such an effort as redundant is to miss"the understanding that

can be'gained by'defining both the terms and their inner workings.

Three major reasons for a.scholarly,question-asking will, be delineated,

along with their relationships to each other.
The first major reason spetch'communication scholars ask questions

is for the purpose of developing empirical statements that possess
generalized predictive and/or explanatory.validity. This motive chara-

terizes the scientific approach. to speech communication inquiry. The

focus of his inquiry is on the generalized predictive and explanatory

validity he can discover.
Thesecond-reason-students-of-speech-cormiurtteation-may ask ques-

tions is for the purpose of drawing factual conclusions about a specific

Communicative phenomenon. This motive characterizes part'of the human-

istic approach.' The assumption here is that certain specific situations

and individuals are of sufficient interest and import to merit investi-

gation in and of themselves.
The third reason for inquiry by speech communication scholars may

be a desire to arrive at ethical or aesthetic judgMents of communicative

phenomena. This motive characterizes the other part of the humanistic

approach. The goal of this type of inquiry is tp articulate reasoned

value judgments about a communicative act, or acts.
All three of these reasons for inquiry may call for such tools of

research as content analysis and previously developed sets of generali-

zations.' Yet that does not make all such activity scientific. In the

pursuit of scientific inquiry, a scholar may introduce conceits_ and

terminology commonly associated with humanistic thought. It-is also

possible that in t.e pursuit of one type of inquiry, the researcher may
develop an-interest in the other type and change purposes. What deter-

mines the approach to inquiry is the researcher's purpose for posing and

pursuing the question.
These three motives are all needed if the goal of research and

scholarship is to arrive at the fullest posOble understanding of the

complex process of speech communication. Yet to assert that scholars

working in these areas can complement each other is' not to say that

they are all doing the same thing. Perhaps the reason previous efforts

to delineate differences in various approaches failed was due to,their

basically self-serving interests. If the distinctions Can,be drawn to

place scientific and humanistic approaches in a complementary,' rather

thairan---tdentical or an antagonistic posture, perhaps rapprochement .can

be made.
The need for mtiple approachesaches to speech communication 'inquiry

has been adequately demonstrated: Their relationships should be clear

after reading this article. The student,of speech communication, having
read and accepted this presentation, can now move- forward with inquiry,

no longer burdened with the question of,which approach has more merit.
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"Speech and the Huthanities:
Departmental Philosophy"

Robert.C.. Jeffery

Saut ern Speech Communication Journal,A1(1976), 158-164.

The, article is a reproduOtion of a'slieech. After the customary
opening cliches, comments are directed tovk)10 the crisis of the shift
from humanistic trends'in education to vocational trends. The educa-

tional system has alloWed the marketability of graduates to dominate.
The system is not training students to think and analyze independently
and to distinguish facts from propaganda and truths from half-truths
and lies." Only through the humanistic values can real education'of
minds be of value to the'nation.

Testimony of authorities in speech related vocational fields and
statistics lend creditability to the e nce of the crisis. Charles

Guggenheim, twnety-year media political organizer, said that
students 'are coming out of college quite able to operate any machine
or name the arts of the machine, bqt they are unable to caculate the
validity of What they send to the public through the machine. Because

of thi's the media can be manipulated by outsiders in order to "shade"
s..___.(Ane:5ample being Watergate) Between 1967 and 1974 there

was a thirty-three perCent-lass-4mAirbal aptitude of students taking
the Scholastic Aptitude Test.. At the University-of-Caltfprnia at
Berkley, forty-five percent of the entering freshmen requiredegMedtal____
work in English.

There are several reasons for the existence of this crisis. One

is thichanging social trends of students seeking relevance in society.
This search has caused more student dtscontent and apathy, and because
of students' attitudes schools have begun innovative teaching methods
emphasizing motivation and neglecting education. A second reason is

education's dependency upon public monies. Since government (the public).

is paying for more segments of educational institutions there has been
a demanded shift from quality to quantitY in education. In 'turn, both

of these reasons have forced many teachers to give up on the thought
processes of students and concentrate on the production ability. Fred

Hargaden, Dean of Admissions at Stanford University, identifies one
of the reasons for illiteracy as television and-visual media id general.
These visual aids present problem solutions disallowing any thought
process of the viewer.

Because students are losing the ability to connect thought with
its proper symipol, this article is of definite value to challenge
students' thou4hts about the quality-of their education. The.artfcle

exposes a crisis which transends the limited boundries presented, and
is an article Which should be given toR,priority in students' reading.

Jeanette McDaniel'
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"Retrospect and Prospect: 1970"

Donald C. Bryant
Quarterly Jcurnal of Speech., 57(1971), 1-10

A

The article is an edited manuscript of the President's,address
which Donald Bryant presented to the members Of the Speech-Communication
Association during,its national convention in New Orleans in 1970. The \
article briefly surveys the history and points toward the future of the
field of Speech-Communication.

Around the turn of the century speech was a sub- division of English
departments in most universities in the United States. As time pro-
gresSed speech scholars and teachers became discontented with the climate,
status, and- ademic freedom in the English departments. In 1913 and .

1914, the fore athers of th ec:s-communication field seceded from the
English establ hmen ounded speech as a separate field of
academic study.

Since academic f
conflict, it would s em reasonable that scholarship and pedagogy
would-be the key te ants of the speech field. Winans and Woolbert have
handed down a rich teaching heritage to speech professionals. Wichelbs,

Hudson et. al. have handed down a rich heritage of scholarship to
speech professionals.

The forefathers of the speech-communication field spent consider-
able time expressing theidifferences with their former English ties.
The present generation spends too much time dealing with the "academic
and scholarly pecking order" and defending their field's educational
domain. The rhetoricians,and the behatdoral scientists of the
present generatton have-teen fighting an ongoing battle. The present

---,generation of speech-communication professionals should turn their
energy away from these conflicts and pursue more learning, more
research and a more humane scholarship.

The new SCA division of rhetoric and communication theory should
bring the behavioral scientist .of the New Orleans conference and the
rhetorican of the Wing Spread andPheasant Run conferences together
for the purpose of humanistic study and'speech instruction. Professionals

in the field of speech-communication should pool their energy, their
genius, their imagination, their enterprise and their wisdom if speech-
communication professionals are to meet the challenging problems of
the future.

The value of this article is that it provides the reader with
glimpse of the history and, heritage of the field of-speech -communi-

cation.

edom was.at the heart of 'the English and speech

Linus H. Brandt
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"Ntw Orleans, Wingspread and
Pheasant Run Briefly Revisited"

James E. Roever
Western Speech, 38(1974), 7-12.

The purposc'of the article was to make An assessment of where the
discipline'of speech-communication was at; where it was.going in e

short term future, and several suggestions on long term goal setting
for the`discipline..

The article began by briefly reviewing a number of contemporar
conferences held by speech-communication scholars. At the flew Orlea
Conference the behavioral or scientific research approach to'studying
human communication came of age. The other conferences, Wingspread an

Pheasant Run, gave the rhetorical approach to studying human commun
tion a vote of confidence.

In 1970 the Speech-Communication Association treated a new division

of scholarship by combining both the rhetoric division and the behavioral
sciences division to make the division of rhetorical and communication
theory. studies. With this stepthe discipline seemed to unify two com-

. peting factions into one unified group.
During the early seventies most communication departments thought

of the future in terms of the next four of five years. But the author'

of the article recommends a more contemporary orientation to future
goal setting: "futurism." With t is new type of orientation the dis-

cipline would project goals in s of two or three decades in the

future instead of four of five years in the future. For this orienta-

tion to work, rhetoricians and scientists would need to work hand in

hand toward an understanding of human communication.
The value of this article to the reader is that it gives the

reader a glimpse of the contemporary histofy of the speech-communication
discipline. It offers a broader and deeper orientation toward future
study of human communication. .

S.

Linus H. Brandt
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"Vocational Marketability of Communication Competencies"
K. Phillip Taylor and Raymond W. Buchanan

The Southern SpeechCommunication Journal, 38(1973), 285-291.

This article focuses on the problem of vocational opportun'cies
for the individual with an academic background in speech communication.
Tft problem was'cdnsidered severe enough to warrant attention at the
1072 Summer Conference of the Speech Communication Association. Spokes-
men from business and industry reported that while employers could iden-
tify the need for speech communication competence and faiiitihr career
opportunities, the current=supply of college graduates far surpassed the
demank For some time, the teaching profession' bsorbed a number of
communication specialists,.. but that.changed and the Office of Education
began reporting the growing surplus orteachers.

The problem thusly identified, the authors suggest-two possible. A

courses of action. The first, and admittedly irresponsible possibility,
would be to put the entire job responsibility onto to,students. The 4

second option-would be to ascertain the communication needs in industry=
and to jrepare students for those areas.

keeping with the second option, survey questions were sent out
to 183 businesses and governmental agencies'in the Southeast. -Each'organ-
ization was asked five questions concerning the importance of. communication
to their operation, potential problems in communication, and the need
for supervisory personnel with communication training. The 42 percent
whd responded to 'the questionnaire ranked thejollowintriteria in

Spa person for amanagerial .or supervisory position: (A)-Ability
Sp get along, with others; (B) Technical skills; (C) College degree;'
(U) Leadership training including communication skills and puNic rela-
tions; and (E) Previous work experience., On the basis of these rankings,
organizations responding were categorized as "Technical-Skills Oriented" R

or Mon-technical Service Oriented". Of major concern to the research-
ers was the importance attached to (a) the ability to get along with

others and (d) leatiership training. The response to both was signifi-

cant. The resultant information indicated that industry's perception
of-potential problems'in organizational communication suggested a need
for personnel trained to face these problems. The results clearly indi-
cated that.industry needed and wanted individuals with backgrounds in
communication, The areas of need (employee, customer, and public rela-
tions, personnel and management development, internal and external
publications, and sales)Aqere suggested by the questionnaire respondents
themselves. A somewhat negative side issue came to the surface when
several respondehts indicated their total lack of familiarity with
communications as an academic discipline.

The article charges the professor of communication to ensure that
the student's training in communication is adaptable, relevant, and
marketabje, in addition to keeping both the communication major and his
potential employees abreast of the/ rewarding pdssibilities each offers
the other. This is, of course, the more responsible of the two options
identified at the beginning of the study.

Theodessa SafAr



0"Non-Teaching Careers in Communication:
Implications for the Speech Communication Curriculum"

Kathleen M. Jamieson and Andrew O. Wolvin
Communication Education, 25(1976),7283-291.

For those with an interest in the field, ;the- usefulness of a
degree in speech communication in the current marketplace is ,a most

-timely concern. The traditional career goal of teaching iethis area
is a diminishing option, necafsitating a serious study of alternative

means of employment. This study must not only be made by the student

himself, bilt also hy university speech communication departments, if
they are to mailtaih a realistic approach to education.

4 A questionnaire'useeto survey forty-two graduates of the M.A.
program in Speech Communication at the Uhiversity of Maryland within .

the past five years-asked the respondents to describe their positions,,
assess the - competencies requireckby these positions, and evaluate the

,adequacy of their preparation for their chosen career. Those with

positions in tdaching and those pursuing further education were 'luded I:

from the study. The survey revealed positions in three basic categoriet,
described some-specific training needed for'spkific jobs, uncovered
two interesting limitations in the field, and demonstrated the neat for

early and careful career planning..

The positions described dan be categorized as (1) employment in

federal, state, or local governmental agencies, (2) employment on or
related to Capitol Hill', and (3) employment intrade and professional

associations ar0101.private industry. Included in the first category

were positions )31 Personnel analyst in county governMent work, a,

- management analyst with the federal Civil Service Commission, and an
employee development specialist with the National- Oceanic and Atmos-

. 'pheric Administration. Capitol ,Hill positions included case Work*
legislative correspondence, legislative research, press work, speech-

, writing, work with the electroniC media, and lobb ,ying. Those in the

private sector included positions as public relations directors, comtun-
cation directors, communication analysts, and speaker/speechwriters.

Some specific suggestions for those interested in specific areas .

of employment were mentioned by. the respondents. Support work in

journalism was recopmended for those interested in public relations or

communication directorships. In addition to journalism, those on

Capitol Hill- recommended support 'work in Overnment and politics.
Those employed as communication trainers suggested courses in industrial -

psychology and adult education. Research analysts called for additional

preparation in the areas of quantitative methods and interviewing.
general; co-curricular activities and internship programs were empha-

sized as worthWhile,by most-respondents.
The limitations in iie field that surfaced were both related to

.- job satisfaction. Women were consistently paid,from $1,000 to, $3,0001

less than men in identical positions, except in the federal governments

Secondly, of the 90% of the students surveyed who had held teaching
assistantships while at the-university, 20% reported a preference far

teaching experiences to those they currently held.
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In evaluating their training, most ff)\they Kid been adequately

prepared.. Two important factors emerged. The-university made efforts

to.guide students in their - decisions, through a dareful: study of the

needs. of the Immediate area to determine the'potttionsexailable and
then tailoring their programs to meet competencies requiied to -secum

them. The students, for their part, emphasized the need. to decide
(early on a goal, so maximum career directed studies and training could
be obtained. .

This'survey gives a student of_speech'communication some very .

significant infbrmation in terms of career opportunities outside of
teaching and nedesary preparations to qualify for such positions.
Secondly, it serves as a challenge to other universities to tailor
their programs to the needs of students graduating in their own geo
graphic areas. :Finally, it makes'clkar .the need to recognize that an

education in the "liberal art" of speech communication shoul4 and can
lead:to earning a living.

-k
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Out of the Ivory Tower andinto the Ma
Jane Work

Communication Education, 25(1976),

rketplace"

317-319.

It is clear that in the future more and more speech communication
majors.will seek employment outside the well known ivory towers. The
demand for new college faculty is rapidly diminishing. Yet the need
for those possessing speech communication skills in business, indust;,,,
and-government is at an all time high. A problem is that many of these
sources of employment fail to realize that speech communication majors
have the skills and competencies they need. Speech communication edu,
cators must address a second problem They must be sure that the educa-
tion provided is career relevant.

The career-releted speech communication competencies must be first
identified at each institution. One survey repc-:ted that most speech
communication departments have not identified these competencies. Those
which claimed to have done so, however, have reported them or.,y as course
titles, not cometency descriptions.

A second challenge is for the departments to recognize the needs for
related studies in pursuing career goals. Not only must the depart-ant
determine the career needs, they must help students define the own

career goals. Both exploring the field and counseling their students
to meet the needs of the field are responsibilities of the speech commun-
ication departments.

The fundamental needs, then are for iden4.1=ying groups of functional
speech communication competencies, relating-then to specific career clus-
ters, guiding students into curriculum patterns that will assure them the
opportunity to utilize their knowledge of human nmmunication, and making
their abilities known to potential employers.

The challenge to the reader is to be sure that he recognizes the
need to prepare adequately and specifically enough to fill a need. The
challenge to speech communication departments is to follow the suggestions
outlined which will lead to=better career preparation. Both needs must
be recognized and met if speech communication as a study is to grow as
it could.

ti
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. but What Can I Do with
a Major in General Speech?"

Kenneth R. Williams
Western Journal of Speech Communication, 35(1971), 124-129.

This.article is presented in the form of a problem-reasons-solution
essay. The problem presented and examined is that of the career value
of a General Speech majo-. It is a problem common to all speech depart-
ments and a problem which must be solved if speech departments are to
survive.

The major reason for the ;problem is departments' reluctance to face
said problem c in cases when the problem has been faced the tendency to
attempt such simple solutioA as renaming the major. (Exem.le: changing

the name General Speech to Organizational Communication.) "False" solu-

tions like that can only temporarily attract students. Another reason.

is that far too many speech departments are academically oriented rather
thin career- oriented. An adjunct to this is that society is becoming
increasingly career conscious and students seek reassurance of jobs before

committing themselves to a major field of study. A third reason for lack
of career-oriented speech departments is the problem of finding qualified
staff members to carry out pra-professional programs if a curriculum were

to be devised.
A solution or-criterion-upon-which te base a change in curriculum

is that-courses-should be organized in a way that =(1) 'prepares students

to be better qualified than their competitors for specific career entry
positions"; (2) "enables students to progress more rapidly and success-
fully through professional and on- the -job training program; (3) "gives
students some inherent advantages over their competition :n occupational
mobility and career progression". Included is a minimal list of sevri
specific abilities that a career-oriented graduate of a General Speech
curricula should possess: (1) ability to select *Ally essential informa-

tion; (2) ability to select effective course of action; (3) ability to
arrive at well-reasoned so' tions; (4) ability to com.dinate-plans and
actions; (5) ability to ad pt to changing conditions; (6) ability to
maintain superior performance; (7) ability to presefit information effici-

ently. Also included is a warning that a pre-professional speech program
must keep the major in the speech context and not attempt a specialized
training program in'any given area.

Desire is the only real "stumbling block" to a pre-professiorial
approach within a speech department, and until speech departments estab-
lish a pre- professional approach, students interested in the speech area
will continue to question the value of a General Speech major. To help

those interested in pre-professional approaches William's concludes the
article with the illustration of the program design of a pre-professional

speech career in Air Traffic Control.
A student may us* this article to (1) identify a pre-professional

speech education, (2) recrgni)ze the abilities that a pre-professional
program can teach, and (3) evaluate a speech department in relatio' to

pre-professional training available. The article gives an understanding
of how a speech department may interact with other departments to form
a "total career picture". The article is limited in that it does not

indicate any pTace to fine aditional information about pre-professional
speech training.
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Small Group Decision Making:
A Review-o the Literature, 1970-1975

David A. Bullock.

In the development of communication theory, an area of particular
value to those outside the field is decision making in small groups.
Especially in business, the need is great for. effective procedures to
increase the facilitation and quality of decisions. Whether the level
of the decision Is great or small, predictive formulations for the success
of the group decision hold great interest. This, then, is meview of
the literature published in speech communication journals btaleen 1970
and 1975, inclusive, concerning decision making in small groups.

Qecision making is often equated with problem soliing. Since task
groups in other than experimental latoratory-tiituations are often faced
with adtivities which involve both kinds of behavior, the two will in
treated as interchangeable. The fact that differences in definition can
and often are proffered will not be denied. For the purpose of this
review, however, both are important and so closely related as to be
indistinguishable. In short, the behaviors which facilitate decisions
and improve their quality affect both decision making and problem solving
activities it the same way. In reviewing the literature, the usefulness -

of the findings for application in actual small group decision making
situations will be considered in each case.

Two articles have appeared during this time period which offer
recommendations for futgre research. Gouran' calls for more research
which would increase communication theory through concentration, on some
specific areas relating to decision making. Such focus of efforts would
yield Answers with.which'to generate reliable predictive theories.
Fisher concludes that the task and socio-emotional dimensions of a,group
are inseparably interdependent. He calls for direct observation of
communicative behavior in the process of group interaction. Although
both of these articles suggest some very. relevant needs for future study,
this information has value only to those whose chief interest is in
carrying out'such research.

Ten articles report experiments relating to decision making/problem
solving variables. All have something to offer in terms of both theory
building and practicle application. In Nelson, Petelle, and Monroe's
report, a new twist is added to.an old idea.. The use of a topical
system to aid the ,.creative process of brainstormingvas tested in th
small-group setting. The results indicate that .topical terms aid in t,
generation of creative ideas by giving focus to the technique and theref.,,
increasing the quality ofthe-ideas generated. Thus, if one can supply
a list of terms which relate .to the question under discussion, one could
expect an increase in the quality of the output as a net result.

Leathers4 posited and found a direct relationship between levels of
abstraction and disruptive feedback response,, and between levels of
facetiousness and disruptive feedback response. The.feedback response
became increasingly confused, tense, and withdrawn as the level of abstrac-
tion of stimulus statements moved froth low to high. The feedback response
becamvincreasingly personal and inflexible as the level of facetiousness

r-
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moved from low to high. T4ese findings on the degree of disruptiveness
of feedback to such stimuli have some very specific meanings in practi-
cal application. In training persons to function in small group settings,
it should be stressed that input which is concrete and sincere will be
most facilitating ih reaching.a decision.

In an experiment,on distributional and sequential structure of
communication in. problem solving and informal groups, Gouran and Baird5

reported that problem solving groups dicKnot show greater structure
than informal groups. Both types tendedto possess a relatively low
tolerance for disagreement: However, in the problem solving groups,
responses to disagreement Were resolved bye supplying pertinent %forma-

_
tion rather than by personal expression ofvdisagreement. The application
of th4 finding is more in the realm of knowing what to expect in practice.
As Gouean and Baird mentioned, a statement by statement analysis such
as they used does not really show all that causes a given response. In

fact, as I consider it, it seems that people sometimes "tune out" the
preceding statement in preparation for speaking, thus eliminating any
possible effect it might have on what they say. This behavidr, if
accepted as a common possible pattern, would negate the findingsof any
statement by statement analysis.

In an experimental study of quality of group commbnication as a
determinant of group results, Leathers° found that facilitated communi-
cation produced much higher quality solutions. Facilitation was through
such procedures as keeping records of ideas on which concensus was
reached; following a set organizational format; brainstorming; summar-'
izing lengthy contributions; nositively reinforcing clear,.concise
expretsions; and establishing continuity by relating contributions to
the immediately preceding contribution. Each of these provide natural
steps for implementation in practical application.
0 Bell/ reports the relationship between high substantive stimuli
and feedback response and between high affective stimuli and feedback
-response. In each case,' the response followed the pattern of the
stimulus. Thus to get more substantive results, the input must be more
substantive.

Larson and Gratz8-compared two methods of teaching skills and
attitude for small group discussion. T-Group training was comared to
the standard prOblem solving discussion course. The differences in the
two-methods were slight in terms of eliciting, open-mindedness and
critical thinking. However, T-Group training did produce greater problem-
solving accuracy, probably due to more actual application of the con-
cepts in the course. Both methods offer ways to increase all' three
behaviors, as shown in advances beyond a Control group. The need to
teach methods to facilitate small group decision making-becomes obviotts.

The effects of reward criteria were studied by Saine and Bock.9
They found in their experiment that the condition-which produced a com-
petitive atmosphere for reward produced ore competing analytic state- -)
ments. The condition which produced coo eratio produced more socio-
emotional messages. Following Bel ' ndings mentioned above, the
more analytic statements-should yield more analytic responses, thus
raising the level of the entire discussion. Furthermore, the sequential
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structure was much higher in the competitive atmosphere than in the
cooperative one. If sequential structure can be shown to correlate with
more effective decisions, then it might indicate a need to produce some
form of individual reward structure ,in actual practice. Since this

experiment offered,as rewards potential grade advantages'in introductory
speech courses, however, the experiment may have yielded more,competi-
tion than other, more intangible rewards s'uch as would likely be afforded
individuals in more practical situations. '

An experiment contrasting thesize of a group with the distribu-
tional and sequential structure was performed by Saine, Schulman, and
Emerson.10 They found that groups of four and six members yielded much
higher distributional structure (measured across eight content categories)
than twc-and eight member groups. In terms of sequential structure, the
amount of structure was inversely proportional, to group size. In appli-

cation, ,these findings would seem to indicate that four to six member
groups afford better discussion structure overall than larger or smaller
groups.

The effect of verbal agreement on leadership maintenance in problem
solving discussions was studied by) .umsden." She found threw areas of
significance relative to verbally agreeing leaders: Such leaders were
perceivee as more objective; members gave-stronger support_to agreeing
leaders; and they expressed more concurrence with the gtemp decision
when the leader expressed agreement throughout the discussion. \If such
resultant behaviors are directly related to good decision making,\then
leadership which emphasizes verbal agreement should be a prerequisite
in leader selection.

The other experiment reported during this time-frame studied th,*
effects of female leadership in small problem solving groups. Yerby"
found that attitudes toward female role identification and sex compos-
ition.significantly affect the responses of group members toward a
female leader and toward the croup. Specifically, in a population
hostile to fethale leadership, a woman does better w th all male sub-

, ordinates. She farei better in a mixed group in a p pulation of indi-
viduals receptive to female leadership. Here again if good leadership

yields good decision making, these are also import nt considerations
in structuring small groups.

There were seven field studies conducte in the area of small

group de6ision making between 1970 and 1975. The findings provided some
useful application possibilities, but in some cases, were more restrict-

. ed in scope.
Im study of patterns of verbal.task behavior in decision making,

. Fisher" found four phases which he labeled orientation, conflict,
emergence, and reinforceme-t. Orientation was characterized by getting
acquainted, clarifying, and tentatively expressing attitudes. The

characteristic of the second phase is dissent. The third phase is
characterized by the diss%prtion of conflict-in the form. of comments
ambiguous toward the decision proposals. Phase four has a character-
istic pattern of predominantly favorable attitudes consistently re-
ceiving-positive reinforcement. These phases may not always appear
in every group striving for a decision, but they do offer a possible
means of monitoring the process. Of particular value to the development
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of further communication theory is this demonstration that interaction
patterns can be observed directly, free from the overt influences-of
the socio=emotional dimension.

Valentine end Fisher made a study of verbal innovative deviance
in small groups:14 Focusing on the four phases he reported above, .he
found verba'l innovative deviance to be quite acceptable during the
conflict phase and,, to some extent during the, emergence phase. Such

deviance was detrimental during the initial and final phases of orien-
tation and reinforcement, however. This, then, confirms theaccepta-
bility of verbal innovativkdeviance at certain points, at least, in
small group decision making.

Tucker found some interesting communication patterns in his study
of academic policy making.15 He found that faculty' committees de not
behave according to their formal description. They are aennomous,
unpredictable, and heavily committed to delay until consensus is reached.
Consequefitly, they tend to resolve very little. Though of consequence
to universities, this study offers little for the world outside of
academia.

In anotherlstudy by Fisher,16 some more useful understandings were
made known. Two patterns ofsiecisfon modification emerged. The first,

was modification by lowering t level of abstraction of the language
in which"the proposdls were fr ed. The second was to re-introduce
proposals in modified form at a roximately the same levels of abstrac-__

tion. Consciously following the two patterns in small group decision
making may very well yield better cisions, o at least.faster decisions.

Grunig studied the dimensions o cation in community
groups facing low-cost housing. 17 Montgomery - County, Maryland, a sub-
urban area just outside Washington, D.C. was selected as the site for
this study. Grunig found that individuals and gro"ups communicate with
othe',individuals and other groups which perceive the problem in the
same way the" do. They also better understand persons or groups with
which they have been communicating more tilan those with which they have
had little communication. The consequent al!enation which the poor feel
in trying to give input to the community decision process is most '
apparent. A second implication of this study is that communication in
the community is quite segmented. These findings give some insight, ,

into the problems of communication at the community level.
Kline studied orientation and opinionated ess in small group problem

solving.discussion.18 He found some quantifiab ces of both vari- '

ables which should be useful in relating them to consensus. Recognition
of the variables might have limited use to group participants.

Finally, Mears studied communication networks in business organiza-
tions.18 He cited findings of the effectiveness of the circle, free
circle,. wheel, and chain networks in various decision making situations. ,

There were reasons for changing from one to another, but the change always
brought a decline in productivity until the members adjusted to it. The

effects noted in"this study, though interesting,,are not necessarily
applicable to other situations. Mears did not really draw any definitive
conclusions for future application.

SW.
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The literature in the field of small group decision.making
reviewed has offered some valuable insights. Looking back through
it, one finds several behaviors which will facilitate better deciSion
making. Other ideas are also available to help understand the process.

-However, there are some area further research is indicated. If

the areas of research Gouran'and Fisher indicate are followed

even more valuable understanding should be brought to light. Perhaps
then_that_segment of communication theory will be reasonably complete,
facilitating reasonably accurate predictions.
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Focus and Evaluation
In the Interpersonal Communication Course:

A Review of the Literature
Donna Jensen

The 1970's brought change to' the speech discipline. , In fact, it
might be suggested that the discipline evolved into speech communication.
Decreasing emphasis was placed on teaching basic pudic speaking and
voice and articulation, while colleges and universities increasingly
offered interpersonal communication courses as the basic speech offering.

1

This changing focus is examplified by the program at Kansas
'University.L In 1967, 11 sections of a new interpersonal communication
course were. offered while 40 sections of public speaking were scheduled.

In 1970, 56 sections were offered in interpersonal communication:and
only six in basic public speaking. A 1969 study by the School of
Education showed that interpersonal communication was the most popular
required course when in 1966, 50 percent of seniors surveyed wanted to
abolish the speech requirement.

It has been suggested that the increasing emphasis on,interpersonal
tommUnication arose in response to student demands in the 196Q's that
course offerings should be more "relevant to the real world." i People

living in an age of transition found their values in flux and teachings
which focused on the self and self-actualization became popular:
Ilardo stirred controversy among speech scholars when he suggested that
the popularity of interpersonal communication reflected "a widespread
need for therapy." Jandt replied that interpersonal communication was
not mass therapy but the academic study of.hr values and self-identity

are formed through face-to-face interaction. ° He argued such study was

-'consistent with the academic tradition in the speech discipline.
The newness; the comOlexity, and the controversy surrounding inter-

personal communication has apparently contributed to problems in a
concrete conceptualization of interpersonal commgnication as the
definitions are many and varied. ° After reviewing various aspects of

defining interpersonal communication, Cushman and Florence suggested

it might be viewed as:
. . . the transfer of symbolic information which has as

its principal goal the coordination of human activity in regard
to the present4tion, development, and validation of individual

self concepts.'
If this definition cah serve to explain what interpersonal comm

cation is, the question still remains, what actually happens in the
interpersonal communication classroom. What does one learn when he

learns interpersonal communication? How does one teach it? How does

an instructor know when learning has occurred? A number of speech

scholars have addressed the subject of what objectives should serve as
the framework for the interpersonal communication course and what
activities could be conducted to facilitate achieving these objectives.
The purpose of, this paper is to review th' literature on interpersonal
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communication instruction and to identify various approaches to course
content and objectives. Specific attention will be focused on the
methods of evaluation which have been developed for use in the inter-
personal communication classroom.

Literature Review

One of the first concerns of speech scholars interested in developing
the interpersonal communication course was to determine what should be
the focussif the course. The following seven authors suggested various
approaches-to organizing course materials and activities.

Mehrley and Backes called for a "revolution" in introductory speech
courses, suggesting there was a lack of evidence that students could
transfer principles learned in public speaking courses to other forms
of interaction. u They contended that formal-individual oral performances
should not be included in the course, but that active two-way communi-
cation exchange§ should be encouraged to increase students' under:Italia-6g

of the communisation process. ,

A similar approach vas proposed-by-Schuelke-in-the-consensus-Model.'
He suggested that a wide range of communication-related subjects could
be used as materials and that specific interests and activities could be\
identified through consensus between the instructor and the students.
Schuelke suggested that a course focus on the broad field of communica- 1/4---,

tion would provide the opportunity for a "greater understanding of
historical, critical, experimental, and social ramificatiohs of communi-
catfon."10

Stewart proposed that beginning courses focus on the transactional
nature of interpersonal communication and the importance of Rersonal
involvement to instill in student an appreciation for the uniqueness
of different relationships. 11 SYewart suggested the term, interpersonal
communication, could be approached as a quality-term referring to a

desirable level of'interaction.
e role which interpersonal relationships play in the socialization

pro ess was the focus suggested by Jandt, whose own course concepts

are related to the continuing process through which each individual

acqu res awareness of his own uniqueness.12 Jandt reported that such a

program is geared to developing an intellectual understanding of a set

of concepts arid principles which underlie the speech communication
process and attitudes, feelings, valuer, and sk 's which contribute

to effective communication.,
Rossiter also concludedthat skills should be emphasized in inter-

personal communication an at the course could even be organized
around the particular skill of metacommunication.13 Such an approach

would help to focus conscious attention on the process of interaction,
familiarize students with metacommunication and help them to feel

comfortable using it in exercises and structured experiences.
Balance between a behavioral orientation and a cognitive orienta-

tion was argued for by Conville.14 He suggested:
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Cognitive goals by nature deal with things inside the

student. The place to look, therefore, is into the learner's
concrete,.gersonal unique experience of communication

learning./
.

Conville suggested that since no universal rules for appropriate
communication behavior exist and that judgments of appropriateness
must ttemfrom an ndividual's experiences, the teaching process should

lAcbe built around ex riences.
W. Barnett Pear e suggested that a "humane scientific" approach

should direct the course. lia He said such an approach is rooted in the

social sciences and emphasizes meanings.and mentalistic terms as well ,

as'behavidrs. Thus, this approach strikes a balance between cognitive

and behavioral objectives.'
Each of these authors were primarily concerned with identifying

Central themes for the interpersonal communication course. The chrono-

logical development of the course is reflected in these approaches. The

first approaches were geared to broadening the'public speech focus to
include other forms of interaction while later articles suggested

focusing on specific interpersonal skills. While these articles sugges-

ted overall objectives, little attention was focused on measuring
attainment of these objectives..

Other scholars have considered specific kinds of activities which

might be undertaken in. the classroom. Numerous exercises and projects

have-been presoWibed in textbooks and instructors' manuals. The' few .

activities whidh are reviewed in.this paper reflect supplementary

activities described in speech journals and conference papers. These

activities reflect three approaches: 1) self=analysis, 2) the case

study method, and 3)* computer simulation.
In response to a need for moie effective assignments in communi-

cation courses, Zima developed a self-analysis inventory.17 Students

were asked to complete an eight-item questionnaire which asked the

student to assess his/her own effectivgness as an interpersonal face-to-

face communicator, to describe situations in which he/she had the most

difficulty communicating, to discuss attitudes and values which affected

his/her-interpersonal communicationOfnd other probes about communication

behavior. The students then met in small groups to share and discuss

this information which allowed them practice in giving and receiving

-feedback. This exercise was reviewed because it was suggested that such.

an activity could serve as a starting point for teaching interpersonal

communication skills and, thui, might be considered as a central focus

of the course.
A .similar inventory was developed by Bienvenu.18 A 50-item

questionnaire enabled t e individual to assess his/her own communica-

tion behavior while it lso suggested effective ways of talking,

listening, responding an coping with feelings. Bienvenu suggested it

could be used for teachi g specifics of interpersonal communication.

Cassandra Book proposed that students should set their own goals

with help from the instructor.19 To facilitate attainment of these

goals., she suggested the teacher and students work together to design

classroom activities and materials.
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A.second type of activity which could "serve-to organize an inter-
personal course approach is the use of case study analyses. McAdoo and

Nelson defined this,actiyity as the use.of "actual or hypothetical
communication situatiops which dewonstrate how communication concepts .

function in human relationships." 00 They,noted that there is little

current research on-the use of case studiesbut suggested that such
an approach:could be used ,throughout ,a course to help students

internalize'conceeits. They suggested that students could be asked to
analyze cases; write conclusions'for incomplete cases, role play tens-
tain cases, or even-write their own case studies.

'A third activity which might serve to define-theteachinb Methods

of an-interpersonal course is computer simulation. Jandt predicted .

-.that in the futur" e, computers will be increasingly used in instruction

and simulations.7he Coordinated ScienceLaboratory-at the Univer-

sity of Illinois at Urbaha-COampaign has had PLATO (Programmed Logic.`

fcr- Automatic Teaching Operati-ons) in open ion since'_1960 and over

100,000 student-contact hours have-been logged. The instructor designs

material which the tomputer presents to the students whilemonitorin9

and evaluating their. .performance. For example, one unit in the North-
weft 114gional Educational-Laboratory ,:: Program permits the student to

employ differing strategies in trying to persuade a parent to ,agree to

let him go on a -date. The computer provides parefttal responses, to

each statement made by the student. Jandt suggEsted interpersonal
communication courses might eventually rely extensively on computer
simulations in which a model of some external reality is provided through

which students could interact in much the same way they'would in reality.

Jandt noted such an activity has long been-used in management training.

These scholars have contributed specific activities which might

serve as focal points of an interpersonal communication course.. However,

as the first articles reviewed discussed only ,objectives, these articles

focused on activities with little emphasis on developing an entire ,r

program comOtte with evaluation. A few Scholars have attempted to
design an entire course framework and these articles are reviewed in the

following section. '.

Nelson described five objectiveS for the interpersonal Communica-

tion course: 1) to develop in students a sense of responsibility for
what and how something is said and towards the person to whom it is

said 2) to bring about in students a self-change in the directtgn,-e--
greater self-insight, more open and'tolerant attitudes toward those

with whom they speak, a less judgmental upproach.to the beliefs and

opinions of thers, etc.; 3) to stimulate the stadents to acquire a

deeper insight and understanding of the nature, functions and effects

of the processes df communication andAnterpersonal interaction;
. ,

4) to improve the ability of stmdents to speak and participate effec-

tively in interpersonal and small group speaking situations;, and 5) to

search for and identify a set of factors that study a experiences

demonstrate to be important in order for communicat' n and Enter- relating

;8 be-effective and satisfying.42 A variety of a tivities were
t
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conducted to facilitate attainment of these objectives. Students were

tested at mid-semester and at course conclusion, wrote brief evalua-

tions of articles on selected reading lists, participated in a series of
small group discussions, attended three 15-minute conferences with the

instructor, wrote communication logs evaluating in-class activites and
out:of-class communication behaviors, and conducted interviews with

campus leaders and business officials. In addition, they completed

self-eval;ations and were asked to eve 'te three other students in the

class. Nelson studied the relationsW tween points earned in class

and self-rated improvement scores and . ,ad a Spearman rank-order

\ corregation of .79 which he considered to be reasonably high. He

suggested that: -

The greater majority of the students in this class felt
that their improvement in ability to communicate and relate
meaningfully with others result, from a sharper awareness
of their own interpersonal attitudes and habits from a more
accurate concept of themselves and their own general

personality.z.>
Nelson suggested there was a need for more research on methods and

orpcedures to affect inner and subjective changes in students. Nelson's

test of self - improvement ratings is one of few efforts to examine the

efficacy of interpersonal evaluation measures.
.

Wackm,' and Miller proposed a course which offered the following

objectives: 1) to teach a number of interpersonal skills; 2) to provide

a conceptual understanding of the skills as well as behavioral learning;

and 3) to facilitate the transfer of learning to the students' out-of-

class relationships. Four frameworks were utilized to organize course

aterials.= The Awareness Wheel framework provided information on

ensations, interpretations, feelings, intentions and actions. It

served to organi7a information about the self and helped to determine

choices about et..- disclosure. The Shared Meaning Procest framework

emphasized eMpat!'y and the Communication Styles framework h ,ed students

identify desirable and undesirable choices of interaction styles. The

I Count/You Count Framework was similar to the I'm Okay/You're Okay

position used in transactional analysis. Both conceptuLl and exper-

iential learning were facilitated through the use of mini-lectures,

taoe recordings, group discussions and exercises, dyad exercises,

_ tual readings and analyses of communication situations. Grades for

tee course were based on evaluations of student papers. In assessing

ehe program's efficacy, Wackman and Miller noted that the course was

based on the Minnesota Couples Communciation Program, a program
developed to teach married couples how to communicate more effectively.

They reported that the results from several well-controlled studies of

this program indicated that the large majority of couples "do change

their communication behavior.n24
Specific attention was directed to the problem of evaluation by

ochner and Kelly:
Assessment of skill.; has not been emphasized becauSe there

is not paradiom on which to base the measurements. To assess
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something, ye must know what it is we are measuring.-4
Bochner and Kel"v proposed a complete course framework which they
suggested could erve as the basis for assessment. The overall

objective of the framework is to develop interpersonally competent
individuals and five specific skills are emphasized: I) empathic
communication, or the capacity to identify the emotions communicated
by another persor: 2) descriptiveness, which deals with specificity of
expression; 3) .owe, ng feelings add,thoughts, or the ability to 'identify

and communicate attitudes and feelings to other; 4) self-disclosure,
which is voluntarily telling another perSon things about the Self which
'the other is unlikely to know or discover from other sources; and
5.) behavioral ,.flexibility, or the degree to which a learner can identify

and focus on specificways_of behaving differently when necessary.
Bochner andKelly suggested the use of lectures, interpersonal labs,
executive planning sessions,'readings and examinations t facilitate

skill learning. They noted the various con ibutions of these strateri
pies to providing either cognitive or experientia ing. They

listed three ways in which learners could be assessed:' self-ratings,
peer-peer ratings and observational ratings. They suggested that:

When the same behaviors are rated at all three levels.
using the same method, we expect the results to be highly
inter-correlated. In practice, however, this result does
not usually occur. -Previous research indicates that peer-

-1?
peer and observgr ratings correlate significantly but self-
ratings do not.'6

Conseguently,'Bochner and Kelly felt that scores could be obtained with
all three measures and be weighted according to their acknowledged
reliability estimates and the degree to which they inter-correlate. The

emphasis on evaluation by Bochner and Kelly makes this-one of few attempts
to provide a complete framework for the interpersonal communication
course.

Bochner and Yerby conducted an empirical study of factors affecting
instruction of the Bochner-Kelly framework. They hypothesized that the
more a learner experiences his/her peer teacher as interpersonally
competent, the higher that learner's own erpersonal achievement is

likely to be. They also hypothesized that measures of intellective
ability and previous performance would be significantly associated with
cognitive achievement on interpersonal communication. 4/ Demographic

data, grade point averages and verbal SAT scores were collected for
653 students enrolled in the basic course at Cleveland State University.
Subjects also completed inventories evaluating their peer leaders'
behavior and their own feelings:ofcompetence at the end of the course.
Correlations revealed that a peer leader's effectiveness was d factor
which affectpd learning and that GPA's and SAT scores were positively
correlated with student test scores. suggesting cognitive development
as a Factor affecting learning in this framework.

A second empirical study wa conducted using the Bochner-Kelly

framework by Fieweger and Yerby. 48 They frond that the more congruent

a student's value or It; ion with that of the course philosophy, the



greater will be the chance of the student performing well in the
course. These empirical studies are of importance because they rep-
resent an attempt tq systematically investigate various factors which
affect the process of learning interpersonal skills, Fieweger and
Yerby concluded that there is a greater need for applying social
science research methods to the practical problems of course develop-
ment.

These appioaches which attempted to construct an overall course
framework began to deal with the problem of learning evaluation. Seven
other articles specifily focused on evaluation problems.

One writer propos that all evaluation should be based on the
contractual method.* Book noted that the very concept of evaluation
is/defense-arousing and may serve to interfere with the learning of
non-defensive communication skills. She proposed that teachers
identify objectives for each grade, the conditions for completing the
objectives, the methods that will be employed to evaluate the process,
and the time period witnin which ,the contract must be met. This
method of evaluation may eliminate part of the threatening nature of
evaluation, but it still does not provide a baSis for determining if a
student has completed an assignment satisfactorily. In other words,
the problem persists'that the instructor is not free from subjective
observation in determining if learning has occurred.

Smythe, Kibler and Hutchings proposed that a criterion-referenced
measurement (CRM) system be used.3u CRM evaluates a student's progress
relevant to a specified performance standard rather than to the prcoress
of his peers. They also suggested that tests could be administered which
are constructed on the basis of the Specifications in the performance
standards and that these tests could serve as evaluation instruments.

Tucker suggested instructors should begin to develop evaluation
measures by translating their existing instructional goals into behav-
ioral terms.J1 He argued that we already make judgments about students'
capabilities based on such behavioral manifestations as their ability
to explain a concept in a few sentences or their use of a particular
vocabulary developed in the course. He noted that:

All of us have behavioral objectives. All of us already
evaluate on the basis of -our behavioral objectives. The first
step in developing objectives which can be consciously used to
guide wurse planning is to become aware of what we are already
doing.Jz

Tucker also suggested that behavioral objectives do not have to be
concrete and specific as is commonly assumed, but rather that the goal
must he illustrated concretely. In other words, abstract statements
of behavioral goals with carefully developed and extensive examples
can serve equally as an evaluation standard.

The problem of developing evaluation tools was also recognized by
Leib-Brilhart who noted that instruments for assessing communication
behaviors are widely scattered throughout the social science literature."
She reported that the Speech Communication Association module of the
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills has commissioned
a state-of-the-art paper which will present, in a conceptual framework,

a compilation of current procedures and instruments for assessing

functional Communication competence.
The need for evaluation was further explored by an empirical study

by Tortoriello and Phelps. They studied the relationship between a

student's performance on a cognitive examination and his abilityp
identify the most appropriate interpersonal strategy for a given situa-

tion. The students were given a description of an interpersonal situation
and asked to determine the most appropriate course of action according
to interpersonal theory. The low correlation they found between
student's scores on those practical application exercises and other
cognitive exams raised certain questions about.the assumption that
interpersonal skills are taught in the course. The researchers

suggested there is a need to explore the relatj,9nship between cognitive
level and the ability to transfer information.$)4

Makay argued that the transferral of course concepts to the real

world is not the teacher's responsibility.35 Mak?y contended that

accountability is not a matter of measurement of transfer of learning
to the outside world, but rather a matter of making courses real,
genuine and pragmatic with substance, activity and measurement within

the course.
These authors underscored the critical need for refined measuring

instruments which can provide an objective and non-threatening system
for determining if learning has occurred. Certain suggestions for

evaluation tools were also provid4d.

Summary and Conclusions

A variety of approaches exist for organizing concepts in the inter-

personal communication classroom. A general consensus seems to be that
cognitive and behavioral objectives need to be balanced. Two overall

objectives seem to be common to most approaches: 1) to provide the

student with an understanding of the concepts and principles of the
communication process and interpersonal communication effectiveness, in

particular; and 2) to provide the student with certain identifiable -kills

which can be used in effective interpersonal communication. More effort

might be directed to identifying specifically the skills whicn should

be developed. Lochner and Kelly's interpersonal competency model is one

of few attempts to provide such concreteness. Systematic study of

factors affecting the learning of these skills was conducted for the
Bochner-Kelly framework and could be expanded.

While various philosophies have been discussed as the basis for
interpersonal communication course objectives, and a variety of
activities have been designed, the final step of determining if these
objectives are facilitated with these activities has been given little

systematic attention. The part of Schuelke's consensus model in which
he advocated pretesting of attitudes and knowledge might be more fully
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,investigated. Pretesti might allow the basis for a judgment that

learning has, in fact, o curred. The study by Tortoriello and Phelps
suggested a negative rela ionship between traditional cognitive exams
and application of interp rsonal skills. Further research on the rela,

tionship between cogniti understanding and practical application
might be undertaken. ,B chner iNiftelly suggested observer ratings,
peer-peer ratings and self-ratings as means for evaluating in-class
activities but noted that more research needed to be conducted to
determine the reliability of these methods.

In addition, there are other specific issues which future
researchers might address. First, Tortoriello and Phelps' testing
instrument which utilized interpersonal situations to which the student
was to respond with an appropriate strategy, might be tested further

as an evaluation, instrument for the course. The principles of th.,

test are also very similar to the computer simulations described by
Jandt, which might hold potential for the future.

One final issue which might be raised stems from a distantly-
related article by Burgoon uncovered during the course of this research.
In an empirical study, Burgoon found that a student's willingness to
manipulate others was correlated significantly more positively with
his ability to perform ig an interpersonal communication course than a
public speaking course. Burgoon concluded that:f,

The lack of structure in the communicatidh course allowed
high Machiavellian persons to persuade more, manipulate others
to his desired ends, and receive a higher grade in the course

than low Machiavellians.37
The concern arises that if instructors do not provide reliable and
accurate means of evaluation, they may, in fact, find themselves

responding to manipulation,'and rewarding students for skills more
indicative of their ability to control'others as opposed to effectively

communicating with others. This example is used to demonstrate the
complications that could be posed in the absence of reliable evaluation

measures.
Essentially then, two areas for future research have been identified.

The need for measuring learning is obvious. However, tne problems of

measuring learning can really only be identified after it is determined

what specifically is that students should learn.
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"Research in Self-Concept and its Measurement: 1970-1977"
Theodessa Saffer

Studies in self-concept are not new. Neither is'interest in self,
but as a theoretical concept, study of the self has been an on-again,
off-again project. In the'severties, self-concept study is on-again.

Each attempt to study self-concept began with the need for a defini-
tion. This has been no easy task since-self-concept.(or any of its related
names--self-esteem, self-actualization, self-satisfaction, self-evaluation,
self-respect, self-worth, ego, ego-identity) is extremely popular in past
and present literature and is used to explain a broacLvariety of behavioral
phenomena. Even though there is no universally accepted definition of the
self, most researchers accept a distinction between two aspects, of the 'elf--
one inferred by an external observer and one of which the person himself is
afire. Most early inquiry into self was carried on through examination of
personal identity. In Hume's A Treatise of Human Nature in 1740, he wrote:

For my part, when I enter most 7intimateIrTrit7,01ETE I call

myself, I always stumble on some particular perception or
other, of heat, or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain
or pleasure, I never can catch myself at any time without

perception, and never can observe any thing but the per-
ception. When'my perceptions, are removed for any time as by
sound sleep; so long am I insensible of myself, and may
truly be said not to exist.
This elusiveness of the empirical self remains an unsolved problem of `N

measurement.

Probably the fir'st empirical 'attack on the problem of self was that
of E.S. Titchener in 1935. TitOener had defined three ways in which the
self might become conscious:. a _class of mental processes may carry self-
meaning, t self may be felt in.body sensations, or it may be inherent in
all consci us experience. He then asked his students to introspect for
any trace f consciousness of self; and from their.answers, which did not
fall into he above categories, he concluded that psychology could not be
defined a the science of the self.

Ev though this type of experiment was very different in method from
modern test of hypotheses concerning the self, it did introduce the notion
of measuring intrapersonal activity--messages created and sustained within
the indivtdual. This makes, the study of self-concept the province not
only of sociologists, psychologists, and psychiatrists, but of communicolo-
gists.

The individual concept of self determines the kind of messages created.
This concept of self is determined by the ideas and attitudes individuals
have about who they are and what they become in the presense of others.
These ideas and attitudes are created through a process of judgment and
evaluation--sbmetimes from the individual, sometimes from social interaction, ,

but always subject tc the individual's perception. All of these areas are
measureable. This paper addresses itself to examining studies which have
attempted to measure self-concept--self is seen by self, as seen by others,
or as perceived by self--with the emphasis being on the validity of the
measurement tool.



Most of the methods of measurement currently being used will fit into one
of the following broad categories:4

1. Social Ranking Techniques-The respondent is asked to compare
himself (and sometimes others) on a trait with some specific
collection of other persons.

2. Self-Evaluative Techniques -The respondent is asked to identify
himself by supplying his own self-descriptions. The "Who Am
I?" measure and the "Who Are You?" techniques are illustrative
here.

3. Total Dothain Techniques-This approach seeks to assign every
response given to some category within a classification system.
This approach is primarily directed toward assessing the total
self-concept rather than a related work or component like self-
esteem.

4. Siecific Category Techniques -This system focuses attention upon
particular types of responses, r ther than the entire set of

1
responses tothe instrument. This procedure involves counting
the number of times or the propo tion of the total number of
responses when a respondent gives a particular type of response.

5. Self-Ratin Techniques-The respondent is asked to code his own
responses o several self-descriptive statements by rating whether
or not each statement on the list indicates something good or bad
about himself.

6. Unstructured Interview Techniques-This is usually a face-to-face
-----77h-TEFCleals%intervevithAarThe respondent is willing to say
about him elf as indicators of his self-perception and feelings.
The rout' e is unstructured, but content areas to be covered are
specifi d in advance.

ive Techniques-While the other techniques have dealt rather7. Projec
directly with the respondent's phenomenal and conscious self-regard,
this technique attempts to deal with the respondents unconscious,
unwitting, or unwilling self-evaluation. i.

8. Ratings-By-pthers Techniques-The individual is rated by persons
teem andother than himself in terms of public or social 6

inferred self-esteem.
Most of the studies related to self-concept use some

closure as a measuring tool. Jourard i argues that self-di

utmost importance in understanding man and his problems.
who is able to disclose himself is mentally healthy, lives
healthier life, and is generally happier and moreproducti
low gave his description of the self- actualized person an
the belief that-the self-actualized person is openand fra
relationships--ohe who acepts himself and who accepts othe
concepts as a basis, Jourard devised a self-disclosure quest
has been widely used by researchers.

An article by Rowan Bayne4, however goes so far as to suggest that the
Jourard Self-Disclosure Questionnaire (JSDQ) is unlikely to be a valid measure
of self-disclosure or authenticity as used in Jourard's theory of "mental ,

health." Two brief definitions of self-disclosure or authenticity are"being
oneself honestly" and "the process of making the self known to other persons."
Jourard's central proposition is that people do not ("sclose their "real

form of self-dis-lf
closure is of
he individual
a longer and
e. In 1970, Mas-
included in it

in his intimate

. With these
ich
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selves" but instead, "perform" and pretend with behavior which, tends to

reduce awareness of what the self is really like. Self-disclosure in .

Jourard's theory means accurate, deliberate, and predominantly verbal por-
trayal of one's real self to others. A necessary condition for this kind
of,self-disclosure is an awareness of self which is fairly complete and
accurate. Bayne's criticism of the JSDQ is that it does not allow for the
false self-disclosure central in the theory. An attempt to allow for this
was made in an early version by adding the response category X: "Have lied
or misrepresented myself to the other person so that he has a false picture
of me", but subsequent studies on the difficulty of getting people to admit
misrepresentation and of their being able to admit lit (Mayo) show that either,
people who do disclose falsely do not admit this on the JSDQ. This does not
eliminate the usefulness of the JSDQ, but an operational distinction must
be made between "real"'self-disclosure and "false" self-disclosure if
Jourard's theory is to be useful in a scientific sense.

Another questionnaire in =eon use among those researchers who syste-
matically examine self-phenomena, is the :Who Am I?". It also has met with
criticism. The objectives of the McPhail5 study of 1972 were to discuss
some of the theoretical and empirical issues surrounding some of these crit-
icisms and to present data which had bearing upon those issues. Once again,
the instrument places considerable emphasis on the individual's knowledge
of himself. To check on the reliability of the responses, McPhail asked
subjects to estimate what percentage of persons, in a position to know about
each self statement, would agree with the accuracy of the statement. In

response to Franklin and Kohout's criticism, an additional check was made
by comparing the subject's judgments of their self statements in matters of
common knowledge and the researchers' classification of the same statements.
Although the findings did raise serious questions about some of the basic
assumptions and principles in "self theory", the "WAI?" was not considered
to be a useless technique for generating data statements about self phenomena.
The validity of an instrument is a function of whether or not it produces

...are

d by thedata statements that correspond to the empirical referents specif
theoretical definition of the concept under examination. Since "selves" is
defined as "those overt and covert behaviors which the person dresses to
his own past, present, and/or future activities and experiences", McPhail
felt that the "WAI?" met specifications. In the thousands of answers to
the question "Who Am I?" there have been few instances in which subjects
failed to write down or provide oral responses which designated, evaluated,
or provided prescriptions regarding their past, present, and future activities
and experiences. In McPhail's view, the "WAI?" did generate a valid, though
situated; sample of self statements.

The amount,and quality of self-disclosure will continue to be inves-
tigated since it is an integral part of any research of self-concept. The
1977 Shapiro & Swensen study had as its core the purpose of determining the
relationship between self-disclosure and the self-concept of both he person

disclosing and the person to whom the disclosure was being made. It was

hypothesized that persons with high self-concept would be more dislosing,
and since high-disclosing persons tended to "pull" more disclosure from th'
person with whom they were interacting it would be expected that subjects
would disclose more to a target person who was high in self-concept than they
would to a person who was low in self-concept.
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The subjects for this study were 105 male and 105 feMale introductory
psychology students at two colleges. Self-concept was measured in a group

through the Self-Concept Scale and thereafter classified as high self-concept,
medium self-concept, and low self-concept. Subjects were paired to provide

pairs of all possible combinations of sex and self-concept and instructed
to participate in a dialogue with each other. At the end of the interaction,
the members of the'pairs separated, and each filled out the self-disclosure
scale for what his partner had disclosed and another for what he had disclosed
about himself.

The study was different from most previous studies in that previous
studies have Used self - report of what a person has disclosed to significant
target people in his life, such as, mother, father, spouse, or friends. In

this study the self-disclosure was determined by how much a subject actually
disclosed in a dyadic interaction.. The results, however, were not signifi-
cantly different. The actual self-disclosure of subjects is a function of

the level of self-concept of the 'subject. People who have-a high self-concept
are able to be more open with others and therefore form better relationships
with others.

Even though the results were not unique, this study is one more
illustration of the use of self-disclosure as an important measuring tool
for the study of self-concept: In recent years, an area of communication

research which has been receiving increasing attention, concerns people's
motivations to communicate. A question central to a study done by McCroskey,

'Daly, Richmond and Falcione6 is whether there is a relationship between com-
munication apprehension of self-esteem. Some researchers felt, like McCand-

less (1970) that "the literature is consensual that a good self-concept is
related to other indices of social adjustment". In any interpersonal en-

counter a basic requirement is communication. Yet for some, communication
experiences have been unrewarding, indeed punishing, and as a consequence
these individuals avoid situations where communication might be required.
This level of apprehension has been related to an individual's willingness
to engage in self-disclOgure (Hamilton, 1972; McCroskey & RichmOnd, in press),
feelings of isolation and ineffectiveness in social activities, and ability
to discuss personal problems (Heston & Andersen, 1972), especially with
significant others such as parents.

The conclusion of most research concerned with the developmenl of
self-esteem may be summarized simply: individuals derive their feelings

about self from their interactions with others. Cooley labeled this ini-

tially the "looking glass self" and subsequent theorists support such an
interpretation. Research has provided empirical evidence as well. Indi-

viduals seek out those who confirm theirself-image The research evidepce
is strong that individuals will modify their conceptions of self over time
so, that they are congruent with their perceptions of what others think of
them. This is an inherent danger in using self-report for measurement and
one example of the cause of so much criticism of the validity of the of the
measurement of self-concept.

The results clearly indicate that lowered self-esteeM is associated
with high oral communication apprehension aid must be considered in the de-

lineation of the communication apprehension construct. The consistency of
these results suggests that the theoretical relationship between oral corn-
municatiu apprehension and self-esteem is not specific to any one subject
population, such as college students--the group with whom most previous
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work bas been done. Nor is the relationship specific to any single measure

of self-esteem or oral communication apprehensio1 The theoretical relation-
ship is generalizable to adult populations, and across self-esteem and oral
communication apprehension Measures.

Each of the techniques used in the afore-mentioned studies depends
heavily on college subjects for self-report. NoNemar criticized social
scientific research as being largely a 'science of the behavior of sopho-
moreei. Suppr for this contention came in a survey of research literature
published in j urnals in the 60's, which revealed th4t over 80 percent

- used college students as subjects. Charles Rossi.Lr sought to ascertain
the degree to which the validity of recent communication experimentation
might be subject to this same criticism. Rossiter oncluded that communication
sciplars:xarely provide sufficient information to. allow criti'al evaluation

,-of crucial aspects of validity, that the validity of communication experi-
mentation may be severely limited by the nature of subjects studied and by
Sources of invalidity related to the reactive nature of the experiment as
social situation.

Admist disagreeMent about the theories of self-concept and criticism
about Its various methods of measurement, traditional theories of self-
Concept aje being supplanted by two rather intriguing new theories of self-
knowledge. Self perception thgory (Bern, 1967; 1972) is addressed to the

processes whereby an individual makes self-attributions by observing his own
overt behavior and the circumstances in which the behavior occurs. -Objec-
tive selfawareness theory (Duval & Wicklund, 1972; Wicklund, 1975) is con-
cerned with the attributional and behavioral concomitants of an individual's
self-focused versus one-self-focused attention. Perhaps this emphasis on
perception will remove some of the doubts of the validity of self-repdrt
measurements.

The communication scholar needs to place more emphasis on acceptable
standards for adequacy of,reporting of experimentation. He can no longer

be unconcerned about subject-related threats to validity. Attempts must be
made to use,more natural settings and samples from other than captive student
populations. Great care must be taken to avoid potential threats to validity
in experiments. Communication experiments are conducted in classrooms much
more than are psychology experiments. Perhaps efforts might be made to
make communication experiments as similar as possible to psychological ex-
perments so that the social psychological research used in building theory
about' human communication will be more justifiable. At the very least,
attempts must be made to understand threats to validity and hpw they operate
in communication experiments as they are currently conducted. These measures
would seem an absolute necessity to protect the credibility of such a young
discipline as communication theory.
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Symbolic interactionism
Brenda Webb

The term "symbolic interactionism" has come into use as a label for
a relatively distinctive approach to t.e study of human group life and

human conduct. The =,cholars who have used the approach or contributed

to its intellectual foundation are many. The historical development
of symbolie interactionism has been traced by several writer- Its roots

are to be found in the rationalism of John Locke, the foreshadowing of
the role-taking process by such Scottish Moralists as David Hume and
Adam Smith, the idealist epistemology of Kant, and other diverse sources.1
Its emergence as a distinct perspective occurred in the work of John
Dewey, Charles Horton Cooley, .James Mark Baldwin, William I. Thomas,
Floriat Znaniecki, and most notably, George Herbert Mead, the chief
architect of symbolic interactionism.

Despite signifieant difference in the thought of such scholars,
there is a great similarity in the general way in which they viewed and
studied human group life.. The concept of symbolic interactionism is
built around this stand of general similarity. There seems to be no
clear formulation of the position of symbolic interactionism, and above
all, a reasoned staterrjent of the methodological position o&..-this approach

is lacking.
Symbolic interactionism rests in the last analysis on three rat'Ir

pie premises. The first premise is that human beinys act.toward
things on the basis of the meanings that the things havc for them._ The

simple premise that human beings act toward things on the basis ofthe
meaning of such things is mach too simple in itself to differentiate
symoolic interacticnism. There are several other approaches that share

premise. A major line of difference between them and symbolic
;nteractionism is set ty the second premise, which refe o the source

of meaning.
The second premi-se is that the meaning of such things is derived

from, or arises out cf, the social interaction that one has with one's
fellows. There ar, two well-known traditional ways of accounting for

the origin of meowing. One of them is to regard meaning as being
intrinsic tc the thing that has it, as being a natural part of the ob-
,.:ective makeup of the thing. The other major traditional view regards
meaning as a psychical accretion brought to the thing by the person for

corn the L;,ing has meaning. The meaning of a thing is but the expression
of tne given psychclogical elements that are brought into play in connec-
tion witn the pe.cPotion of the Lhing; thus one seeks to explain the

meaninu of a thing by isolating tne particular psychological elements
that produce the meaning. Symbolic interactionism views meaning as
hdving differe.it source than thcse held by the two dominant views just

considered. Instead, it sees meaning as arising in the process of later-

action between people. The meaning of a thing for a person grows out of
the ways in wnicn other persons act toward the person with regard to the

thIng. Thus, symbolic interactionism sees meanings as social prouucts,
as creai;ions that are formed in and through the defining activities of

::eople as they 'nteract.
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The third premise is that these meanings are handled in, and modified
through, an interpretative process uses by the person in dealing with the
things he encounters. While the meaning of things is formed in the con-
text of social interaction and is derived by the person from that inter-
action, it is a mistake to think that the use of meaning by a person is
but an application of the meaning so derived. The use ,of meanings by a

person in his action involves an interpretative process. This process

has two distinct steps. First, the actor indicates to himself the things
that have meaning. The making of'such indications is an internalized
social process in that the actor is interacti:',g with himself. It is an

instance of the person engaging in a process (.1' communication with him-
self. Second, ay virtue of this process of communicating with himself;
interpretation becomes a matter of handling meanings. The actor selects,
checks, suspends, regroups, and transforms the meanings in the light of
the situation in which he is placed and the direction of his acJon. It

is necessary to see that meanings play their part in action through a
process of self-interaction.

Symbolic interactionism is grounded on a number of basic ideas. These

basic ideas refer to and depict the nature of ttie following matters: hgman

groups or societies, social interaction, object', the human being as an
actor, human action, and the interconnection of lines of action. Taken
together, these basic ideas represent the way in which symbolic inter-
actionism views human society and conduct. They constitute the framework
of study and analysis. I will describe briefly each of these basic ideas.

Nature of Human Societx or Human Group life. Human groups are seen

as coning oil humeri-Beings who are engagini-in action. The individuals

may act singly they may act collectively, and they may act on behalf of,
or as representatives of, some organization or group of others. The

import of this simple and essentially redundant characterizatio,i is that
fundamentally human groups or society exists in action and must be seen
in terms of action,

Nature of Social Interaction. Group life necessarily presupposes
interaction between the group members; or put otherwise, a society con-
sists of individuals interacting with one another. The activities of
the members occur predominantly in response to one another or in rela-
tion to one another. Symbolic interactionism recognizes social inter-

action to be of vital importance as a process that f-rms human conduct
instead of being merely a means or a setting for the expression or re-
lease of Human conduct. Put simply, human beings in interacting with
ore another have to take account of what each other is doing or is about
to do. They are forced to direct their own conduct or Hindle their
situations in terms of what they take into account. Thus, the activities,

of others enter as positive factors in the form7tion of their own conduct;
in the face of the actions of'others one may abandon an intention or
purpose, revise it, check or suspend it, intensify it or replace it.

One has to fit one's own of activity in some manner to the actions
of others.

Nature of Objects. The position symbolic interactionism is

that the that exist for human beings and for their groups are
composed of objects and that these objects are the product of symbolic

interaction. An object is anything that can be indicated, anything that
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is pointed to or referred. An object may have a different meaning for
different individuals. The meaning of objects for a person arises fund-
amentally out of the way they are defined to him by others w4th whom
he interacts. From the standpoint of symbolic interactionism human group
life is a process in which objects are being created, affirmed, trans-
formed, and cast aside.

The Human Being As An Acting Or ani sm. The human being is seen as
an organiiii-Tat not only responds t o others on the non-symbolic level
but as cne that makes indications to others and interprets their indi-
cations. A human being can be an object of his own action. The human
being who is engaging in self-interaction is not a mere responding
organism but an acting organism.

The.Nature of Human Action. The capacity of the human being to
make TFITITaTiTiTs,to-Eiiialf dyes a distinctive chpr.acter to human action.
It means that the human individual confronts a woold that he must inter-
pret in order to act instead of an environment to which he responds be-
cause of his org'anization. He has to cope with the situations in which
he is called on to act, ascertaining the meaning of the actions of others
and mapping out his own line of action in the light of such interpretation.
He has to construct and guide his action instead of merely releasing it
in response to factors playing on'him or operating through him.

Interlinkage of Action. As stated earlier, human group life con-
sists of, and exists in, the fitting of lines of action to each other by

the me';bers of the group. Such articulation of lines of action gives rise

to and constitutes joint action--a societal organization of conduct of
,different acts of diverse participant. The joint action has a distinc-
tive character in its own right. a character that lies in the articulation
or linkage as a part from what may be articulated or linked.

The general perspective of symbolic interactionism sees a human
society as people engaged in living. Such living is a process of on-
going activity in which participants are developing lines of action in
the multitudinous situations they encounter. They are caught up in a
vast process of interaction in which they have to fit their developing
actions to one another. They live in worlds of objects and are guided
it their orientation and action by the meaning of these objects.

CritiCisms of the general symbolic interaction perspective are
summarized below:2 .

(1) Interactionism places an over-emphasis on self-consciousness;
it plays down, ignores or makes light of both the unconscious and emo-
tive factors as they influence the interactive process.

(2) Symbolic interactionism is guilty of an unw,ranted demotion of
the psychological; it has robbed human needs, motives, intentions, and
aspirations of their empirical ana analytical reality by treating them
as mere derivations and/or expressions of socially defined categories.

(3) The interactionist perspective has come to have an obsession

with meaning. The social world is too often viewed as a mere adjunct
to symbolic analysis, and both social change and social -structure are

lightly treated.
(4) Interactionists too often see only the pejorative implications

of the fragmentation of self, and they too readily assume that multiple



identities are merely the unfortunate and dysfunctional end-products of
a fragmefted system of human relationships.

5) Symbolic nteractionism's relativistic analysis of social

interaction often esults in an over-emphasis on the situation and an

obsessive concer with the transient, episodic, and fleeting.

(6) Tnteractionism espouses a metaphysic of meaning. There is a

danger, that a fetish will be made out of everyday life, especially if the
perspective comes to give a totally relativistic account of human inter-

action.
While it would be a mistake to contribute all of tne basic ideas of \

symbolic interac'cionism to a single person, George Herbert Mead may well
be called the "father" of symbolic interactionism.3 To Mead the inclusion

of meaning and thought was crucial to the understanding of huriar-i3shav
for those characteristics are what-make it essentially different from all
other animal behavior. The crucial difference is the human ability to
use vocal gestures or symbols. Mead stressed the imporpnce of significant
symbols that arouse in the individual a response similaft to that aroused
in the other persons or persons with whom he or she is interacting. Mead

maintained that this is a uniquely human phenomenon. M6Idlistinguished
between sign and symbols by suggesting that suns always el cit a given
response. Symbols, on the other hand, do not elicit a particular re-
sponse but-must, instead, be interpreted by those engaged in symbolic'

exchange._ Human behavior involves the prediction Of response; before
using a symbol a person can predict the probableiresponse of other
persons. Human beings respond to one another on the basis of the in-
tentions or meanings of gestures. This renders the gesture symbolic,
i.e., the gest':re becomes a symbol to he interpreted. It becomes some-

thing which h the imaginations of'the participants, stands for the
'entire act.

Mead's analysis of symbolic interactio highly important. He

sees it as s presentation of gestures and a resp e to the meaning of

those gestures. A gesture is any part or aspect of an ongoing action
that signifies the larger act of\which it is a part. Such things as

requests, orders, commands cues, and declaration are gestures that

convey to the person who recognizes them an idea of the intention and

plan of forthcoming action of the individual who presents them. The

person who responds organizes his response on the basis of what the

gestures mean to him; the person who prevents the gestures advances them

as indication or siTis of what he is planning to do as well as of what

he wants the respondent to do or understand. Thus, the 'gesture has

meaning for both the person who makes it and for the person to whom it

is directed.
Social action is then seen as symbolic behavior, and interaction is

based on shared symbolic meanings. These meanings are learned during the
process of socialization, a process to which Mead devoted considerable

attention. It is through socialization that he explained the development

of the self and the integration of the individual into society. In the

process of socialization the individual learns the arbitrary meaning of

significant symbols (language). He or she also learns tne symbolic

evaluations placed 3i7 certain conduct and the appropriateness of certain

kinds of behavior 'n certain roles. In time this expectation of the

4
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response of others becomes abstracted from those of the specific individuals
from whom it was derived; it is then organized into a system of normative
standards referred to by Mead as the generalized other.

Mead distinguished two analytical aspects of self: the "me" and the

"I". The "me' of any one moment of tine is the situational manifestation
of the generalized other, that is, of the organized sets of commupity
standards internalized by the individual. The "me",includes the norms,
values, definitions, and meanings that have been internalized by the
individual from his or her social group and brought to bear in determining
correct conduct in a given situation. Although the "me" varies from
situation to situation, nevertheless over a period of time the observer
can detect normative consisteneies that reveal the organizes self as
having a certain stability. From the societal point of view the "me" is

the mechanism of conformity and social control within the individual.
The "I", on the other hand, is the spontaneous aspect of the self. It is

unpredictable and gives a uniquely individual response to the situation
and the "me". Each person is to some extent different from every other
person, varying not only in biological make-up but in experience that is

never exactly the same. Norms and meanings then become variously inter-
preted as they are internalized. These uniquely individual elements,
unorganized and unpredictable, provide the basis for the "I's" /Mil Ilisive
and individualistic reaction to the situation.

Mead's more specific contributions are listed intthis report:

(I) He contributed to the increasing acceptance of the view that
human conduct is carried on primarily by the defining of situations in
which one acts; that is, the view that distinctively human behavior is
behavior in terms of what situations symbolize..-This is the essence of
the symbolic interactionist viewpoint.

(2) He delineated the way in which language serves as a mechanism
for the appearance of mind and self.

(3) His concept of the self explains hoW the development, or sociali-
zation, of the human being both enmeshes the individual in society and
frees him irom society. For the individual with a self is not passive,

can employ his self in an interaction which may result in selections

divergent from group defintions.

(4) Ah extremely provocative conception of the nature of the human

mind is provided by him: he views mind, or the mental, as an importation
within the individual of the social process, i.e., of the process of social

interaction.
(5) His concept of the act points out the tendency for individuals

to construct their behavior in the course of activity and thus, to carve
out their objects, their environments. What this means is that hum4
beings are not, passive puppets who respond mechanically to stimuli.--
They are, rather, active participants in a highly organized society, and
what they perceive is functional in their ongoing activity.

(6) He described how the members of a human group develop and form

a common world, i,e., common objects, common understandings and expectations,

Despite such contributions Mead has not escaped criticism, particularly
on thE, ground tnat his concepts are vague and not really subject to

empirical verifictio.



During the major portion of the past generation, two leading
progenitors of the symbolic interactionist perspective have been H. G.

Blumer and the late M. H. Kuhn. Blumer has elaborated the best known
var4ety of interactionism--an approach called the Chicago school. This

approach continues the classical, Meadian tradition. The Iowa school

develop:1 through the work of Kahn. The two schools,differ in important

substantive and methodological matters. We find here, as in various

disciplines studying human behavior, the opposition between humanistic
and scientific viewpoints. Blumer argues the case for a eistinctive
methodology in the study of such behavior, while Kuhn stresses the unity
of method in all scientific disciplines. Thus, while Blumer strives

simplx to make modern society intelligible, Kuhn seeks universal pre-
dictiOtSepf social conduct. Three intertwined topics represent the basic

specifics'of this meth000logical divergence: (1) the relative merits of

phenomenological and operational approadhes; (2) the appropriate tech-
niques of observation and (3) the nature of the concepts'best' suited for

the analysis of human behavior.
Although .ath Blumer and Kuhn claim to be interested in what goes

on inside the head of humans, their approaches to this subject matter

differ sigrffi.ently. Blumer's advocaty of a special methodology lays
heavy stress upon the need for insightfully feeling one's way inside the

experience of the actor. The student of human conduct, he contends, must
get inside the actor's world and must see the world as the actor sees
it, for the actor's Jehavior takes place on the basis of his/her own

particular meanings.
The most §ignificant contribution of the Iowa research is the

demonstration that the key ideas of symbolic interactionism could be

operationalized and utilized successfully in empirical research. Kuhn

refers to self theory as an effort to develop a, set of generalizations
tested by empirical research, His writings repeatecly sounded the call

for the operational definition of concepts, for methods that would
meet the usual scientific criteria and for a standarized, objective,

and dependable races of measurement of significant variables.

In light of Blumer's insistence upon sympathetie-thtrospection, it

is entirely expectable that he advocates the use of such observational
techniques as life histories, autobiographies, case studies, diaries,
letters, interviews, and most importantly, participant observation. Only

through intimate association with those who are being studied, he main-
tains, can the investigator enter their inner worlds. His basic crit-

icism of the exper4..ental, instrumental, and quantitative Methodology, in

the form of questionnaires, schedules, tests, laboratory procedures, and

detached observation from the outsiue, is that they completely fail to

catch the meanings that crucially mediate, and determine how individuals

respond to objects and situations.
Contemporary symbolic interactionism comprehends several diverse

schools of thought. Their number and character vary according to differ-

ing conceptic ; of the central ideas that constitute the general orienta-

tion. These offshoots of interactionism are held to have stemmed from

the essential ambiguities and contradictions in the Meadian statement

of general theory, particulary with regard to the issue of determinancy
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and indeterminancy 'in huwan conduct. And finally, Wharshay identifies

the following varieties:4

(1), 'die Blume school, emphasizing the more subjective aspects
(2) the Iowa'nhool, stressing self-theory and a positivistic

methodology
(3) an emphasis on the intere-ction with de-emphasis on language

(4) a role-theory view with a cognitive emphasis within a moderate
scientific tradition ,

(5) the dramaturgical school, featuring the intricacies of role

and self manipulation
(6) a field-theory Version combining Mead, Lewin, and Lundberg

(7) an exiscential brand
(8) ethnomethodology.: stressing the complexity and fluidity of the

web of social life with a humanist-participatory methodology
In summary, we can say that; -as varieties of symbolic interaction-

ism, all of these orientations share the substative view that human
beings construct their realities in a'process of interaction with other
human beings.

A.,
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Self Disclosure and Trust:
A Replication of an Experiment

Linus H. Brandt

People are interested in developing and improving their interpersonal
relationships with other people.' Through these,relationship§ with other.
human beings a person's interpersonal needs can/be satisfied. 4 There are
a number of factors which contribute to improved interpersonal relation-
ships.3 One of these factors is interpersonal trust. The question of
how can interpersonal trust be developed may be answered via an under-
standing of the dynamics of interpersonal trust. Approximately half dozen
years ago David W. Johnson and an associate M. Patricia Noonan completed
an experiment which studied a certain facet of interpersonal 4rust.4 They
were looking at the effect which the variables of acceptance or rejection
and reciprocatipn or non-reciprocation of self disclosure has on inter-
personal trust. The present paper deals with a replication of the
Johnson and Noonan experiment. The reason for replication of that study
was to verify the procedures and results of Johnson and Noonan.

Self disclosure is an integral component of interpersonal trust.
There area number of factors which influence self disclosing behavior
in human beings. In an interpersonal relationship the factors of accep-
tance and rejection have a bearing on self disclosure.6 Taylor, Altman,
and Sorrentino have found that acceptance type behavior tends to breed
more intimate disclosures and increases the duration of the self dis-
closures./ Worthy, Gary, and Kahn have discovered that intimate dis-
closures about one's self tend to produce reciprocal intimate disclosures
in others.8 Jourard has also found that sOf disclosing behavior is
usually reciprocal in human relationships. Heller, Davis, and Myers
discovered that friendliness and uostility of an interviewer in a stand-
ard interview situation did influence the behavior of the subjects being
interviewed.l° In a similar study Reece and Whitman found that "warm"
or "cold" type reinforcement by gl experimenter influenced the communi-
cation behavior of his subjects." Chittick and Himelstein found that
their subjects' self disclosing behavior could be manlpulated according
to their confederates behavior during +he experiment. 14

Th' e:periment replicated dealt wich two research questions which
were deried from literature cited above: (1) will the subjects trust a
second person more who responds with acceptance to their self disclosures
r- ler than the person who responds with rejection to the self discio-
su,a? (2) will the subjects trust a second person more who responds with
self disclosures rather than the person who does not respond with self
disclosure?

In the experiment the variables of acceptance or rejection of self
disclosure by the subjects were mixed with the variables of reciprocation
and non-reciprocation of self disclosure by the confederates. Thus,

four treatments were developed: (1) acceptance of self disclosure and
reciprocated self disclosure; (2) rejection of self disclosure and re-
ciprocated self disclosure; (3) acceptance of self disclosure and non-
reciprocated self disclosure; and (4) rejection of self disclosure and
-non-reciprocated self disclosure.
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Methods

Confederates and subjects for the experiment were acquired from a

basic public speaking class. The four confederates, two males and two
females, chosen by the instructor of the class fear the criteria suggested

by experimenter. The criteria were that the confederates were to have:
Orthe ability to play the roles given them; and (2) the time to parti-
cipate in the experiment. The subject volunteer's were drawn from the

remaining portion of the class. Eight subjects participated in the exper-

iment.
The training of the confederates consisted of three stages: (1) the

confederates were each given two prepared scripts to memorize one in
favor of abortion and one against; (2) the confederates were trained to

express one of the treatments; and (3) the confederates were given a

combination review and question answering session just prior to the exper-

iment.
Training for the exprepsion of the acceptance variable consisted of

a verbal and a nonverbal modes. The verbal mode consisted of making

statements like: "I see how you feel," "Interesting point," and "I under-

stand how you feel but I don't agree with you." The nonverbal consisted

of giving good eye contact, smiling, leaning toward the subject and so
forth.. The expression of rejection consisted of a verbal and a nonverbal.

The verbal-mode consisted of making statements like: "you've got

to be.kidding," "that's stupid," and "how could anyone.believe that." The

nonverbal mode consisted of poor eye contact, acting bored, drumming of

the fingers on the desk, and so forth.
The research procedures followed a three phase sequence. Phase one

consisted of the following steps. First, a set of four subjects were

given a preexperimental opinion questionna:re to determine thpir respec-

tive opinions on the legalization of abortion in the United States. The

subjects were then escorted to the experiment area where they were

randomly assigned an office. The offices consisted of a small room with

two desks and two chairs. Second, the confederates were informed of

the subjects opinion on the abortion issue. The confederitles would then

take a role which reflected agreement with the subjects {pinion during

phase one. Third, the experimenter gave each subject confederate group

an introduction to the experiment. The introduction, consisted of asking

each person to develop a policy statement on the abortion issue which

was to he presented orally to a person with an opposing opinion. The

exr-leimehter went on to say, "the research in which you are participating

st. ',s two types of behavior: (1) the effect of self disclosure on

the diesion of policy statements; and (2) the behavior of the group

npresentatiLs.s duripg a discussion with an'opposing representative from

a second groul_. The research session isAivided into three phases which

are descrioed in the instruction sheet."" Fourth, the instruction

sheet and the briefing sheet which outlined several stock arguments

were given to each group. Fifth, the experimenter returned to each

group in approximately five minutes to check on the progress of the',

group and answer any question that might have been raised. Phase ono

instructions were carried out by each group.
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Phase two of the research procedures consisted of the following

steps. First, the confederates were removed from their original offices

and randomly assigned to a second office. At this time the confederates

changed roles to play, the representative of the second group with an

opposing opinion on the abortion issue. It is during this phase that

the subjects were subjected to one of the foUr treatments mentioned

earlier in the paper. Second, the experimenter escorted the confederates

to their second office. The subjects were requested to preterit lis/her

statement of policy first. Then the confederate was to follow with his/

her policy statement or script. Text, the subjects and confederates
were to discuss the issue for approximately ten minutes.

Phase three consisted of the following steps. First, after the

discussidnOhe confederates were removed from their second office.

A, Second, t17 subjects were each given a post - experimental opinion question-

\ na,ire and a post-experimental attitude scale. Third, the experimenter

picked up the questionnaire and the attitude scales from the confederates.

Fifth, the subjects were brought together for a debriefing session with

the experimenter during which he explained the real purpose of the
experiment, revealed the use of confederates and answered any question.
Subjects were asked to leave the experiment area and not to discuss the

experiment with any future subjects.

Results

The post-experimental questionnaire consisted of five questions which

dealt with trust self disclosure. A seven item Likert-type scale was

incorporated to measure the subjects attitudes in relationship to the

confederates behavior. For example: to what extent do you trust the

representative from the,bther group? Great Deal 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 Very Little.

Means were computed for each of the four experimental treatments

TABLE 1

Means for Treatmerts of Acceptance or Rejection and Reciprocation

or Non-reciprocation of Subjects Self Disclosures

Treatment

Self Disclosure Non-self Disclosure

Acceptance Rejection Acceptance Rejection

Trust for Others 2.5 2.5 2.0 4.0

Similar as a Person 4.5 3.5 5.0 4.0

Similar in Beliefs
and Values 4.5 4.5 6.0 4.0

Liking for Others 1.5 1.0 3.5 4.0

Influenced by Others 3.0 7.0 2.0 5.5
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Table 1 reveals that the rejection and non-self disclosure treatment
engender the least amount of trust for all four of the treatments. The

other three treatments were similar in their mean scores. The table

shows that all four of the treatments scored approximately the same for
perceived similarity between individuals. Table 1 indicates that the

rejection and self disclosure treatment and the acceptance and self
disclosure treatment produced a higher degree of liking than the re-
maining two treatments.The table also reveals that the acceptance and
self disclosure treatment rated higher on influence than the other three

treatments. Table 1 indicates that the acceptance and non-self dis-
closure treatment had the lowest mean score among the foUr treatments

in ration to similarities in values and beliefs between individuals.

The above data tends to indicate that the factor of trust plays

an important role in facilitating cooperative interaction and effective

interpersonal relationships. The data tends to imply that self dis-

closure and acceptance are needed for healthy interpersonal relationships

to exist.

Explanation

In the experiment the two factors of acceptance or rejection and
reciprocated self disclosure or non-reciprocated self disclosure were
manipulated and analyzed to determine their influence on development

of interpersonal trust. The research was aimed at answering two

questions: (1) will a subject trust a second person more who responds
to the subject's self disclosures in an accepting manner rather than

the person who responds in a rejecting manner? (2) will a subject

trust a second person more who responds with self disclosures rather

than the person who does not self disclose? The results indicates that

both questions were answered affirmatively. The latter question seems

to have received a little more support than the first.

The experiment would seem to indicate that self disclosure and

acceptance contribute to the development of interpersonal trzsts in

interpersonal relationships. If the above statement is true then the

experiment would suggest that an accepting manner and appropriate self

disclosure would be instrumental factors in developing a desirable

climate for cooperation.
This experiment tends to verify the original finds of Johnson and

Noonan but with less strength than their findings which me E due in

part to the smaller number of subjects used in the replica ,n of the

original experiment.
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Attitude iange As A Condition of>
Emotional 'Appeals.

,

Jeannette McDaniel-

- .
The purpose Of tiiis paper is-tb report the methqdblogy and' results of

a communication experiment to measure attitude change in relation to emo-
tiohal appeal. The,first portionof the paper will present the proposition
and research questions; and Materials and procedure used. the second
portion yirlpreierit a summary- of the experiment including results and
validity factors. Throughout the paper the term attitude will be used -

rather than shifting to the tetras 'opinion," !'belleTi7"A "values." As
McGuire indicated in "Persuasion, Resistance and Attitude Change," dis-
tinctions have been made amongthe termsrbut there is no universa]ly
accepted distinction and the terms-are oonsidered interchangeable.1
Throughout thepaper the term student will consistently be used to indicate
participant and subject.-

S

iL

The proposition was "Mesiages that employ emotional appeals are some-
\times moreArfective than mifsabes_that employ arguments." Two research
qiiiWons:Pire posed: (1) By using evidencq dogt a speaken,convince--hls

roor her audience of the,validjty of a proposition ?, _and Does giving the
source ofevidence produce changes in,attitudes? In ord r,to_test the
proposition and Answer the questions, a research metfIrd was developed.
There were twenty-six high schobl students used for the testing. The ma-
terials-used included two copies et ant Opinion Ballot forleach student; one
fbr pre -test and one for posttest. There. were two tape rtcorded speeches
about education. Speech A contained carefully documented evidence, and
speech Eremployed only rational arguments and contained.no referral to
source.' .

The. procedures used-were:
-\

1. Selection of students:
-. a. Arrangements were made with instructors to use student's

time for the project.
b. Two weeks prior tq'thelexperiment, the Opinion Ballot

(pre-test) was given* all students.
c. Artangetnents were made for the exact date "and time for

the presentation of speeches. r
'2. Conducting the Experiment:.

: r

a. A tape recorder equipped with Speech A was set up' at
the specified time.

b. -Explanation Wastade to Group A, thirteen students, that
thex,Would be listening to a recorded speech after which
they would be.aske _complete an Opinion Ballot.

fc, Tht-Speech-lw` played.,
Students filled out the Opinion Ballot (posttest).
Ballots were collected,

f. The s'ame;ObcedUre was followed with Group sfrgithe
no-evidence Speech B.

3. Tabulation: of .Data:

a:_sTetals were acquired for numbers marked on each of the
twenty-fwo'qUestions for the pre-test and that total
was recorded on.the Tabulation Chart. (Appendix I A and
Ippendix I B.,)
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.
b. fqtals were acquired for numbers marked on ezh -of the

bt-nty-two questions for the posttest and th ftotal
- was recorded .on the Tabulation Chart.

C. The `differ once between each /student's pre. and 'posttest
scores was determined and recorded on the Tabul\ation

V,
Chart.

1,.

When presenting the pre -test the following rec. ions- were given todirections .-

all students at the same time... , ,
. This is a survey being.taken for-a ,graduate college class -and

your help is needed. -! You will not-be allowed to ask any ques-
tions in relation to the statements on the Opinion Ballot so
listeecareful ly to. thee directions. Do not put your natile on
the sheet, but do:piityour first and last initials. Then read

. each' statement ca fully and mark the way y6u -feel about. each
stateme 't. A mark over the -number one indicates that yOu really

\ . you rea ly disagree,With -Vie statement. A,, mark over the
agree' w th the _stement arid a:mark over the number seven means

r , , lour Means that you are pr'etty neutral or you don't really., agree
but yet you don't really disagree. That means that a mark over

Itumbers' two and three 'indicates that yoU kind-of disagree.
. -

Remembert-Fat th7ffTii being done for a college class and not by
,. our school- so tne school, won't hold anything against 'you for the

way you respond tqeach of,the statements. In,fact, your names
will never be used so no one is going to judge you by your ,

,answer, but it is. important that ;you take you' time ,and think
about each statement.
In order to understand thd, simplistic wording of the directions o

.: must be familiar with the students. Both groups were students retakin
a. subject during summer school. Group A ,consisted of eleven boys and 0
girls ofwkOm five:will be sophomores, two jUniors, and six seniors'. eir

-average I. "Q. is 100.,inanging from-82 to 115, and their-average grad
- point for the past school year was '2.2 on a 4 point scale. Group B c is-.

- ,ted of.eight boys and -five girls of whom eight will 'be sophomores and five
-senigrk. Their average I. Q. is 98, ranging from 80 to_;120, and their, '
grade pint average was 2.0. , -- s

- Thp Opinion Ballot for the pre- and posttest were. administered by
- an'ass/istant to the.experimenter. The precedure, as well 4's the wording
of the-dqections, was followed' in an attewpt to eliminate experimenter

. and "apprehension manipulation" variables. 4 Both speedhes were recorded
by a former debater whose voice the students woul,d not recognize, and
the speeches were delivered in quality "contest oratorical style." .

. In order tb better understand the Tabulation Charts one must under-.

's)and the: composition of phe Opinion Ballot.- It is. structured in such
a manner that nine statements are positively stated about' the Federal-
control of education, fotir are negatively .stated about the federal, seven
arepositively stated, about local control of edudation, and two are nega- ,.

ti ely stated about the local. If wet assume that an agreem wit 'a*
.

- negative Statement is a "vote of confidence for the oppos tion'then we , . --

can ,assume, that there,are eleMn statements supporting the federal control, -..

of education and eleven 'statements supp'orting,the local control of edli-
cation. It must be pointed-out that by making this assumption we are
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ruling out the possibility of the acceptance of any her agent having any
form of control of education and are creating an vternal valldity factor,'
which is not compensated for in this testing Procest..' pnce this is underh.
stood, then.one mui..t that the lower the total marking, for either z
group of statements, on th Opinion Ballot-the more the'agreement, while
the higher the marking the more disagreement. ..\When considering the Tabulation Charts -one sees that Group A shifted
an-average of 6.8 points in favor of the fede:el government ,from, pre- to

'Y - posttest whileGroup B s ifted an average of 11 points toward' the federal
. government. Group A ihi ted 16.5 points away from support of the local

control from Ire- to po test:whfle Group B only' shifted 9.4 points away
from support of the local Neither of those shifts are.Signific t

-enough to demonstrate the persua ive power of either speech over the of er.
This would tend to be in keeping h gresser't statement that evidence
makes little difference to .a listen r.."' . .

The .set of numberi of 'ibbject 10" on Tabulation Chart A deterves
special, attention. You: will notice that on the pre-test 10 hid 4, very low
score favoring the federal government coetrol-and almost neutral feelingt
about the local'dontrol, but on the posttest he had a negative reaction -to
the persuasion of the,speecti.. Nis rankings changed. drastically. The ex-
perimenter questioned the student and his answer'was: -"I don't like td
see people put down: That speech made it soung like 'the school board
people were dummies 'cause they weren't as ed ated as.the big- shott.in
-government." ,

. Even Wi h an-awareness of the lack of. ference in attitude chanVe,
it is/still -1 portant to, view aspetts .of e experiment in, relation to the
studerits and experiment situation=. Upon completion of the posttest Group
A students -asked quettions like: "Are they gonna get rid of the school
Foard?"'k "is this one'of.thote government surveys?"; and, "Things vould sure*
be better. off it the government would get .out, wouldn't they?". These
queitions are good,indications that they "heard" what was contained in the
speech,* Group B asked questions like: "Do we hafta do any more of
these ?,;?`.?`. tninds?."; and "Whatl's the point of this junk?". These questions
indicate- fitinct apathy.' The student's questions give an insight to the'.
validity of each groups' results. Willirn Dresser indicated that a listener
may view the material as unimportant and,because of that, eiidence..or lack
of evidence will make little difference.° ._,Existing beliefs such as the
students! general dislike of- education or bias, acquired from parents
0e-friends? .against)the federal go ernment would also have significarrce on the

, effects' of the evidence. ° - An atteOtwas made by the -emierimenter to 'corm-

..
..late intelliger with attitude change but no trends could be established.

Many ele ents Ins-,the, experitilent situation as well as in:each student
rcontributed to problems of acquiring accurate results but as Webb and ""----.
Campbell stated/". . . ho experiment . . -. .will unequfvocaily `demo strate
truth."8: Catheart's statement about evidenceas..a.-persuative is- e that ....

sums the results of experimentation using these students.. "Audi to response
to a variable such ts evidence and the way that evidence is used in a speech

4 has very little!f to do with the sex,, educational level, speech training, or
the subject matter knowledge of the auditors.i. Rather, (the response seems to
be. a ;functi on of the ortiginal.' opinion of the Auditor., his proness to shift,
and the acceptabilt of ttie evidence and eftument presented.' -.

,f.;
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Appendix I A

_Groiln A

P-1:e -test, .

.

Posttest 0
% Difference .

_Subject,
Favor.

GOV.
Favor-
Local

. :

Favor
GOv.

Favor,
Local

Favor
Gov.

Favor
/Local

.

1.
. 5:r 311 66- 2

: -

. ,

2 - 37: 57 32 61

3 32
.

57
.0

27 , 4

.

54.

_
,

%,
. 4 , 27 6U

.

2/ -- ,

.

5 38 42 31 12
%

.

6

_54

36 3
-,-.

25 55 12 2

7 17 r 22
il

60 29 .
.

8 c__ 50 50 35 68 ..."_,(15,......, 18,
lip--

0 '1; 1.432 3.f..---,-, 19\

10 22 , 49 ) 16 511....___21Lik-.___g_......2..

3 111 . -59 60-- 3 9

12 : 66^ .29 ' 40.- .26 3362 .
1.

13 ___, ---63 -. '-
--

-22_ 48 .51 '15. .28 1

I - II 'III , Iir' 137', ,168' KJTALr

.

11 equali,Arbngest -possible agreement
/77 .equa .1\s 4:brongest possible disagreement

411 egsgh tota14- neutral .
. L . -- .:,....c

14,,A*'414inverted sHift away,Orop persuasion of speech
. ,

T--Pre-test equals an
an

'pricing oz 142.2
IIIPosttest eqUas an average marking of 15.4
. ,

4 2 .
.. ,

. t
IIF-Prertest equals awaverage amlng of 43.5
IV-- Posttest equals an average arking-bf 54
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Appendix I El

,

Group 13

. Pi-e.-test
.

Posttest '. , Difference

Favor
v-

Favor 'Factor Favor Favor '-..Fayor Favor
Subject Gay f Local ! Gotr. Lokal G6v. Local .''`

--... - .
1 2 L8 17, 63 15- 15...

2 21 / 62 la 6J
.

.
. 7

'' 3 47 38 45 47 -. -**2
- ,

/

.

4 32 -u..._ 58 ',. -30 56 2
,

65 15 20
16

45 , 37

6. 49 I 36 41 . 54' la -:
7

48 43 4o,

38 , 32- 56 1p '18
-v.

J>

9 9 58 37 51 2

,10 ho 52 38 59 -2' 7 s).
.

.

61 27 58 28 3

12 48 38 31 47 17 16, ,

13 51- -29 25. 52 26 i. 27

1\ I II . . III , 143 , 1148' TOTAL

.11 eqqais stronge t possible agie0ent. -- ..

77 equals stronge possible .disagreement-;
44 equals. tot 1 etitral . _ .

. N4 equals inve ed _shift away t.l'aili, pertuasion of speech
..-. . . ...«,

I--tPre-test equals an average marking; of-13.5
t

III--Posttest equals an"-average in'arkringsbf 3l'

II e-test eqUals an average marking of X10.9
,. IIT--Posttest equals an average markineof51.4

., , ,. , e- ,.
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Conformity: A'ri Experiment -

",' John 0. Phipps-Winfrey
.

On'the ndividual level the delicate balance . i
revealfi.itself through Conversion. An individual

pp. ars to himself and dthew,to have..

'1.00 from one orientation tb its exact
opposite a

made, a.gross change, but actually ^Winiblves only

t

aismall s if in a focal and persistgnt conflict;b
- Just as dhly one per cent of the voting population
is needed=to reverse the results:6f an American
,election, soonly one-per centofen,:individuiT'S
,"Coniituencies" need shift in order to transform

. hini,from voluptuary to ascetic, from, policeman to.
criminal, from,Communtst to anti7communisti.or

.
$ ii4Z/94.:

/

A.

. Philip Slaterl - *, _

%Ir
The dialectics. ef conversion, conformity, . influence, or. persuasion %

his been the'basis of rhetorical theory since the Sophistic beginnif
..-,-Folf-Speech Cnmmunication. Throughout the-history, of, this field the

Induttion of conversion and conformity hes'been the topic of observation,
'testing, and pleihation by (educators, theorists, and researchers. his
particular .ex ination of conformity deals withthesmall -peer group
enviremmenea d its influence on its membership. Furthermore, this
experiitentation cleats not only with the -causal ,quality but also causal
.quantity which ts 'shown in a progressive-inducement of conflict between
personal belief and group- expectation.

-tk,....., 1
.-

Proposition
.

." t
.

.

membersThe smallroup influence the behavior of its memberr. The-influenc0
of*the gfoup, in most instances, wiltscompel the group matter to conform/
to his or her perception of the group norm. Although this conformity mad"
not be compete, it\i's probable that thetrou0 membef will change his:Mr
her stated 'opinions 10 the direction:of_thesOposed group norm. Also,-

: because of the piycholdgical-likedesses of per group members, the/in -'
stance of tonformity should itself conform to_a point in.time.wnith is
,relateable tothe quantity, of perceived T-oupigroup member conflict /-

necessary(for conversion or conformity.,
4 %

-. .
-* .

Subjects 4 1i

embers of this experiment were selected by linear invitation. That
. is,-on person was invited to partidipate in the experimentation and theV
request d to invilte a friend to garticipate. .Forty-eight subjects were
included_ n this !!..xperiffient.

.
, -

Procedures

The forty -eight subjects were divided into four gfoups of twelye
meinberseach. Each"group was then located so that the groups them-r- .

,telve/ could' not -interact nor hear the interaction of any other group..
,

.
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2. Each group was given a copy-of 1:..The Case of Johnny Sandron"
and \asked to read it without' di scusion.

3. Irrinedjately afteit-readir.9 the 'information each member was
asked torecord their opinion aboutjthis case on an Opinion. Scale.

4.- The Opinion Scales were them collected, and without tally, it
Was reported to, each group tbat'mOil of the-group members though that: \1
I. ...blame for, Johnny'S crime.Must be place entirely upon his shoulder's,

5, Groups 1.And 4 were told that they ,Wolild have i chance to,
"reorganize their' grolips if there were any members-which did not "fit

... in ". n the `ortanization or.tabulation these two groups were. to be
labeled the "rejection" groups. GrOUps .2 and 3 will, in tabulation,
be labeled the inon4jectiOh"§rouOs.)
., s, 6. The Opinion Stale was -again administered.I .-; Groups 2 and 4 were told /that they needed tosrite a shortI.
report on the case, and that the report,'Would be passed around to the

. members of the other gfloups and tfii the members of their own. group.
'MI the'organizatik of*tabulaVdn, groups 2 and,4 were labtiled the'

,r",'-. , "public". groups. i \. . ..
, ,sl, ' . %

Wrote
4 .-

8. After group members of the irpubliegroups Wrote their reports,
... the'Opinion Scale was again admitistered; 3

' 9. A postex6erimental questionnaire was then administered.
. . , .

; 7111111t
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a

-41abulation

1. Scores for the Opinion Scale were then :tabulated,

CAoup 1 (Ifive.te/rejection) Group 3, (Priva.ternonrejection
Scale Position Scala lbsit.ion

Subject lila, 1 I. 2 MI. Subject M. 3. clida, 2 -Adm. 3
I 6 1

, /5 ' '5
2 4 2 3 2 26 3` ;

5 2 1 .
...

,'
27 5 # 14 4,

.4
5

.
3 28 ''.! .. 6 611=1.4.4111r

\, 2- 2 29 . - 2 . 1
6 7 2 2 30 .3 v .3.'

7. 5 - 4 3 3 3. 3 '.
1 1 - 7 7

. S 5
.

2
.- '4, 4, - 3

10
. i

2 1 1 '6 6
11 6 2 35 2 g

12 6 .2 2 36' 5 - -. _ 5

oGroup 2 (Italic nonrejection) Group Li. (TUblicirelectiOn
:- Scale *tuition Scale ibeition .

Subject

1E111
1131111110111

15
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- 5
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b. -All subjects who initially occupied positions 5, 6, or 7 were
called udeviates". All subjects who initially. occupied positions 1, 2,
3 or/4 ire called "modeet.---The number of deviates and modes in each
gro00 were then determined'. -' %' .1

7

a.

stribution .of Subjects in

Experimental

'Public 1284)

Modes Deyfates

Rejection& (1 &4 ) 7 .

`Nonrejectfon',(2&3) 5

Gon ti on$

Private, /1 &3)

'Deviates

4 4

4 8

4

.

':Talliei were made of the% number of.,subjgts that indicated on their
Pott-OperimentAl Questionnaire that' they fet that their opinions would
iffedt the- degree to which they might be rejected by the groW.-

tAellhood of Rejection

4-

Public Deviates

3 .

0

1

0.'

4 5 6 7

3 3-. 3 3

0 5

6: .3' Private Deviates 0 5 -2
.

- ....
.

- ,, Private Modes- 0 0 -1 , 2 . 2 0
,

.
,_____- . . ,

- Tallies were, made of the number of subjects ,who indiiated on the r' 1

Pus_t-expIrimental Questionnaird,that they felt ghat their opinfons4differe,_____
at first'wfth that of the -group,_ -

. . 01 ,

- First Opinion Differed from.Group
.

,d

Pd01 is Deviates

Obi c *des

Prefvate Deviates7

Private Modes

1 2.

0 0

0 1

0 0

Q-

3 4

0

, 0 .10

0, 7

1' 10

5 6 7

8 0 0

2 0

4

1. 0

-

Tallies were made of the number of deviate's who-k hanged_plinions
'-----7--z--t-owar_dthe. group norm.

/
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s

rdb 1 is 1 Pe:ivate. Comblned ' t.:_.4.

o
1 4 :

Rejection , 3 , .8 111: \.', --;%:,

A
f : 8s I

P...

.Nenrejectiod 5 4 3, .= ., , 4>

. : . i \:"}: 43
4.Combined . -el 11 19 -5'.'
2

----
s

4<

. sTatlies Were made the-humber(of modes alidtilevietes who Changed
their op,inion, eithe to rd or away from. the group norin.

. - ,, , .. . - /. *-./ .,,
j . .initial ..,,Clianged , .Did 'Not changed

,Positlori ..*"t Totiard- I Change _ - . TOward 7__.,,,.
-.. . !,:. , .' :'1,1odes , 20 A 14 -5. 4 13-5.

'
6

"'

., ... k

6
C Dev-fates 28 ,... 11 -:-. -g....'.._.- .. 0, ,

..i, .. . .d: ..

,o.,..:

4k;

were made of the, number of deviates changing 1,-2, 3, and 4
strips toward2Positioh 2 (th'e florin) on the scale.

: -
.

,r. ,:, '. 'Number of Positions -Changed
' i

t.
I 4 .. . '

Initial Positiontv T1
- .

2 3 .41
,

;

.S..
, . ,, 2 t 4.-- e..',. .7., :5 : 3 .° - 10., ,.

... 0 -4:-------tr-----------
,

.. -.

ti

t tA,

6--,r\
7 . , 0

:t '''. i -' ' Cr'

i'5

. 0.

0'
Ii

,

r .
\A
\

A

0-

05' -

. 999

-- .
r

...
,`

. 1

Y3
: '.

i.,.0.
A 9

t. i t

V-

_. Tellies were made of the number 6f individual ifestription'S that were
l,-consistent with Position 2 (the norm) on the scalefs-Ohese-were separated

Into groups,rindicatin9 those that moved- after writing the descriptions. '
(Position 2 on the Qpipion -Scale read:t Though'Johnny may heve,, been
slfightly,influenced bythe harIntul conditions rider which he lived, ther
were' also many helpful factdr3 to counterbalance them...° He did-not take 't ..

, .

),
.

%, advantage o- these. ConsAdei-ing that b far` the greatest
.1.mint of the blame still pest on MX shoulej.efs.)

..,.

., -
Rum* of Deviates ChangindQpinions. While 'Writihg Dscriptions

,- 1

, .

.,1

- ..\ k

Priyate
4(1

1

0 ;

Position Before Ch angel° .' t7 $,

. r
2/ 4
.1

0
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. ExPerental Analysiiim.
',.), A

,.. - 4,_-! ThdisMaT1 groupdoes influence the behavior of its membars,isin this
experimentation seventy-fiyes* cent ofthetsubjects chpged their
opinions on the Opinion Scaletoward a "lie conformableipsition to the
fraOdulently states.' group( Those metberT of group 1', the private/
rejection groyp, aonforhed most completely, anththelrivate/nonrejectiom,
geoulY1,- which was thllegt cgpforming stiltreVealed allftY per. cent
Charte toward the-perceived grip norm. .. ;... r!

-,he peer-grouping doesAffectthe instorecif conformity, of the
. it: me tyzfive per cent of-the members 1t at changed their opinions

on he_ Opirii n Scale ninety.*six/Pgi cent changed their Oosittons,after
, -. tie fraudule t group norr''rpp mai4stablished and the members 'of groups ,l and

4 were told' hiht c WafganIze their-groups"0
9*: - /

f'...,.
k . . . 1

-{

/ /7 '`
1,,/

x/ /
1.,..

,

4

0.

a.

0 4.
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... Communication Patterns i4 Small Groups
Carla beckert

_ Ole of, the,first published articles specifically dealing with group_
structure was written by Professor Al ens Bavel as. His article dealt with
almatheMatical model for group.structUr03- Another articleiwritten-.byB vet as identified research being carried 'o'ut diatint_14ith_ small grdup
structures., This research was being .done by 'Sidney:Smt0 'of the Massa-
thutettt Institute oflethnolOgy.' Smith used two diffejent,Atructures 4

- 1-t-Appendix I), A and B Uith43 groups of cOlege/itudetglisking
them to find the common- synibol Which 'appeared on All five cards of each
participant,, in the -shortest amduntcof time. 'CdmmuniCation wart by; ,

written ,messagei passed through slots in a cubicle .wall _Arranged-id
_

--achte*.*he 14nkage. Pattern _the 'experimenter desired, ,f_Nristrittions
went' placed on. the conteg-lbf.the messages and the -cavil _writteri-on.-was
:coded:-ili.order to 'reconstruct later what communication occucred. The.
findings- suggested- the most central-- position was usually the 'leader-

-:(Fig.-,21*Uthe total. ,errors averaged it*Ti---1-n7Fi (Appendix' 3).2
lettinCh7lwas al so being tarried-. out Harol d ,trias

publishk[iPI951:3-- The purpose-of hitlexperiment was -td_ int/est gate the
-relattonshiP between therpatterns of communicatidn in a-_,Small-lr% And
_,thebehivior of its members. These patterns are shown _itrEigure =1;v- The100 dale unitAraduate subleiti -were' atked to find the- ,cohmon telement in -

= 1110tiliniiuM amount of time: with alirtnimum- number_ of messages ,b_-ding_- con-
ii'detri. They also were required to Write- their communicattenand-were
s_cpirited'-into. cubicles with only the, slots open to-the detired structural'
channel. The 20 fUe man -groups were givenA5tontecdtive -trials. The. .P

group errors ate' shown in Figure 5. ,:Leavitt__tonclwied4hat the time tt-
tOok to arrive at the _finding was 'inaccurate= due to sp 0 of writing, -

dekterity in passing and Other sitiIir factors-. The nesOlts of the..-group
moral are represented -in. Pi gOe 6. .

The organizational patterns in- the different structures varied only-
t4,0Ween theopen and closed, patterns, In the wheel , the Y and the Chain
all _the grdup -.members gave. their information to the central position for
the -decision-making process. The Circle tended- tg/have.no consistant

-_organization41 pdttern. JBavelat concluded that the patterns/highly, cen-
tralized were organized more quickly, operated under stable conditions
and. had fewer errors. However; they did not seem= to enjoy theiNgroup as
much. The.impl ication.being that -thts could harm proddctivity if'workers
were asked' to remain in the centralized structure over-a. period of time.4-

Heise and Miller also conducted experiments similar to Leavitt's--

using 5 'different types of communication networks and -3 different types _

ef-Aaski. I)? the first task they were to reassemble. a word list, the
second dealt with sentence construction and the third reqdired the group
to. form' an anagram. The experimenters found that the most effective
structure in, terms-of time and- the number of words required to complete
the task was the closed chain network in which all members -talked to and
listened to all dithert.t (Ft.-7) Arthur M. Cohen also did several
experiments, deal ing wtph changing the network of ,groups.6 These
were concerned with groups which met over-an'extended period of time and
therelivance is limited in relation to the experiment. being'discussed,

I ,
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Communication patterhs thrOugh which inforfnation flow affects the
efficiency of a small group. This experiment wat.designed to answer tht
questians concerning what-effect a fixed communication pattern has upon
4- group's ability to solve problems. What is the effect df different
fixed==coMMunication patterns in'the,amount of time it taket-to -solve a

--prOblem.-on.the number of interactions required to Wye a problem and
:-Oh-the_Sattsfaction membertlexprdt at the endafra problem solving_ period?

_Irf-order to answer these questions 24 high school students were drawn
-from7a summer class and asked to participate in a communication experiment.`
They were diVided up into three groups_of 5 people_daCh,-With one time-
keeper for'eac group, and two observers for each group: The detks were
arrang44_into hree network patterns (Filig, pl-which contained.an..81/2"-_X111"

of_-paper With thiletter 1R,, B, 0. D. or E printed on eaCh*.-7At the
ot 'tif the sheet was **letter or letters of the person with-

Each-participant was given a cooy-orthe-NASA Ranking
TalMt--(seeppendix\6)_and4eael observer was_ an,Observer.R4Oraing ,

JOh4=-Isee,A0pendix(see tile observer and.the titekeeperwere=Oicked
Ytthe,AXOetitenter, the other. _participants Were free to selett_awgroup

=and- -desk. Once the subjects were-deatedithObiervers:and.timekeepers
,.

-_- were- seated -at the edge of each,grOup, the procedures were-explained to
-,the'larttcipints.- Theexperimepts read and gaveac-coPyi,of-thelelloWing
::-to-eathparOcipant: _,

This is a study of the way -in which fiied_communicitionatterns-
_ :influehcehow groups complete tasks. 'Thus,you=will be eien a

task to accomplish as a-groUp.-At the same time, you will be
.. lestricted in 'the ways you can communicate: -That 4s, you will

, be-limited in terms of who you-can talk to as follows:
Y: A may-talk only to-C

'B may talk. only to C

C may talk to A, B, orD'
D may talk to C,and E.
E may talk only to D

Chain: A ma;'talOonly to B
B may tal---to A and C

C may-talk-to B and D
..,

D.maY. talk to .0 and E
. E mally,talk only to D ' ;.

Comcon: Talk to anyone you wish in any order you like. ,. .

The timekeepers were asked to record the time from the time the groupti-rst
begins to speak until it is.finished with the task. Timekeepels were-eta

. asked to watch for viOtatiops and to gentlY make corrections to confare,
to the assignments. The observers were,asked to take care in not disturbing
the group interaction but merely chart who talks to whom and tile number of
times.

. _
,

'When the groups were' finished each member was given a Group Member .

Satitfaction Scale to complete whici contained a'auestion.concerning the
group work, member satisfaction with position and member agreementbWith
the finalAtcome.- (Appendik 8). Data tabulation is'coftained in
Appendix 9 and 10. .
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The results of th{s experiment seem to-indicate that a fixed-
communication pattern' increased' the efficiency of a small group since_
bath the Chain and Y group. were. able to come closer to the correct

-. ranking* than did the Comcon,- which- beganiwith no fixed structure. As
;

Webb and Campbell suggest, .the unusual topic whi.ch made 'up the task ..
could-account for the low 111.443er of correct answers./ None of the
members of the group were.highly ski' -ed in the scientific knowledge,
required _cto complete the rankings competently., Thit-li the reason the..
experimenter charted up to ,3 rank points on _either side of the correctrapk3ng:*'.

Asin,kg>,the' time factor as a basis, the fixed communication, patterns
dit-...slightivlbetters than did the open- communication network, but this

. could-be. accouht4 for by the\ possibility that the Y group merely knew =each other -better, or-felt more comfortable doing this'leiperinlent. Theinternal validity here could be due to, the selection of the particLipants.
Even-though each participant was _asked,_alrwere members of a_;suaraer
"school -class which was required because they had failed the preceedingi
years. other important factor was_ that the experiment was-cift-idutted"
on=a Ft Jay following .a test. l'hisicould also___acCout-it-TfOrthe time ele-.
mentfense.mott of the students'realliedi.they woulleavebe free to lee

, A final factor twhich-must be taken' inter '--account in relattenshtp-te not -only time but also errors _and halcwell rthey, liked 'their-petitions is that the participants came fronrtwo,pri--

ry between thet-sthools:
vate schools and. many of the pareticTe-aiits---have -expressed-a feelleng of .

. ---

The_-ftrirctur-ed-Patterrir Of Y had_theiTati,efficient,groUp- as far oithe number of-interactions.. She= Chin group mere than doubled the nuni-,...-ber of Y interaction's det-the fine of the two .groups was very:clase-;
Suggesting-thk_t iperhas more than ene..interactien was occuiing/in the
Chain -at the same moment. It is interesting to note that the Y group
alscdtad the 'lowest scores as.fir is Individuals feelings on how-well

----"them ,group -.Worked together, even though -In' terms of -time, number
interactions and number''of errors they .seemed-to be the most efficient;

It should be'noted that there does seem to he thi postibility that
-the Comcon did their final evaluations together since everyone had ex
actly the same number marked on all three questions. This also has aneffect on the resultsof the experiment, since this group liked their
positions and agreed 'with `thegroup's -rankings. °

The most important ,ranki-ng in regard to- liking positions Came from
. C in 'the Y group who had'the -central position, yet disliked i t.

seems to ragli a s ,toncl usi en that "the degree of central ityi-
of a personlslocation in the correluniCatioh network is positively_ relatede._ to the satisfaction he obtains.from participating in the groUP.Ho This _

could be accounted for"as a platter-of personnel taste since he did agree,
with-the final outcome of the group. Yet position C in the Chain., alsb
a central position. only moderately liked his position. . *The results --of this expeitiment are limited py the previously men'4,tioned, threats to its vaIVity. The' structure completed their task ih

-the. shortest amount-of titie,t using the fewest -interactions. ',HoweVerzAhe
-meltbers also-indicated a certain amount of dissatisfaction with their

ttie structure =ate with the _if final rankings of, the group. Fur-
% tier' research using different subjects: and controlling forthe internal

and- external :validity threats should more completely answer the question
of group ef, k ncycas_ it relates to structure.

7
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Erro .attegary- Pa ern A
Averagf total errors 14.0
Average group errors /5.0

S.

-Error Category
Average tot.1.1. errors
'Average group- errors'

Figure 6

Pattern B
7.0

Pattiirn A B, ,___9 F
-Ie - -10 3 10

_......._,,4 2 iil 1-,---7

Average ,Rating by Position 1n Pattern

For *the 35,1n the . F the 15 in
most peripheri.J. positions the it t central positio

How much-,clid you like your job?
How Satitied are' you with the job

clone?.
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AnENDIX 7 V

'Method of Arrangement for the Experiment
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NASA- Ranking -Task 5'

APPMDIX VI .

1-4, 1

Instruttionss You are a'member of a space grew originally scheduled tot
--rendezvous with a mother%shipoon the lighted surface of.tha moot. Betause

of methanical difficulties,-however, your ship was forced tp:land'at a, spot
some-200:_milesSirom the redezvous point. -During landing, ..much of the

--:letiu4ment-aboa.rd,-was__daiages;-and since survival depends on reaching
-- the - mother ship, the most clitibilltema available must be chosen for the'.
=i 2b0,-10.10 trek. Below are listed Ur 7.5 items .eft intact and:undaiaged
after-landing..Your.ta4 is to radk Order them in terms of their
linv7tahce!toiyour.crew in allowing.thew.to reach the iendetvous point.
'/Platertho*nuiber 1 bythe most important item.; number2 by the second most .

"important4ter,',and so on, through number 315, the legit important.
This4is a group decision-inakiMi taks.-,Yourlgronp.is to employ. the __-

method of group, cdhse us.in:reachlkita decieton on,thkrankinga.
Since:--ctinsensus Is diff let to re th,-try'as a group to h4ke each,ankirig`One'wlih'whichallgroup members can _least partially ,agree.

N

Box-of matches

-kioot trate ,

1- :-1 *
r "

50 feet 1 of ny. rope r.I,, ,
,...

0

f. .

.

Parachute silk, 1

d
Portable hetat iOgilnit

.

,
G - ,

calibre .pistols
.

One Case 8f dehydrated Pei miike,

Two 100-1b. tanks oft,Tign
I -.4'.

,

tanks
.5 .

...

;-:,,'Stellar map-of moon's constellation
--,.

., 4 e

.Life mit
.5

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of...water

Signal 'flares
,

Fit aid, kit containing injection needles__

Solar-powered FR receiver,transmitter.
f

4.
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APPENDIX VII

OBSERVERS TABULATION

Chain .

. A tize. B.

to-A '*

B to C

C B

Ci.to D

= D C

- D to ID
St=

E D

.

A to C

B to

to A

C to B

C to'D

-b to

D to E

to D

1

.1141.1.

ad

,Comcon

A

_} B

N.
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APPENDIX VIII

tradp,Member Sat4faction'Scale r J ,,
.

.
.-...

Place a checkjnark along each scale that most nearly represnets your feelings.
/

4 4,
1. Howimuch did. you like your pos tion. in the group?

Strongly
Disliked

Ho' well did your group work together?

Very Poorly----

).

Strongly-

7
--7" Liked

Y'

, ,. ___.---3. To =what extent did you agree with .the final ranklIg of thggroilp?

fl
Not-at_a4

lY

e,

4.

.3

I

213
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APPEND

DATA

oints di erence
,.

between.the-key and the group rankings.

, , _Correct. Within 1 Within 2

() 3 3 5

-3 "., 2 e

Chains

Ys

Comcon: a 2,1

The number of inter actions by each group:

1

Chains, '205
z.

(
Ys. 72

4

I

.

Comcon:

/ it)
.

The number of minutes each. p took to complete the task:

Chain: 12 minutes
..-

Ys. 10 minutes '

Comcon: 12 minute

. The numberof Dpsbages sent by each member ofithegroup:
1P

A

' -32

Y: 16

Comcon: 17

B

.49

C D' E

- 50 . 48 26
. .

15.,
a , 1 -.--; 24 Li.

16 31 15 , '''' 5 .

4.
Likedtuisliked Position

.A B C E

Chain: 4, 7 4 7 A 5 .

Y: 4 4 2 4 4
_

Com-con: . 5 ,5 5 5

214_
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APPENDIX ..X

group Work =- Satisfaction

7

Comm:

Agreed sagreed with Rankings

7

6

7 7-

A B C D E_2-L------
4

7
o

7

4

6

7

7

6

7

___

7

'7.,

7

7

-7

,
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